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Summary
Model checking is an automatic technique that aims to build the correctness of finite state
systems. In the last three decades, it has established itself as a widely used and eective
verification technique for both hardware and software. Despite its success, the applicability
of model checking is often limited by the notorious state space explosion problem. often
a system is too large to check within the aordable time and memory. A variety of
approaches have emerged to ameliorate this problem over years, including partial order
reduction, symmetry reduction, symbolic model checking, compositional verification and
predicate abstraction.
However, basic reduction techniques generally do not take into account sophisticated
techniques associatedwithmodel checking. When twoparticular techniques are combined,
special care has to be taken for the potential incompatibility between them. In this thesis,
we successfully improve the application of symmetry reduction and partial order reduction
in three distinct contexts.
First, we study the problem in the context of model checking liveness properties with
global fairness assumption. Global fairness requires that if some process step becomes
enabled infinitely often in a context, then it will be executed infinitely often in this context.
It often plays a vital role in designing self-stabilizing population protocols. We prove that
unlike weak/strong fairness, symmetry reduction and global fairness can be integrated
without extra eort. We develop the combined algorithm based on Tarjan’s strongly
connected component algorithm and demonstrate its usability by verifying a number of
recently proposed population protocols. Further, we examine the combination of partial
order reduction and global fairness. We show that partial order reduction is not property
preserving with global fairness.
Second, we investigate the problem in the context of checking linearizability. Lineariz-
ability is an important correctness requirement for concurrent data structures. Verifying
linearizability amounts to verifying a refinement relationship between a concurrent imple-
mentation and its sequential specification. We develop and apply symmetry reduction,
dynamic partial order reduction, and more importantly, a combination of both, which has
never been explored before in refinement checking setting, to achievemaximum reduction.
The eciency and scalability is demonstrated in a bench of concurrent data structure al-
gorithms. We also describe our experience with modeling and checking linearizability of
two advanced complex concurrent data structure algorithms (scalable nonzero indicators
and concurrent list-based set).
Third, a fundamental yet often overlooked step for a successful application of symmetry
CONTENTS vi
reduction is to obtain correct and sucient knowledge of symmetries that can be exploited
duringmodel checking. Wepresent an automatic approach to detecting symmetry relations
for general concurrent models. We show how a concurrent model can be viewed as
a constraint satisfaction problem, and present an algorithm capable of detecting all the
symmetries arising from the constraint satisfaction problem which induce automorphisms
of the model. Unlike previous approaches, our method can automatically detect both
various process and data symmetries as demonstrated via a number of systems.
Key words: Model Checking, Symmetry Reduction, Partial Order Reduction, Fairness,
Linearizability, Symmetry Detection
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1.1 Motivation & Goals
1.1.1 The Need for Formal Methods
Computing systems are nowadays deeply woven into every facet of our walking life. Nu-
merous examples include telecommunication, signaling and payment systems of public
transportation, electronic commerce, remote conferencing, scanning and imaging proce-
dures of medical examination, scheduling systems for airlines and autopilot systems for
aircraft. As we heavily depend on computing systems on a daily basis, chances are high
that a computer failure results in a significant loss of time, money, productivity, or even
lives, in particular for safety-critical systems. Fixing bugs is one of the most common
reasons for software maintenance activities. It is reported by the United States National
Institute of Standards and Technology that software bugs cost US economy 59.5 billions
annually [138]. In April 2005, the Demonstration of Autonomous Rendezvous Technology
spacecraft encountered unexpected rapid propellant depletion, and thus retired ahead of
schedule and only finished 11 out of 27 mission objectives. One of the main reasons is that
1
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the software incurred a cycle of resets and took incorrect velocity measurement from the
GPS at each reset [154]. In April 2010, a woman died in an ambulance because a software
problem caused the onboard oxygen delivery system an abrupt shutdown for several min-
utes before the paramedics noticed it [28]. Computer failures have been into the news a lot
and will continue to be as people continuously increase the complexity of the systems.
As a result, it is necessary and important tomake sure that computing systems be delivered
with sucient confidence in their correctness. Ensuring the reliability of systems through-
out their lifetime is certainly a worthwhile goal. An active area of computer science is to
develop methods to help design a correct system. Traditional engineering techniques like
simulation and testing have been shown to be doubtful [33]. Although they are easy to
learn and cheap to implement, only parts of possible program behaviors are covered. As
Turing award laureate Edsger W. Dijkstra once remarked [55], “(non-exhaustive) testing
can be used to show the presence of bugs but never to show their absence.” Testing is even
more inadequate when it comes to checking concurrent programs that may hide subtle er-
rors into numerous thread interleavings, so it is generally impossible to assure the expected
program behaviors under all possible conditions.
Another solution, formal method with emphasis on formal verification, has attracted sig-
nificant attention over the last couple of decades as a complementary way of combating
the weakness of the conventional methods above. Formal methods refer to applying
mathematical techniques for the specification, development and verification of hardware
and software systems [40]. It usually includes two parts, formal specification and formal
verification. In order to formally reason a system, the system itself and its correctness re-
quirement must be specified in a rigorous, unambiguous fashion. Mathematical methods
are used to prove or disprove the correctness of the systemwith respect to the requirement.
On one hand, it is able to achieve a complete exploration of the system behaviors, symbol-
ically or explicitly, and thus provides complementary assurance. On the other hand, the
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mathematical rigorousness of formal methods reveals a dark side to the applications, i.e., a
steep learning curve. A much higher level of mathematical skills is required to carry out a
formal development including proofs. Therefore, the use of formalisms in the development
of computing systems has been a topic of a hot debate [19, 20].
Despite the controversies, there is an increasing push in the use of formal methods in
industry. Anumberof current railways safety standardsmandate theuseof formalmethods
in the development of railways systems [29]. IBM has been applying formal verification
techniques to the development of POWER series microprocessors since 1996 [113]. Intel
has been using model checking techniques to hardware verification since 1990 [70]. A
summary of other industrial applications is presented in [155].
1.1.2 Model Checking & State Explosion Problem
Model checking is an automatic formal verification technique for state transition systems.
It can be simply stated as [34]:
LetM be a state transition graph and f be a formula of temporal logic. Themodel checking
problem is to find out whether all state s ofM such thatM, s j= f , i.e.,M is a model for the
formula f .
Temporal logic model checking was independently developed by Clarke and Emerson [35]
and Quielle and Sifakis [124] in 1981. It has considerably matured in the past thirty years,
as becoming a popular technology in verification methodologies and processes. A recent
example is that Intel is reported to replace testing with symbolic model checking in the
development of Intelr CoreTM i7 processor execution engine [92].
Model checking is relatively simple to learn and use compared to other formal verification
techniques like manual or theorem proving. The major advantage of model checking is
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its full automation along with ecient state exploration methods towards various logics,
which allows us to enjoy the benefits from the rigorousness of mathematics with least
human eort. Once the system is formally described (usually implicitly as a program) and
the correctness property is written in some suitable logic, thewhole verification process can
be finished without any human guidance. A model checker generates the corresponding
state transition graph of this program and at the same time verifies whether the current
encountered state or execution path violates the property. If so, a counterexample path will
be returned to users as a diagnostic feedback tracking how the bug is found. Otherwise,
the system correctness is completely guaranteed.
Model checking has established itself as an eective verification technique. However,
its success stories are still few and far between for large-scale complex systems. The
bottleneck is the exponential growth of the state space on the number of parallel processes
and data structures ranging over numerous values, which, if not addressed, permits an
exhaustive exploration of such programs only for trivial process counts before running
out of available memory and time. This phenomenon is notoriously known as state space
explosion problem and has been widely agreed to be the major obstacle of model checking
real-world complex systems [39, 146, 38, 33].
Due to the complexity of a system built, it often comeswith a prohibitively large state space
for any practical analysis. The complexity comes in two forms, intrinsic complexity and
redundant complexity. Intrinsic complexity captures all essential behavioral and structural
features of the system. Redundant complexity produces equivalent portions of the state
space derived from the system with respect to the property to be checked, that is, the
property satisfaction remains unchanged in each equivalent portion. In this case, exploring
one among those equivalent portions is sucient for verifying the property. A state
reduction approach can significantly downsizes the state space to be explored and stored by
cutting down the redundant equivalent parts and thus reduces the cost of model checking
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to allow for verification in a larger range. A number of reduction approaches have emerged
over the years, including partial order reduction [115, 116, 71], symmetry reduction [87, 65],
symbolic model checking [23, 14, 105], counterexample-guided abstraction refinement [37,
32] and bounded model checking [30, 13].
1.1.3 Summary of This Thesis
Manypresent state reduction approaches are quite general purpose. They intend to be used
alone for standard model checking algorithms and do not take into account sophisticated
techniques associated with model checking or particular properties of interest. With a
specific property or context in mind, often there could be more eective reduction, for
instance, by combiningmultiple reductionmethods. However, the combination of dierent
reduction methods or a reduction method with specialized properties is not easy. There
are several common situations when the combination may fail: (i) when the satisfaction
of a property is only meaningful under some additional constraint; (ii) when the property
is complicated and has never been studied before; (iii) when it involves non-trivial work
to ensure that the soundness of each individual reduction method remains intact. Special
attention has to be paid for the possible incompatibility between the reduction approach
and the constraint, the reduction approach and the new property, and combined reduction
approaches so as to preserve the correctness of model checking algorithms. In this thesis,
we successfully improve state-of-art reduction techniques in three distinct settings. Here
we put emphasis on symmetry reduction and partial order reduction.
Compatibility of symmetry reduction andpartial order reduction for systemswith global
fairness assumption. Global fairness oftenplays a vital role in the correctness of distributed
systems, particularly population protocols designed for sensor network and mobile com-
puting applications. It means that the runtime environment or the scheduler guarantees
if a process step can be taken infinitely often in at least one context then it must actually
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be taken infinitely often in this particular context. We prove that the power of symmetry
reduction can be retained in the presence of global fairness without extra eort, but the
power of partial order reduction cannot. We present a symmetry exploitation algorithm
for model checking liveness properties with global fairness assumption based on Tarjan’
strongly connected components algorithm and demonstrate its eciency on a number of
population protocols.
Combination of symmetry reduction and partial order reduction for linearizability
checking. Concurrent data structures are widely used but notoriously dicult to im-
plement correctly. Linearizability is one main correctness criterion, which allows users to
think about each operation on a data structure as executed sequentially without constrain-
ing its implementation from achieving maximal concurrency. Existing model checking
approaches suer from severe state space explosion problem and are thus restricted in
handling few processes and/or operations. We describe a more eective, fully automatic
and general linearizability checking method based on [99] by incorporating symmetry
and partial order reduction techniques. The method is based on refinement checking of
finite-state systems specified as concurrent processes with shared variables. To attenuate
state space explosion, we develop and apply symmetry reduction, dynamic partial order
reduction, and a combination of both for refinement checking. We prove that symmetry
reduction and partial order reduction can be combined in our approach and integrate them
into the linearizability checking algorithm.
Constraint-based automatic symmetry detection for model checking. An (on-the-fly)
state reduction approachgenerally employs static analysis (possiblywithdynamic analysis)
to obtain specific information about the model, and then uses this information to compute
a reduced state space. For example, symmetry reduction needs the symmetric relations
in the model; partial order reduction needs the dependency relations between each pair
of actions; and dead variable reduction needs to find out the dead variables. Correct
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and sucient information has a substantial eect on the soundness and eectiveness of
any reduction approach to be utilized. However, the collection of symmetric relations is
often overlooked and over-simplified in a symmetry reduction approach. In this thesis we
develop a novel automatic symmetry detection approach for general concurrent models.
We show how a concurrent model can be viewed as a constraint satisfaction problem, and
present an algorithm capable of detecting all the symmetries arising from this constraint
satisfaction problem which induce automorphisms of the model. The eectiveness and
eciency of our approach have been demonstrated using a variety of systems with all
kinds of symmetries.
1.2 Thesis Outline and Overview
In this section, we briefly present the outline of the thesis and overview of each chapter.
The thesis is structured in 7 chapters.
Chapter 2 gives the background. It introduces the formal model in which we describe a
system, and the formal notation in which we specify the requirement of a system. It also
gives a brief description of the verification framework we use. Further, it explains the
notions of symmetry reduction and partial order reduction. It first introduces the math-
ematical concepts necessary for understanding symmetry reduction, and the application
of symmetry reduction in the context of model checking. For partial order reduction, it
presents the basic concept and one of the classic approaches, i.e., ample set reduction. A
dynamic partial order reduction approach which is used in Chapter 4 is introduced in the
end of this chapter.
Chapters 3-6 are the main chapters of this thesis and have the following structure. At the
beginning, we give a specific introduction to the content of the chapter. Then we discuss
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the main content of the chapter and provide experimental evaluation. Each chapter ends
with a separate discussion of related work.
In Chapter 3 we investigate the problem of applying symmetry reduction and partial
order reduction to the context of model checking liveness properties under global fairness
assumption. We prove that symmetry reduction preserves all the behaviors satisfying
global fairness, but partial order reduction does not.
In Chapter 4 we present a symmetry reduction, dynamic partial order reduction and
their combination for refinement-style linearizability checking to alleviate the state space
explosion problem.
In Chapter 5 we describe our experience with modeling and linearizability checking two
complex nonblocking concurrent data structure algorithms, i.e., scalable nonzero indicators
and concurrent list-based set.
In Chapter 6 we describe a general approach capable of automatically discovering the
symmetries inherent in a model. This approach transforms a concurrent model into a
constraint satisfaction problem of which a constraint symmetry corresponds to a symmetry
in themodel, and then constructs a graph from the constraint satisfaction problem ofwhich
an automorphism corresponds to a constraint symmetry.
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis with a summary of the contributions made and an outlook
to future directions of research.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
In order to define and describe our work more precisely, we need to first define some
fundamental notations and concepts. Other concepts are scattered in later chapters where
they are relevant. In this chapter we shall introduce the semantic model and temporal logic
formalism used through this thesis. Since the reduction methods described in this thesis
have been implemented in our home grown model checker PAT, we give a brief summary
of PAT. At last, we introduce background definitions and notations of symmetry reduction
and partial order reduction.
2.1 Labeled Transition Systems
We introduce labeled transition systems as the semantic formalism used through the thesis
to represent a finite state space, in which states are labeled with atomic propositions and
transitions are labeled with actions.
Definition 1 (Labeled Transition Systems). A Labeled Transition system (LTS) is a 6-tuple
L = (S; init;;!;AP; L) where: S is a finite set of states; init 2 S is the initial state;  is a finite
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Figure 2.1: An LTS example
set of actions; AP is a finite set of atomic state propositions; !: S    S is a transition-labeling
relation with actions; L : S! 2AP is a state-labeling relation with atomic propositions.
For simplicity, we write s ! s0 to denote that (s; ; s0) is a transition in!; s ! s0 to denote
there exists some action  in  such that s ! s0. LTSs can be often shown graphically.
Figure 2.1 shows an LTS, where transitions are labeled with action names and states are
denoted by numbers, and 0 is the initial state. The values of state variables determine
state propositions. Thus, we use variable valuation to represent state labeling function L
instead for simplicity. For instance, the states are characterized by variable valuation in the
example LTS. The dash-lined circles will be explained later.
We say thatL is finite if and only if S is finite. A path ofL is a finite or infinite sequence of
alternating states and actions  = hs0; 0; s1; 1;    i such that s0 = init and si i! si+1 for all i.
If  is finite, then the length of , denoted by jj, is the number of transitions in . A path
can also be infinite, i.e., containing an infinite number of transitions. Since the number of
states are finite, infinite paths are paths containing loops. The set of all possible paths for
L is written as paths(L).
A transition label can be either a visible action or an invisible one. Given an LTS L, the set
of visible actions inL is denoted by visL and the set of invisible actions is denoted by invisL.
A -transition is a transition labeledwith an invisible action. A state s0 is reachable from state
s if there exists a path that starts from s and ends with s0, denoted by s ) s0. Throughout
the thesis, we assume that LTSs are always reduced, i.e., all states are reachable from the
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initial state. Given a path , we can obtain a sequence of visible actions by omitting states
and invisible actions. The sequence, defined as trace(), is a trace of L. The set of all traces
of L is written as traces(L) = ftrace() j  2 paths(L)g. We define the refinement relation
between two LTSs, usually called trace refinement, as follows.
Definition 2 (Refinement). Let L1 and L2 be two LTSs. L1 refines L2, written as L1 wT L2 if
and only if traces(L1)  traces(L2). 
For the sake of conciseness, if the property is irrelevant to atomic propositions and its state
labeling relation, we represent an LTS as a tupleL = (S; init;;!) in the following chapters.
2.2 State/Event Linear Temporal Logic
Many properties of interest involve a mixture of both state and action specifications. Its
corresponding specification logic is a state/action derivative of standard linear temporal
logic (LTL). We assume properties are stated in the form of state/event1 linear temporal
logic (SE-LTL) formulae [27]. Given an LTS L = (S; init;;!;AP; L), an SE-LTL formula 
can be constituted by not only atomic state propositions but also actions.
 ::= p j  j : j  ^  j X j F j G j U; where p 2 AP and  2 :
The semantics of SE-LTL formulae is defined formally as below:
Definition 3. Let  = hs0; 0; s1; 1;    i be a path in an LTS L and i the sux of  starting at
si. The path satisfaction relation is defined as follows:
  j= p i s is the first state of  and p 2 L(s).
1We refer to both events and actions interchangeably in this thesis.
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  j=  i  is the first action of .
  j= : i  6j= .
  j= 1 ^ 2 i  j= 1 and  j= 2.
  j= X i 1 j= .
  j= F i there exists a k  0 such that k j= .
  j= G i for all i  0 such that i j= .
  j= 1U2 i there exists a k  0 s.t. k j= 2 and for all 0  j < k;  j j= 1.
An example is G(d ! F(x > 1)) where d is an action and x > 1 is an atomic proposition.
The formula states that action d is always followed by a path such that x > 1 is eventually
satisfied.
2.3 The PAT Verification System
All our work mentioned in this thesis has been implemented in our home-grown model
checker Process Analysis Toolkit (PAT)2 [133]. In the following we give a brief introduction
to PAT.
PAT is a self-contained comprehensive verification framework for concurrent, real-time,
probabilistic computing systems. It is composed of modeling, simulation and model
checking tools rolled in one. For modeling, it comes with several expressive high-level
specification languages. The main ones are from the Communicating Sequential Processes
(CSP)3 [84] language family extended with data objects and data manipulation methods,
2http://www.patroot.com
3Throughout this thesis, CSP is short for Communicating Sequential Processes except in Chapter 6.
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such as CSP# [133], timed CSP [134], probabilistic CSP [136]. For simulation, it pro-
vides several dierent simulation mechanisms to visualize system behaviors, such as a
random or user-guided simulation. For verification, it supports various logic-based and
behavior-based properties that are allowed to be checked by either explicit or symbolic
model checking techniques, such as LTL (with various fairness assumptions), reachability,
deadlockness, refinement and divergence properties possibly with probabilities.
PAT is also a highly extensible and modularized framework for the technical and practi-
cal convenience of designing purpose specific model checkers. It decomposes modeling,
abstraction techniques (if necessary), semantic representations of a state space and veri-
fication algorithms into four loosely coupled layers, so that the most advanced relevant
techniques can be integrated into PAT with least eort. Moveover, it provides a common
backplane that encapsulates a number of model checking algorithms and awizard guide to
interact with users for customizing the syntax and semantics of their own specification lan-
guages, verification algorithms, reduction and abstraction techniques and even graphical
user interfaces.
2.4 Symmetry Reduction
In the following, we present some definitions and concepts from group theory, and then
introduce the definition of symmetry reduction in the context of model checking.
2.4.1 Preliminary Concepts
We start by stating some fundamental concepts from group theory that are relevant to
symmetry reduction.
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Definition 4. A group is a non-empty set G with a binary operation  defined on G such that the
following conditions hold:
 (Closure) For all g, h 2 G, g  h 2 G;
 (Associativity) For all g; h; k 2 G, (g  h)  k = g  (h  k);
 There exists a unique element e 2 G called the identity element such that:
– (Identity) for all g 2 G, g  e = e  g = g;
– (Inverse) for all g 2 G, there exists a unique element h 2 G, called the inverse element
of g such that g  h = h  g = e.
In the following, we write gh instead of g  h for the sake of conciseness and denote the
inverse element of any g 2 G by g 1. Note that for all g; h 2 Gwe have (gh) 1 = h 1g 1.
Definition 5. A subset H of a group G is a subgroup of G if it forms a group under the same
operation as that of G. This is denoted by H  G.
The intersection of subgroupsHi andH j of a group G is again a subgroup of G, denoted by
Hi \H j.
Definition 6. Let A be any subset of a group G. Let hAi denote the subgroup H of G which is the
intersection of all subgroups of H that contains A. We say A is a generating set for H.
Let 
 be any non-empty set. A permutation is a bijection from 
 to itself (i.e., a function
that is one-to-one and onto). The symmetric group on 
 is a group containing the set of
all permutations of 
, written in Sym(
). A subgroup of Sym(
) is called a permutation
group on 
.
Permutations are usually written in the cyclic notation. If a1; a2;    ; an are distinct elements
of 
, then the cycle (a1; a2;    ; an) denotes the permutation  on 
, which means that for
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1  i < n, (ai) = ai+1, (an) = a1 and for any b 2 
 n fa1; a2;    ; ang, (b) = b. Note that if 

is a finite set, any permutation of 
 can be written as a product of disjoint cycles.
Definition 7. Two groups G and H acting on the same set S are called disjoint if and only if for all
 2 G and all  2 H, (i) , i implies that (i) = i, and (i) , i implies that (i) = i.
Intuitively, G and H act on disjoint parts of S. Product of G and H (denoted by G H) is the
group generating the set f  j 2 G ^  2 Hg. Disjoint product is product of two disjoint
groups.
2.4.2 Model Checking with Symmetry Reduction
Any reduced state space can be regarded as an abstraction of the original one. It is useful
only if there exists some kind of behavioral equivalence relation with the original state
space, which guarantees that the reduced one is property-preserving with the original one.
Thus it is pivotal to establish a certain behavioral equivalence for designing a particular
state space reductionmethod. As for symmetry reduction, the equivalence relationbetween
the two state spaces can be specified by means of the notion of bisimulation given in the
following.
Definition 8. Let Li = (Si; initi;i;!i;APi; Li), i = 1; 2, be two LTSs. A binary relation
R 2 S1  S2 between states of (L1;L2) is a bisimulation if and only if whenever (s; t) 2 R and
 2 1 [ 2,
 if (s; t) 2 R, then L1(s) = L2(t).
 if s !1 s0 then t !2 t0 for some t0 such that (s0; t0) 2 R and
 if t !2 t0 then s !1 s0 for some s0 such that (s0; t0) 2 R.
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If there exists a bisimulation R for (S1; S2), then L1 and L2 are bisimulation equivalent, denoted
L1 s L2.
Distributed/concurrent systems often contain a number of replicated components, which
often leads to considerable symmetries in their corresponding state spaces.
Example In [69], a self-stabilizing leader election protocol is proposed for complete net-
works. The system contains a lot of network nodes which interact with each other via
following a number of simple rules. The system is modeled in the following form.
System = ControllerkNode(0)kNode(1)k    kNode(N   1)
where Controller is a controlling process distinguished from the network nodes; Node(i)
models a network node with a unique identity i; k denotes parallel composition. A node
is marked as either a leader or not. Two nodes can interact according to the rules and
start/quit being a leader. For instance, one of the rules states that if two interacting nodes
are both leaders, then one of the nodes quits being a leader. One essential property of the
protocol is that all nodes must eventually converge to the correct configuration. That is,
eventually always there is one and only one leader in the network, i.e., FG one leader.
In this example all network nodes (i.e., processNode(i)) are indistinguishable and therefore
they are all symmetric. Suppose  is a permutation on the set f0; 1;    ;N   1g and a state
of this protocol is written in the form (s; s0;    ; sN 1) where s is the local state of Controller
and si is the local state of network node i. In terms of the convergence property, any
pair of states (s; s0;    ; sN 1) and (s; s(0);    ; s(N 1)) are equivalent, that is, one satisfies the
property if and only if the other does. The symmetric permutation group on f0; 1;    ;Ng
has N! elements, so 100(N! 1)N! percent of the states are redundant equivalent ones at most.
Symmetry reduction aims at subtracting these states from the exploration and often results
in a significant saving in both time and space.
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There are two common types of symmetries in a concurrent system often taken into consid-
eration for improving the performance of model checking. They both induce symmetries
in a state space associated with the specification. A process symmetry is a permutation on
identifiers of concurrent processes, like the one in the above example. A data symmetry is a
permutation on data values. For example, suppose a state st is (s1; s2;    ; sn) where si is the
local state valuation of process with id i. If  is a process symmetry on the set f1; 2;    ;ng,
then  acts on st in the form (st) = (s(1); s(2);    ; s(n)); if it is a data symmetry, then  acts
on st in the form (st) = ((s1); (s2);    ; (sn)).
A permutation  is said to be an automorphism of an LTS L if and only if it preserves the
transition relation and initial state. Formally,  satisfies the following condition.
(8s1; s2 2 S; 2 : s1 e! s2 ) (s1) ! (s2)) ^ (init) = init
A group G is an automorphism group of L if and only if every  2 G is an automorphism
of L. A permutation  is said to be an invariance of an SE-LTL formula  if and only if
()   where  denotes logical equivalence under all propositional interpretations [66].
For instance, given any permutation of process identities in the leader election example,
the truth value of proposition one leader remains the same and therefore the permutation
is an invariance of FG one leader. A permutation  is said to be an invariance of L and
property  if and only if it is an automorphism of L and it is an invariance of . G is an
invariance group of L and  if and only if every  2 G is an invariance of L and .
Given a state s 2 S and the automorphism group G, the orbit of s is the set (s) = ftj 9 2
G: (s) = tg, i.e., the set that contains all states equivalent to s. From each orbit of state
s, a unique representative state rep(s) can be picked such that for all s and s0 in the same
orbit, rep(s) = rep(s0). Intuitively, if  is an invariance of , states of the same orbit are
behaviorally indistinguishable with respect to . For instance, the states of the 0-node
being the only leader and the 1-node being the only leader in the leader election protocol
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are indistinguishable to the property FG one leader. Based on this observation, an LTS can
be turned into a quotient LTSwhere states in the same orbit are grouped together. Formally,
a quotient LTS is defined as follows.
Definition 9. LetL = (S; init;;!;AP; L) be an LTS; G be an automorphism group. The quotient
LTS LG = (SG; initG;;!G;AP; L) is defined as follows:
 SG = frep(s)j s 2 Sg is the set of representative states of orbits.
 initG = frep(init)g is the initial representative state.
 (r; e; r0) 2!G i there exists r00 2 S such that r e! r00and rep(r00) = r0.
It has been proved [39] that if G is an invariance group of L and , then L satisfies  if
and only if LG satisfies . Formally, it is stated as the following theorem. It is proved by
showing that the relation (s; (s)) is a bisimulation relation between L and LG.
Theorem 2.4.1. Let L = (S; init;;!;AP;L) be an LTS;  be an SE-LTL formula. If G be an
invariance group of L and , then L   if and only if LG  . 
2.5 Partial Order Reduction
Partial order reduction is another popular state reduction method. It is one of the most
eective techniques to reduce the size of the state space of concurrent systems at the
implementation level [71]. Its motivation is that the eect of some concurrent actions is
irrelevant to their interleaving orderings, which are so called independent actions. If the
property of interest does not depend on the intermediate states through the executions of
these actions, a number of orderings of concurrent actions are equivalent, which can be
eliminated and thus often yields a good reduction on the state space.
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Symmetry reduction makes use of the observation that if there exists a bisimulation equiv-
alent relation between multiple states, it is sucient to only explore one of them; partial
order reduction makes use of a radically dierent observation that if there exists a stutter-
ing equivalent relation between dierent paths, then it is sucient to only explore one of
them. In the following, we briefly introduce the basic principles of partial order reduction
approaches, and describe a recent dynamic partial order reduction approach.
Definition 10. Let L1 = (S1; init1;1;!1;AP1;L1) and L2 = (S2; init2;2;!2;AP2; L2) be two
LTSs. Let R 2 S1  S2 be a binary relation. Consider paths 1 = init1 = s0 e0! s1 e1!    in L1 and
2 = init2 = s00
e00! s01
e01!    inL2. Runs 1 and 2 are called stutteringR-equivalent if and only
if there exist infinite sequences of natural numbers i0 = 0 < i1 < i2 <    and k0 = 0 < k1 < k2 <   
such that for all j  0 the following condition is true.
For all i j  r < i j+1 and k j  m < k j+1, (sr; s0m) 2 R.
Paths  and 0 are denoted stuttering equivalent if they are stuttering R-equivalent where
s R s0 if and only if L1(s) = L2(s0).
Definition 11. Let L1 = (S1; init1;1;!1;AP1;L1) and L2 = (S2; init2;2;!2;AP2; L2) be two
LTSs. A binary relation R 2 S1  S2 is called stuttering bisimulation between L1 and L2 if and
only if the following conditions hold:
 init1 R init2.
 if s R s0, then the following conditions hold:
– L(s) = L(s0)
– For every path  starting from s in L1 there exists a stuttering R-equivalent path 0
starting from s0 in L2.
– The same condition as the previous one holds but with the roles of s and s0 reversed.
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L1 and L2 are called stuttering bisimilar if and only if their exists a stuttering bisimulation
between them.
The concept of stuttering refers to a path which contains an identically labeled sequence of
states. We denote that a transition is invisible if it connects two identically labeled states.
The formal definition of invisibility is shown below.
Definition 12. Let L : S ! 2AP be the function that labels each state with a set of atomic
propositions. A transition  2! is invisible with respect to a set of propositions AP0  AP if for
each pair of states s; s0 2 S such that s0 = (s);L(s) \ AP0 = L(s0) \ AP0.
Next states can not be distinguished by a stuttering bisimulation relation. Therefore,
stuttering bisimulation preserves the truth of CTL formulaewithout the next time operator
X as proved in [22].
Let enabled(s) = f(s; e; s0)js e! s0g: Central to partial order reduction is the notion of indepen-
dence defined below.
Definition 13. An independence relation I   is a symmetric, antireflexive relation, satisfying
the following two conditions for each state s 2 S and for each (; ) 2 I: (1) If ;  2 enabled(s),
then  2 enabled((s)). (2) If ;  2 enabled(s), then ((s)) = ((s)). The dependency relation is
the complement of I.
2.5.1 Ample Set Partial Order Reduction
Classic partial order reduction methods choose a provably-sucient subset of the enabled
transitions for each explored state. The subset is used instead of the enabled transitions
to construct the state space. Two representative techniques in the literature are ample/per-
sistent/stubborn set [76, 75, 144, 114] and sleep set [75]. The first reduction technique is
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achieved by only exploring a subset of enabled(s), called ample(s) for any visiting state s.
The following conditions on ample(s) are used to preserve properties to be verified [39].
C0 ample(s) = ; if and only if enabled(s) = ;.
C1 Along every path in the full state space starting from s, a transition that is dependent
on a transition in ample(s) cannot occur without one in ample(s) occurring first.
C2 If enabled(s) , ample(s), then every  2 ample(s) is invisible.
C3 A cycle is not allowed if it contains a state in which some transition  is enabled, but is
never included in ample(s) for any state s on the cycle.
It is proved in [39] that when satisfying the above four conditions, the following theorem
holds.
Theorem 2.5.1. The original state space and reduced state space are stuttering equivalent.
2.5.2 Dynamic Partial Order Reduction
Traditional partial order reduction approaches calculate the ample set of a state via static
analysis, whichmay generate an excessively large ample set for complicated or pointer-rich
code. For example, if two transitions from state s access two array elements A[x] and A[y]
where variables x and y are evaluated in the run-time. A static analyzer may not be able
to decide the truth of x = y in order to detect whether they are dependent. In order to
overcome the limitation, Flanagan and Godefroid present a new dynamic approach [71],
where ample sets are computed dynamically so that it achieves more accurate dependency
relation detection and thus a better reduction. But it relies on a stateless search, which
results in two limitations: (i) the approach can only handle a program without loops; (ii)
its inability of identifying visited states may cause redundant visits on the same state.
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Several following approaches are proposed to combine dynamic partial order reduction
with stateful exploration to achieve better performance [77, 159, 158].
In the following, we give out an example to illustrate dynamic partial order reduction.
Here we concentrate on one instance of dynamic partial order approaches, the so-called
cartesian partial order reduction [145], which is also used in Chapter 4.
The standard semantics of a concurrent program can be regarded as controlled by a special
scheduler. The scheduler nondeterministically picks one process to be executed after each
transition. Cartesian semantics is proposed as a new operational semantics in cartesian
partial order reduction in order to bypass many unnecessary context switches and mean-
while to preserve soundness and completeness. The key idea is to for each visited state,
select a sequence of transitions for each process which are all independent from other pro-
cess except for the last, and executes them, which is referred to as cartesian vector for this
state. When the process reaches the target state of the last transition, it starts the selection
procedure again from this state.
Consider the following two concurrent processes P1 and P2 that share one variable xwhose
initial value is 0:
P1 : z := 3; x := 1; x := 2:
P2 : y := 1; x := 3; w := x:
There are four pairs of dependent transitions in this program: (x := 1, x := 3), (x := 2,
x := 3), (x := 1, w := x) and (x := 2, w := x).
For the program’s initial state, a cartesian vector is:
P1 : z := 3; x := 1 P2 : y := 1; x := 3
We pick one of the two sequences of transitions nondeterministically and execute it without
a context switch. Suppose we first execute P2 : y := 1; x := 3. At the resultant state, we
select a cartesian vector again as follows:
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P1 : z := 3; x := 1 P2 : w := x
Then we again pick one of these sequences nondeterministically to execute it without a
context switch. In this way, the approach explores all possible orderings of dependent
transitions. Figure 2.2 shows how the approach explores representative paths of this
program.
."
z := 3; x := 1
y := 1; x := 3
x := 2; y := 1; x := 3; w := x
y := 1; x := 3
w := x; z := 3; x := 1; x := 2
x := 2; w := x
w := x; x := 2
z := 3; x := 1
x := 2; w := x
w := x; x := 2
Figure 2.2: Exploration of representative paths of the example program by cartesian partial
order reduction
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Chapter 3
On Combining State Space
Reductions with Global Fairness
Assumption
Coming together is a beginning;
keeping together is progress;
working together is success.
Henry Ford
In the area of system verification and model checking, liveness means something good
must eventually happen. A counterexample to a liveness property is typically a loop (or a
deadlock statewhich can be viewed as a trivial loop) duringwhich good things never occur.
Fairness, which is concerned with a fair resolution of non-determinism, is often necessary
and important to prove liveness properties. Fairness is an abstraction of the fair scheduler
in a multi-threaded programming environment or the relative speed of the processors in
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distributed systems. Without fairness, verification of liveness properties often produces
unrealistic infinite system executions duringwhich one process or event is unfairly favored.
It is important to systematically rule out those unfair counterexamples so as to identify real
bugs.
The population protocol model has recently emerged as an elegant computation paradigm
for describing mobile ad hoc networks [8]. A number of population protocols have been
proposed and studied [8, 90]. Fairness plays an important role in these protocols. For in-
stance, it was shown that the self-stabilizing population protocols for the complete network
graphs only work under weak fairness, whereas the algorithm for network rings only works
under global fairness [69]. Dierent from weak/strong fairness, global fairness requires that
a transition (instead of an event or process) must be infinitely often taken if infinitely often
enabled. It has been further proved that with only strong fairness or weaker, uniform self-
stabilizing leader election in rings is impossible [69]. In order to verify (implementations of)
those algorithms, model checking techniques must take the respective fairness constraints
into account.
In the previous work [133], a unified approach is developed to model checking concur-
rent systems with a variety of fairness constraints. It was later applied to recently pro-
posed population protocols [100] and previously unknown bugs are detected successfully.
Nonetheless, it is limited by the state space explosion problem, like any model checking
algorithm. Previous work has identified and solved the problem combining weak/strong
fairness with state space reduction techniques like symmetry reduction [67] and partial
order reduction [21]. In this work, we examine a combination of model checking with
global fairness with symmetry reduction and partial order reduction. The contributions
are stated below:
First, we investigate the problem of model checking with global fairness and symmetry
reduction. Symmetry reduction is a natural choice to population protocols, or network pro-
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tocols,which ingeneral often containmanybehaviorally similar or identical networknodes.
Symmetry reduction has been investigated bymany researchers for many years [36, 67, 15].
In [67, 78], it was shown that combining weak/strong fairness with symmetry reduction is
non-trivial. The motivation is that many population protocols rely on global fairness (e.g.,
those designed from network rings) and thus they must be verified with the assumption of
global fairness. Furthermore, the protocols often contain symmetric processes and there-
fore symmetry reduction may significantly enlarge the size of networks that can be model
checked. In this chapter, we prove that dierent from weak/strong fairness, symmetry
reduction and global fairness can be integrated without extra eort. Adding symmetry re-
duction slightly changes the algorithm formodel checkingwith global fairness. We present
the combined reduction algorithm based on Tarjan’s strongly connected component algo-
rithm [137]. We extend our home-grown PATmodel checker with symmetry reduction and
show its scalability by verifying recently proposed population protocols.
Second, partial order reduction is an eective state reduction technique for concurrent
systems with independent transitions. It is shown that partial order reduction preserves
the behaviors with weak fairness, but not with strong fairness [114, 21]. In this chapter,
we examine the combination of partial order reduction and global fairness, and show that
partial order reduction is not property preserving with global fairness.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents an introduction
to self-stabilizing population protocols. Section 3.2 introduces the notion of global fairness
and an approach tomodel checkingwith global fairness. Section 3.3 presents our algorithm
on combining symmetry reduction and global fairness. Section 3.4 shows that partial order
reduction is not directly applicable to model checking algorithms with global fairness.
Section 3.5 shows the scalability of our symmetry reduction approach by applying the
extended PAT model checker to population protocols. Section 3.6 reviews related work on
the combination of fairness and symmetry/partial order reduction.
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3.1 Self Stabilizing Population Protocols
As first proposed by Angluin [7] in 2006, a population protocol is a computing model
for a distributed system of a large population of nodes under coarse control. Specifically,
it describes a distributed network consisting of a finite but unbounded number of asyn-
chronous agents. Every agent is (a) identical (one unified algorithm is designed for each
agent irrespective of the network size); (b) simple with limited energy and memory (it
is a finite-state machine and only performs simple computation); (c) passively mobile (it
has no control over its own movement). The communication of agents (i.e., interaction)
is pairwise, but the actual mechanism is abstracted away. Instead, an interaction graph is
defined to describe which pairs of agents can possibly communicate with each other. The
interaction is asymmetric, one as the initiator and the other as the responder. When two
agents interact, they update their own states simultaneously according to a joint transition
table. Usually global fairness condition is imposed on the running environment or the
scheduler that each possible interaction occurs at an infinite number of times so that the
whole system eventually makes progress. Rather than the termination of agents, a main
concern is their convergence, i.e., the agents’ output eventually agrees to a common cor-
rect value after some time. A distributed system is a self-stabilizing population protocol
if it achieves convergence no matter from which state any agent starts. The following
introduces a self-stabilizing population protocol.
Leader Election Protocol in Complete Network Graphs [69] Leader election is a funda-
mental problem for distributed systems. A leader election protocol is used to choose a
unique agent in the network as the leader. A simple population protocol of leader election
in complete graphs was introduced in [69]. Each agent has one bit of memory, denoting
being the leader or not. There is a leader detector in the network to signal the presence of
a leader and to broadcast a boolean value corresponding to the signal to each agent. The
detector is not guaranteed to give correct answers all the time, but it will eventually give a
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correct answer permanently. This protocol guarantees that a unique leader will eventually
be elected. The desired behavior of the protocol is represented by three rules.
 If two interacting agents both claim to be leaders, then the responder agent becomes
a non-leader;
 Otherwise, if the leader detector signals the presence of a leader and the responder
agent is not a leader, the agents’ states remain the same;
 Otherwise, if the leader detector signals the absence of a leader and the responder
agent is not a leader, the initiator agent becomes a leader and the state of the responder
agent does not change.
3.2 Model Checking with Fairness
Nondeterminism is one fundamental feature of almost all models of distributed concurrent
systems. It is due on one hand to the asynchronous executions of processes in various
locations (process speed dierence), and on the other hand to the asynchronous nature of
communication channels (message delivery speed, delay or loss contention). Controlling
nondeterminism is an essential task in the implementation of these systems. Fairness
is a high-level construct that abstracts away the specific way in which nondeterminism
is resolved. Informally, a fairness assumption is an abstract description of a class of
schedulers [4].
In the area of system verification and model checking, liveness means something good
must eventually happen. A counterexample to a liveness property is typically a loop (or a
deadlock statewhich can be viewed as a trivial loop) duringwhich good things never occur.
Fairness is often necessary and important to prove liveness properties. Because fairness
notions all restrict that a number of alternative events occur infinitely often in each infinite
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behavior of the system considered under certain conditions. Without fairness, verification
of liveness properties often produces unrealistic infinite system executions during which
one process or event is unfairly favored. It is crucial to systematically rule out those unfair
counterexamples so as to identify real bugs.
Fairness in concurrent systems has been studied for decades. There are a variety of fairness
notions proposed anddiscussed, e.g., unconditional fairness, weak fairness, strong fairness,
hyperfairness and global fairness. In this section, we briefly review weak and strong
fairness and then focus on the discussion on global fairness. In general, weak or strong
fairness can work on either events or processes. For simplicity, we focus on event-level
weak and strong fairness.
3.2.1 Fairness and Global Fairness
Event-level weak fairness [95] states that if an event becomes continuously enabled after
some steps, then it must be engaged infinitely often. An equivalent formulation is that
every path should contain infinitely many positions at which the event is disabled or has
occurred. Given the LTS presented in Figure 2.1, the path h0; c; 1; gi! where the superscript
! indicates an infinite number of repetitions does not satisfy event-level weak fairness
because event d is always enabled (i.e., at both state 0 and 1) but never occurs during
the path. The path which loops through state 3, 4 and 5 satisfies weak fairness as no
event is enabled forever. Event-level strong fairness states that if an event is infinitely often
enabled, it must infinitely often occur. This type of fairness is particularly useful in the
analysis of systems that use semaphores, synchronous communication, and other special
coordination primitives. It has been identified by dierent researchers [96, 69, 120]. Given
the LTS presented in Figure 2.1, the path which loops through state 3, 4 and 5 does not
satisfy strong fairness because event g is infinitely often enabled but never occurs. It can
be shown that strong fairness implies weak fairness. Model checking with weak or strong
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fairness, or combing weak/strong fairness with state space reduction techniques has been
well investigated [49, 121, 122, 133, 135].
Definition 14 (Global fairness). Let E = hs0; e0; s1; e1;    i be a path of an LTS L. E satisfies
global fairness if and only if, for every s; e; s0 such that s e! s0, if s = si for infinitely many i, then
si = s and ei = e and si+1 = s0 for infinitely many i.
Global fairness1 was proposed by Fischer and Jiang in [69]. It is in fact a restricted form of
extreme fairness proposed by Pnueli [119]. Global fairness states that if a step2 (from s to s0
by engaging event e) can be taken infinitely often, then it must actually be taken infinitely
often. Many population protocols rely on global fairness [8, 69]. Compared to event-level
strong fairness, global fairness requires that an infinitely often enabled event must be taken
infinitely often in all contexts, whereas event-level strong fairness only requires the enabled
event to be taken in one context. Thus, global fairness is stronger than strong fairness. Their













Under event-level strong fairness, state 2 in (a)maynever be visited because all events occur
infinitely often if the left loop is taken infinitely. With global fairness, all states in (a) must
be visited infinitely often. Their dierence when there is non-determinism is illustrated
in (b). Both transitions labeled a must be taken infinitely with global fairness, which is
not necessary with event-level strong or weak fairness. It can be shown that global fairness
coincides event-level strong fairness when every transition is labeled with a dierent event. This
observation implies that we can uniquely label all transitionswith dierent events and then
1In [69], it is called strong global fairness and defined for unlabeled transition systems. We slightly changed
it so as to suit the setting of LTS.
2Step and transition are used interchangeably in this thesis.
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apply model checking algorithm for strong fairness to deal with global fairness. We show
however,model checkingwithglobal fairness canbe solvedusingamore ecient approach.
In contrast to nontrivial combination of strong fairness and symmetry reduction [67], we
show that model checking with global fairness can be straightforwardly combined with
symmetry reduction.
3.2.2 Model Checking with Fairness
Given an LTSL and a liveness property, model checking is to search for a path ofLwhich
fails . In automata-based model checking, the negation of  is translated to an equivalent
Bu¨chi automaton B. Model checking with fairness is to search for a system path which
is accepting by B whilst satisfying the fairness constraint. In the following, we write L  
to mean that L satisfies the property (without fairness assumption) and write L g f  to
mean that L satisfies the property with global fairness, i.e., every path of Lwhich satisfies
global fairness also satisfies . We define a loop in the product of L and B is a sequence of
alternating states/events:
h(s0; b0); e0; (s1; b1); e1;    ; (sn 1; bn 1); en; (sn; bn)i!
such that for all 0  i  n, si is a state of L, bi is a state of B, (s0; b0) is reachable, sn = s0 and
bn = b0 . A loop is accepting if and only if there exists at least one accepting state of B in
hb0; b1;    ; bni. Furthermore, we define the following sets for a loop l whose projection on







enabled(s) = f(s; e; s0)js e! s0g
engaged(sk; l) = f(sk; ek; sk+1)jhsk; ek; sk+1i is a subsequence of lLg
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Intuitively, onceStep(l) is the set of steps which are enabled at least once during the loop,
and engagedStep(l) is the set of steps which are engaged during the loop. By definition, the
proposition follows immediately.
Proposition 3.2.1. Let E = m(l!) be a path inL where m is a finite path. E satisfies global fairness
if and only if onceStep(l) = engagedStep(l). 
3.2.3 Algorithm for Model Checking with Global Fairness
Model checking with fairness can often be reduced to search for strongly connected com-
ponents (SCC). In graph theory, an SCC is defined as a maximum subgraph such that every
pair of vertices in the subgraph is connected by a path in the subgraph. A terminal SCC is
an SCC such that all of its edges lead to vertices contained in the SCC. Naturally, an LTS
can be viewed as a directed graph and therefore the concept of SCC can be extended to LTS.
For instance, the LTS presented in Figure 2.1 contains four SCCs, indicated by dash-lined
circles. Among the four, the one containing state 2 is terminal, whereas the one containing
state 0 and 1 is not. For simplicity, we refer to a set of states of an LTS as an SCC if the
subgraph containing the states and the transitions among them forms an SCC. We write
that an SCC fails a liveness property  as equivalent to that a path which reaches any state
in the SCC and infinitely often traverses through all states and transitions of the SCC fails
. For instance, the SCC containing state 2 fails the propertyG(d! F(x > 1)).
In [133], the problem of model checking with global fairness is proved to be able to be
reduced to the problem of searching for a terminal SCC which fails the given property.
Formally, it can be stated as the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.2. Let L be an LTS;  be a property. L g f  if and only if there does not exist a
terminal SCC S in L such that S fails . 
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The theorem implies that we can use a simple procedure to find a counterexample by enu-
merating all terminal SCCs and then testing each one of them. The approach implemented
in the PAT model checker is based on Tarjan’s algorithm for on-the-fly identification of
SCCs. Its complexity is linear in the number of edges in the graph. Given the LTS pre-
sented in Figure 2.1 with the property G(d ! F(x > 1)), the SCC containing state 2 is
identified as a counterexample with global fairness. Note that the SCC containing state 3,
4, and 5 is a counterexample only with no fairness or weak fairness. It is not a counterex-
ample with global fairness because it does not satisfy global fairness, i.e., the step from
state 5 to 6 by performing g is enabled infinitely often but never occurs.
3.3 Symmetry Reduction with Global Fairness
In the following, we prove that global fairness is orthogonal with symmetry reduction by
showing that there is a path which satisfies global fairness and fails  in L if and only if
there is a path which satisfies global fairness and fails  in LG. For convenience, we fix
that  is an SE-LTL formula to be checked, B is the Bu¨chi automaton constructed by the
negation of , L is LTS of the original system, G is invariance group of L and  and LG is
the LTS of the abstract system after applying symmetry reduction.
We first assume any event in  is not allowed to be permuted.
Lemma 1. There exists a path p = hs0; a0; s1; a1;    i in L if and only if there exists a path
q = hr0; a0; r1; a1;    i in LG such that ri = rep(si) for all i.
Proof It follows from the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [66]. 
Theorem 3.3.1. There exists an accepting loop in the product of L and B which satisfies global
fairness if and only if there also exists an accepting loop in the product of LG and B which satisfies
global fairness.
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Proof: (Sucient condition) We first prove the sucient condition. The proof is divided
into two parts. In the first part, we prove (1) if there exists an accepting loop l0 in the
product ofLG and B, then there exists an accepting loop l in the product ofL and B. Then
we prove (2) if l0 satisfies global fairness, so does l.
Let l0 = h(r0; b0); a0; (r1; b1); a1;    ; (rn 1; bn 1); an 1; (r0; b0)i be an accepting loop. Without
loss of generality we assume that b0 is an accepting state. Then there exists in the product
ofLG andB a path arriving at (r0; b0). By Lemma 1 there exists a corresponding path in the
product of L and B to state (s0; b00) where r0 = rep(s0). Because G is the invariance group
of L and , b00 = b0 which is also an accepting state. By Lemma 1 again, for l
0 there exists
in the product of L and B a path p0 = h(s0; b0); a0; (s1; b1); a1;    ; (sn 1; bn 1); an 1; (s10; b0)i
such that for all i in p0 we have ri = rep(si). Notice that p0 is not necessarily a loop.
Since r0 = rep(s10), we can unfold l
0 again according to Lemma 1, but this time beginning
at s10, which will produce the path p
1 = h(s10; b0); a0; (s11; b1); a1;    ; (s1n 1; bn 1); an 1; (s20; b0)i,
and for all i in p1 we still have ri = rep(s1i ). We can repeat this unfolding arbitrary many





0; b0);    which are all accepting. As the orbit of the states s0; s10; s20;    is
finite, si0 = s
j
0 for some i and j. Obviously, the concatenation of the paths p
i to p j 1, say l, is
an accepting loop in the product of L and B.
Because l0 satisfies global fairness, onceStep(l0) = engagedStep(l0). We define a function
recover such that given (s; e; s0) 2!G and some permutation  2 G, recover((s; e; s0); ) =
(t; e; t0) such that s 1 = t ^ t e! t0. Intuitively, recover returns the corresponding transition
of (s; e; s0) in L with respect to a specific permutation . For 0  m  n, rm in loop l0
corresponds to stm (i.e., rm = stmtm) in each path pt ( i  t < j). Then
 enabled(stm) = recover(enabled(rm); tm);
 engaged(stm; pt) = recover(engaged(rm; l0); tm).
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Thus, onceStep(l) = frecover(enabled(rm); tm); 0  m < n, i  t < jg and engagedStep(l) =
frecover(engaged(rm; pt); tm); 0  m < n, i  t < jg. Since onceStep(l0) = engagedStep(l0),
onceStep(l0) = fenabled(rm); 0  m  n, i  t < jg and engagedStep(l0) = fengaged(rm; pt);
0  m  n, i  t < jg, we have onceStep(l) = engagedStep(l).
(Necessary condition) Let l = h(s0; b0); a0; (s1; b1); a1;    ; (sn 1; bn 1); an 1; (s0; b0)i be an ac-
cepting loop in the product ofL andB. There exists a path arriving at (s0; b0). Assume b0 is
an accepting state inB. By Lemma 1 there exists a path in the product ofLG andB leading
to state (rep(s0); b0). By Lemma 1, there exists in the product of LG and B a corresponding
loop l0 = h(s00; b0); a0; (s11; b1); a1;    ; (sn 1n 1; bn 1); an 1; (s00; b0)i such that i 2 G and
rep(si) = sii for all 0  i < n.
Because l satisfies global fairness, onceStep(l) = engagedStep(l). We define a function twist
such that given s e! s0, twist(s; e; s0) = rep(s) e!G rep(s0). Intuitively, twist returns the
corresponding transition inLG of (s; e; s0). For all 0  i < n, si in loop l corresponds to rep(si)
in l0. Then
 enabled(rep(si)) = twist(enabled(si));
 engaged(rep(si); l0) = twist(engaged(si; l)).
Thus, onceStep(l0) = ftwist(enabled(si)); 0  i < ng and engagedStep(l0) = ftwist(engaged(si; l0));
0  i < ng. Because onceStep(l) = engagedStep(l), we have onceStep(l) = fenabled(si);
0  i < n g and engagedStep(l) = fengaged(si; l); 0  i < n g. Thus, we have onceStep(l0) =
engagedStep(l0). 
Note that we did not allow the events to be permuted at the beginning of this subsection,
which seems too restrictive. Now we relax the definition of permutation to permute states
and events simultaneously. It is proved in [64] that the new definition is equivalent to the
one given before. By a simple argument, it can be shown that Theorem 3.3.1 still holds.
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Based on Theorem 3.3.1, we present a practical algorithm for searching the reduced state
space for accepting globally fair loops, based on Tarjan’s SCC algorithm. Underlining
shows the dierences compared with the usual algorithm for model checking with global
fairness. Assume thatG is a permutation group of process identities which is an invariance
group of L and . Let rep be a function which, given a state, returns a unique representa-
tive. Using function rep, we can tell whether two states are in the same orbit or not. Note
that identifying an optimal representative function rep can be non-trivial. We adopt the
automata-theoretic approach and perform the following. Firstly, a Bu¨chi automaton B is
generated from the negation of . Next, the synchronous product of B and L is computed
on-the-fly. Tarjan’s SCC algorithm is used to identify SCC in the product along the con-
struction. Note that a state of the product is a pair (s; b) where s is a state of L and b is a
state of B. Assume that the initial state of the product is (inits; initb) where inits is the initial
state of L and initb is the initial state of B3.
The detailed algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3.3.1. It resembles the standard Tarjan’s
SCC algorithm [137]. Note that we use the iterative version of Tarjan’s SCC algorithm in the
practical implementation for performance reason. Three data structures are used to identify
SCCs: path is a stack containing states along a path from the initial state to the current one;
index and lowlink are hash tables which assign two numbers to a state. A state is a root of an
SCC if and only if the twonumbers are equivalent. To apply symmetry reduction, instead of
working with concrete states, Tarjan’s algorithm is applied to representatives of orbits. For
instance, path contains only rep(v) (line 5) and lowlink and indexmap rep(v) to numbers (line
2 and 3). Whenever an SCC is identified (line 12), we check whether the SCC is terminal
inL and accepting. If it is, then we prove the existence of at least one counterexample. We
skip the details on generating a concrete counterexample. Note that an SCC is terminal in
L if and only if, for every state (s; b) in the SCC, if s ! s0, then there exists (s0; b0) in the
3For simplicity, we assume there is only one initial state in B.
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Algorithm 3.3.1 Tarjan’s algorithm with symmetry reduction
int counter := 0;
stack path := an empty stack;
hashtable index := an empty hash table;
hashtable lowlink := an empty hash table;
TarjanModelChecking((inits; initb));
1: procedure TarjanModelChecking(v)
2: index[rep(v)] := counter;
3: lowlink[rep(v)] := counter;
4: counter := counter + 1;
5: push rep(v) into path;
6: for all v! v0 do
7: if rep(v0) is not in index then
8: TarjanModelChecking(v0);
9: lowlink[rep(v)] = min(lowlink[rep(v)]; lowlink[rep(v0)];
10: else if rep(v0) is in path then
11: lowlink[rep(v)] = min(lowlink[rep(v)]; index[rep(v0)]);
12: end if
13: end for
14: if lowlink[rep(v)] = index[rep(v)] then
15: set scc := an empty set;
16: repeat
17: pop an element v0 f rom path and add it into scc;
18: until v0 = v
19: if scc f orms a terminal SCC in L and scc is accepting then




SCC. An SCC is accepting if and only if it contains a state (s; b) such that b is an accepting
state in B. The algorithm terminates when all states have been checked. The correctness
of the algorithm follows from the theorems presented in previous sections. It is always
terminating because the number of un-explored states are monotonically decreasing and
the number of states are finite. Its complexity is linear in the edges of transitions in the
product of L and B.
The correctness of the algorithm is established by the following theorem.
Lemma 2. In the product of L (resp. LG) and B, there exists an accepting loop which satisfies
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global fairness if and only if there exists an accepting SCC which is also a terminal SCC in L
(resp.LG).
Proof: (Necessary Condition) Suppose l is an accepting loopwhich satisfies global fairness.
so onceStep(l) = engagedStep(l). The states in l forms a strongly connected subgraph S in
the product and S is a terminal SCC in L. Let S0 be the SCC that contains the states in S.
Suppose l0 be the loop which traverses all transitions in S. Because S is a terminal SCC in
L, onceStep(l0) = engagedStep(l0) = onceStep(l). So S0 is also a terminal SCC in L. On the
other hand, because l is accepting, there is an accepting state in S0.
(Sucient Condition) Suppose S is an accepting SCC in the product of L and B, and it
is a terminal SCC in L. Let l be the loop which traverses all transitions in S. We get
onceStep(l) = engagedStep(l). so l is a globally fair loop. Since there is an accepting state in
l, l is an accepting loop which satisfies global fairness.
Using same argument one can show the lemma holds for product of LG and B. 
Theorem 3.3.2. Let  be an SE-LTL formula. If G is an invariance group ofL and , thenL g f 
if and only if LG g f .
Proof By Theorem 3.2.2,L 2g f  if and only if there exists an accepting SCC in the product
of L and B which is also a terminal SCC in L. Similarly, LG 2g f  if and only if there
exists an accepting SCC in the product ofLG andBwhich is also a terminal SCC inLG. By
Theorem 3.3.1 and Lemma 2, there exists an accepting SCC S such that S is a terminal SCC
in L if and only if there exists an accepting SCC S0 such that S0 is a terminal SCC in LG,
which proves the theorem. 
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Figure 3.1: Model and its reduction
3.4 Partial Order Reduction with Global Fairness
In this section, we show that partial order reduction is not property-preserving with global
fairness, which means that partial order reduction cannot be applied in our setting.
Based on Theorem 2.5.1, for any globally fair path in the full state space, there is a stuttering
equivalent path in the reduced state space. Unfortunately, this path may be not globally
fair. Figure 3.1 shows a part of the full state graph. The transition from s1 to s2 is not
present in the reduced state graph. Let transitions labeled with a and b be independent
and all other transitions be mutually dependent. Further let b; b0 be invisible and a; c1; c2; c3
visible. For the globally fair path  = (abc3bc1c2b0ac3)! in the full state space, there is no
stuttering equivalent globally fair path in the reduced state space. Because any globally
fair path  in the reduced one has to traverse the transition labeled with b from state s2 to
s5,  must include a segment stuttering-equivalent path to c2c3 whereas  does not have
such segment.
3.5 Implementation and Evaluation
In the following, we evaluate the eectiveness of our combinedmethod. We extend the PAT
model checker with our algorithms for model checking with global fairness and symmetry
reduction.
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Previously in [100], PAT has been applied to model checking population protocols with
global fairness without symmetry reduction. It is evidenced that only small networks can
be checked. In the population protocol model, one protocol consists ofN agents, numbered
from 0 toN 1. Note that many of the protocols are designed for network rings. It has been
noticed that protocols designed for network rings often require global fairness. All relevant
experiment information is provided online [1]. All models with configurable parameters
have been embedded in the latest distribution of PAT.
 We consider the nondeterministic two hop coloring protocol in a ring topology. Its
property states that, for each agent v, if u and w are distinct neighbors of v, then u
and w must have dierent colors. The protocol is designed with the assumption of
global fairness.
 Given a ring colored by the protocols above, it is possible to have a protocol that
gives a sense of orientation to each agent on an undirected ring. The orienting rings
protocol [9] is designed to guarantee two properties. Firstly, each agent has exactly
one predecessor and one successor, and the predecessor and successor of an agent are
dierent. Secondly, for any two agents u and v, u is the predecessor of v if and only
if v is the successor of u; for any edge (u; v), either u is the predecessor of v or v is the
predecessor of u. The protocol is designed with the assumption of global fairness.
 Two leader election protocols are used for experimentation [90, 9]. One is for com-
plete graphs and the one is for oriented odd sized networks. The protocol is designed
to guarantee that eventually always there is one and only one leader in the network.
Note that for complete networks, counter representation is applicable since all net-
work nodes are identical. The protocol for complete networks requires weak fairness
only, whereas the one for oriented odd sized networks requires global fairness.
 The token circulation protocol in directed rings depicted below is proposed in [8, 9].
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Given a ring network, this protocol is designed to circulate a token fairly. The desired
behavior of this protocol is that there is only one node which holds the token. The
protocol is designed with the assumption of global fairness.
The experiment data are presented in Table 3.1. The experiment testbed is a server with
2.813GHz Intel Xeon 64-bit CPU and 32 GB memory. In the table, ‘ ’ means more than 3
hours. ‘States’ in the table means the number of states stored (not the number of states vis-
ited), and ‘Gain’ means the relative improvement on consumed time brought by symmetry
reduction. We skip the statistics on memory consumption because the dynamic garbage
collection facility in PAT makes the estimation inaccurate. Nonetheless, the number of
states reflects the memory usage.
From the table, it is shown that symmetry reduction reduces both memory and time
consumption as expected. As a result, PAT handles more network nodes with symmetry
reduction for leader election. In most of the cases, the number of states without symmetry
reduction is N times that with symmetry reduction, which is expected as the protocols
are for network rings. Optimally, PAT with symmetry reduction is N times better than
without reduction timewise. For the conducted experiments, the saving in terms of time
is 75% of the optimal value in average. The computational overhead is mainly due to the
orbit problem, i.e., to decide whether two states are in the same orbit. It is known that
in general the orbit problem is as hard as the graph automorphism problem [39]. The
current implementation is based on enumerating all states in an orbit explicitly. There are
a number of optimizations which solve the problem eciently in practice. It remains our
future work to incorporate those techniques.
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Model Network Size Without Reduction With Reduction
States Time (Sec) States Time (Sec) Gain
two-hop coloring 3 122856 36:7 42182 16:7 54:5%
orienting rings (prop 1) 3 19190 2:27 6398 0:53 76:7%
orienting rings (prop 2) 3 19445 2:23 6503 0:97 56:5%
orienting rings (prop 1) 4 1255754 267:2 313940 70:5 73:6%
orienting rings (prop 2) 4 1206821 267:1 302071 63:6 79:6%
orienting rings (prop 1) 5 11007542 9628:1 2201510 1067:4 88:9%
orienting rings (prop 2) 5 10225849 8322:6 2045935 954:5 88:5%
leader election (complete) 3 6946 0:87 2419 0:51 41:4%
leader election (complete) 4 65468 11:6 16758 5:00 56:9%
leader election (complete) 5 598969 176:1 120021 45:9 73:9%
leader election (odd) 3 55100 6:27 18561 2:56 59:2%
leader election (odd) 5     6444097 5803:96 
token circulation 3 728 0:12 244 0:09 25:0%
token circulation 4 4466 0:35 1118 0:19 45:7%
token circulation 5 24847 1:86 4971 0:77 58:6%
token circulation 6 129344 10:7 21559 3:03 71:7%
token circulation 7 643666 77:2 91954 16:2 79:0%
token circulation 8 3104594 740:8 388076 97:1 86:9%
Table 3.1: Experiment results of model checking with global fairness and symmetry reduction
3.6 Related Work
This work is related to research on combining fairness and symmetry reduction. A solution
for applying symmetry reduction under weak/strong fairness was discussed in [67]. Their
method works by finding a candidate weak/strong fair path in the abstract transition
system and then using annotations of state permutation details for each transition, in
order to resolve the abstract path to a threaded structure which then determines whether
there is a corresponding fair path in the concrete transition system. A similar approachwas
presented in [78]. Another closework is a nested depth first search algorithm that combines
symmetry reduction with weak fairness [18]. Unfortunately, the combined algorithm
cannot guarantee to preserve all behaviors under weak fairness and thus may produce
false positives.
We compare our algorithmwith the one which handles strong fairness in [67]. Since global
fairness can be regarded as a kind of strong fairness, the algorithm is applicable to global
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fairness. It is the only algorithm for combining strong fairness and symmetry reduction
that we could find in literature. First, Theorem 3.11 in [67] shows its time complexity is
O(jMj  n3  jgj  a), where jMj is the size of the reduced graph M, n is the number of
processes, jgj is the length of the checked property g, and a is the maximum size of the
automaton for any basic modality of g. Our algorithm is almost identical to Tarjan’s SCC
algorithm except for adding line 19, 20 in Figure 3.3.1. For a found SCC c the condition
checking in line 19 can be implemented in time linear in the number of edges in c. As a
result our algorithm can be implemented in time O(jMj  jgj  a). Second, in our approach
it is not necessary to record permutations appearing on each path (unless unwinding an
abstract counterexample) and to construct threaded structure for each strong connected
subgraph B, of which the size is O(jBj  n). Hence the complexity of our algorithm is much
lower than theirs. Further, an important practical advantage of our algorithm, unlike [67],
is that our algorithm reuses the original algorithm for model checking with global fairness
with slight changes.
This work is also related to the previous work on combining weak/strong fairness with
counter abstraction [135]. The idea is to show that model checking with process-level
weak/strong fairness is feasible even if process identities are abstracted away. It is achieved
by systematically keeping track of the local states from which events are enabled/executed
within any infinite loop of the abstract state space. Dierent from the above work, our
approach works with global fairness and we show that global fairness and symmetry
reduction can be integrated in a relatively easy way. Additionally, this work is remotely
related to work on combining state reduction techniques and fairness, evidenced in [112,
140, 17]. Ourwork explores one kind of state reduction and shows that it workswith global
fairness.
Closest to our work on combination of partial order reduction and fairness is that of
Peled [114, 115] and Brim et al. [21]. Peled proposes equivalence robust property to
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guarantee that all behaviors under certain fairness assumption remain in the reduced
state space. However, since only weak fairness is equivalence robust, stronger fairness
assumption need to add more dependency relations to achieve equivalence robustness.
In his later work [115], he presents on-the-fly reduction algorithms with/without fairness
assumptions. The authors in [21] define two partial order reduction strategies, safe and
aggressive reduction, and demonstrate that each weakly fair behavior is preserved in safe
reduction but not in aggressive one, while not all strongly fair behaviors are preserved in
either reductions.




You cannot make it as a wandering generality.
You must become a meaningful specific.
Zig Ziglar
Concurrent computing systems are ubiquitous nowadays ranging from multi-core proces-
sors, local workstations to Internet. In such a system, data structures are often shared
and updated by multiple concurrent processes. To assess the correctness of a concurrent
data structure algorithm, linearizability [83] is a widely accepted criterion. Linearizability
guarantees that a concurrent data structure appears as its sequential counterpart to users.
It provides an illusion that each operation performed on the data structure behaves as
occurring instantaneously at some point between its invocation and response, and its be-
havior at that point is consistent with its sequential specification. That point is referred to
as linearization point.
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Concurrent data structures arewidely used but notoriously dicult to implement correctly.
They always suer from a tradeo between performance and capabilities of reasoning their
correctness: the more ecient, the more complicated they become for reasoning. Verify-
ing whether a concurrent data structure satisfies linearizability is challenging. Because
it requires checking two conditions: 1) each execution path of concurrent operations is
serializable; 2) the serializable permutation of an execution path is correct in terms of
its sequential specification. One popular method used in manual proofs and automatic
verification is to find out linearization points in an algorithm and to check whether each
operation of this algorithm is executed atomically at the linearization points [63, 6, 148].
Unfortunately, for many concurrent algorithms (e.g., the elimination backo stack [80], the
restricteddouble-compare single-wrap operation [79], theHerlihy andWingqueue [83], the
optimized version [56] of Michael and Scott’s lock-free FIFO queue [109], the fine-grained
set with wait-free contains operation [148] and the scalable non-zero indicators [63]), it is
usually dicult or even impossible to identify all linearization points, not to mention some
advanced algorithms with non-fixed linearization points. Programmers are required to
have expert insights to grasp the full intricacy of the algorithm. Manual proofs are usu-
ally too long and complicated to do and check reliably “by hand”. Automatic methods
that are general without using the knowledge of linearization points are inecient [148].
Capturing the bug causing linearizability violation highly depends on thread scheduling
strategies, and validating linearizability is complicated by numerous simultaneous thread
interferences. The checking process often exhausts available time and/or memory before
detecting the error or demonstrating the absence of errors. In this work, we address the
challenge of state space reduction for model checking linearizability by incorporating both
symmetry reduction and partial order reduction techniques.
We focus on the approach proposed in [99], which is general, fully automatic and does
not require any knowledge of linearization points. This approach defines linearizability as
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trace refinement of operation invocations and responses from a concrete implementation
to an abstract specification, where the specification is correct with respect to sequential
semantics. Trace refinement (hereafter refinement) is a subset relationship between traces
of two systems. That is, a concrete implementation refines an abstract specification if
and only if the set of execution traces of the implementation is a subset of those of the
specification. Our refinement checking explores system behaviors on-the-fly so that a
counterexample, if it exists, is produced without generating the entire state space.
We combine state-of-the-art state reduction techniques to combat the state space explo-
sion. The first one is symmetry reduction. A system which models multiple processes
manipulating a shared data structure concurrently tends to exhibit a high degree of sym-
metry, since each operation on this data structure often originates from a generic system
description without distinguishing the processes. Usually either all processes are sym-
metric, or they can at least be divided into several classes of symmetric processes. For
example, in the mutual exclusion algorithm without priorities, each process competing for
the access to critical section is equivalent to one another and thus this system exhibits full
symmetry; in the readers-writers protocol, every reader has the same behavior so they are
“interchangeable” whereas readers and writers cannot be interchanged. Therefore, this
protocol contains symmetries in readers but the global behavior is asymmetric. Based on
this observation, we apply and improve the symmetry reduction technique for refinement
model checking [111] to exploiting symmetry between similar processes to reduce the state
space.
The second one is partial order reduction. Concurrently executing processes generate
dierent interleaving traces and these traces often produce equivalent behaviors. The
intuitive idea of partial order reduction is to explore only one interleaving ordering of
equivalent traces. In practice, many concurrent data structure algorithms are designed to
minimize the cost of inter-process communication and coordination for scalability reason,
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by reducing the granularity and frequency of locking. Due to the loose coupling between
processes, processes potentially have a number of independent steps and partial order
reduction can be fairly ecient. Because pointer variables are frequently used in these
algorithms, static approaches fail to accurately detect the independence between program
statements. Thuswe adapt a dynamic approach called cartesian partial order reduction [77]
in this work.
Then, we combine the above two optimization techniques (which has never been explored
before in refinementmodel checking algorithms) to achievemaximum reduction. Weprove
the soundness and completeness of our combination algorithm. Experimental results show
that the combinationof partial order and symmetry canyield evenbetter reduction inmodel
checking concurrent data structure algorithms than either of the two techniques alone.
We extend the PAT model checker [133] to support the proposed approach. We apply
the proposed method to automatically check finite-state implementations of concurrent
data structure algorithms. Experiments show that our optimizations yield a much more
scalable linearizability checking method than before [99]. Note that our method only
verifies the finite-state versions of these algorithms, since the finiteness of the state space
is a prerequisite of model checking.
4.1 Linearizability
Linearizability [83] is an intuitive correctness requirement for concurrent data structures.
Given a sequential specification of a concurrent data structure, linearizability provides
an illusion that all operations performed concurrently on the data structure by multiple
concurrently executing processes behave as performed by one single process and conform
to the specification. Furthermore, linearizability preserves the order of nonconcurrent
operations. For example, provided a traditional specification of a mathematical queue,
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linearizability requires that a concurrent execution consisting of several dequeue operations
should correspond to some serial execution in which each of those dequeue operations
removes the first element of the queue when the operation is invoked.
We begin by formalizing the notions as a basis of illustrating and understanding lineariz-
ability.
Definition 15 (System Models). A shared memory model M is a triple (O; initO;P), where O
is a finite set of shared data structures; initO is the initial valuation of O, and P is a finite set of
processes accessing the data structures. 
Each shared data structure has a set of states that it could be in during its lifetime. A set of
operations are defined on each shared data structure. These operations are the onlymeans of
reading or writing the state of the data structure. A shared data structure is deterministic, if
given the current state of the data structure and an invocation of an operation, the next state
of the data structure, aswell as the return value of the operation, is unique. A data structure
that is not deterministic is non-deterministic. A sequential specification of a deterministic (resp.
non-deterministic) shared data structure defines the sequences of states a data structure
goes through in response to the invocation from processes, together with its responses to
those processes.
Formally, an execution of a sharedmemorymodelM = (O; initO;P) is modeled by a history,
which is a sequence of operation invocation and response actions that can be performed
on O by processes in P. The behavior ofM is defined as the set, H, of all possible histories
together. An irreflexive partial order < is defined upon the operations of a history  2 H:
op1 < op2 if and only if the response of operation op1 happens before the invocation of
operation op2 in. Operations in that are not relatedby< are concurrent (or overlapping).
A history  is sequential i no two operations in  are concurrent. Let ji be the projection of
 on process pi, which is the subsequence of  consisting of all invocations and responses
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that are performed by pi in P. Let joi be the projection of  on data structure oi in O, which
is the subsequence of  consisting of all invocations and responses of operations that are
performed on data structure oi.
A sequential history  is said to be legal if it adheres to the sequential specifications of the
data structures. Given a history , a sequential permutation  of  is a sequential history in
which the set of operations as well as the initial states of the data structures are the same
as in . The formal definition of linearizability is given as follows.
Definition 16 (Linearizability). Given a modelM = (O = fo1; : : : ; okg; initO;P = fp1; : : : ; png).
Let H be the set of all histories of M. M is linearizable if for any history  in H, there exists a
sequential permutation  of  such that
1. for each data structure oi (1  i  k), joi is a legal sequential history (i.e.,  respects the
sequential specification of the data structures), and
2. for every op1 and op2 in , if op1 < op2, then op1 < op2 (i.e.,  respects the ordering of
operations in ). 
This linearizability definition is too complicated for automatic verification. Therefore
people often turn to another equivalent definition of linearizability based on the notion of
linearization points. Linearization points are the points in an execution at which operations
are conceptually eectuated. A history is linearizable if and only if in every history , if we
assign increasing time values to all invocations and responses, then every operation can be
shrunk to a single time point between its invocation time and response time such that the
operation appears to be completed instantaneously at this time point [102, 11].
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4.2 Linearizability as Refinement
In this section, we introduce how to define linearizability as the refinement relation in [99].
System behaviors are defined as labeled transition systems and linearizability is then
defined as a refinement relationship between two systemmodels (or equivalently twoLTSs)
introduced in Section 2.1. Depending on whether the linearization points are unknown or
not, two approaches of constructing the refinement relation are presented, for the case that
linearization points are not given and the case that they are given, respectively.
4.2.1 Linearizability without Linearization Points
In this subsection, we make no assumption on the knowledge of the linearization points,
which can be known or unknown. A system is linearizable if and only if each individual
concurrent data structure is linearizable. Hence we assume there is only one data structure
in a system without loss of generality.
4.2.1.1 Linearizable Specification
LetMsp = (fog; initfog;Psp) be the specificationmodel of a data structure o. Msp is guaranteed
to be linearizable by the following construction procedure. The steps of process pi 2 Psp
executing an operation op is divided into three consecutive atomic steps: the action inv(op)i
representing the invocation of op, the linearization action lin(op)i representing the whole
execution of op according to the sequential specification of o, and the action res(op; resp)i
representing the response of op. It is possible for the three actions above to be interleaved
with the actions from other operations. However, any operation is executed atomically
between its invocation and response and the linearization action is the linearization point
of the operation. Hence any execution history is linearizable.
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Given a deterministic data structure o, the correspondingmodelMsp = ffog; initfog;Pg can be
constructed as follows. Each operation op that can be performed by process pi 2 P is defined
as a circular state machine with three states (a) an idle state spi;0, (b) a state s(op)pi;1 for every
operation op of data structure o, representing the state after the invocation of op but before
the linearization action of op, and (c) a state s(op; resp)pi;2 for every possible response resp of
op, representing the state after the linearization action of op but before the response of op.
The transition from state spi;0 to state s(op)pi;1 is triggered by an invocation action inv(op)i.
The transition from state s(op)pi;1 to state s(op; resp)pi;2 is triggered by an linearization action
lin(op)i. The transition from state s(op; resp)pi;2 to state spi;0 is triggered by a response action
res(op; resp)i. We let all invocation actions and response actions be visible actions and all
linearization actions be invisible actions. This is because only the invocation and response
are considered in the behavior of Msp. Each process is defined as the non-deterministic
choice of invoking all the allowed operations on data structure o.
The same idea above applies to a linearizable specification for a non-deterministic concur-
rent data structure. Assume the data structure o has j non-deterministic response values
after invoking operation op. Formally, each operation op that can be performed by process
pi is defined as a state machine with ( j + 2) states: (a) an idle state spi;0, (b) a state s(op)pi;1
for every operation op of data structure o, representing the state after the invocation of op
but before the linearization action of op, and (c) j states fs(op; resp1)pi;21 : : : s(op; resp j)pi;2 jg for
all possible responses of op. Circular state transitions are similarly defined as well.
4.2.1.2 Implementation Formalization
To formalize any given concurrent algorithm, we need to identify the invocation and
response actions so that histories can be formulated based on these actions. For a concurrent
algorithm implementing a data structure o, we define an implementation model Mim =
(fog; initfog;Pim). We assume that Pim is a parallel execution of all processes. Furthermore,
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Algorithm 4.2.1 K-valued register specification
shared R := 0;
Procedure read
1: v := R;
2: return v
Procedure write(v)
1: R := v;
2: return
Reader := read;Reader
Writer := (write(0) []1    [] write(K   1));Writer
System := Reader jj2 Writer
the behavior of each process is assumed to be infinite non-deterministic invocations of all
the operations supported by the data structure. In this work, we use Process(i) and System
to model the behaviors of process Pi and the algorithm respectively. One example can
be found in Algorithm 4.2.3. Each operation is defined by the algorithm. Executions of
program statements shall be considered as (invisible) actions. The atomicity of a statement
execution can be defined based on the actual hardware architectures. For example, if a
computer architecture can compute x = x+1 in one step, thenwe can treat this statement as
atomic action under this particularly architecture. Taking another example, if a computer
architecture supports an atomic compare-and-swap (CAS ) instruction, then executing the
statements representing a CAS is an atomic action under this particularly architecture.
Further, local statements can be grouped into one atomic action to reduce the state space
of LTS. This can be considered as manual partial order reduction. Since we are interested
in the histories of the algorithm, an invocation action is added to the beginning of each
operation and a response action is added to every return statement of each operation. All
other actions (i.e., the statement execution) inside the algorithm are treated as invisible
action, since they do not contribute to the histories. The semantic model ofMim is denoted
by an LTS Lim = (Sim; initim;im;!im).
In the following, we use a K-valued register implementation to demonstrate how our
1[] denotes nondeterministic choice between operations.
2jj denotes the parallel composition of processes.
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Algorithm 4.2.2 K-valued register implementation
Initially the shared registers B[0] through B[K   1] are all 0.
Procedure read
1: i := 0;
2: while B[i] = 0 do
3: i := i + 1;
4: end while
5: up; v := i;
6: for i = up   1 downto
0 do
7: if B[i] = 1 then





1: B[v] := 1;
2: for i := v  1 downto 0
do




Writer := (write(0) []    [] write(K   1));Writer
System := Reader jjWriter
linearizability checking approach works.
Example 1. K-valued register (Section 10.2.1 of [11])
A K-valued (K > 2) single-writer single-reader register R, it can be simulated using an
array B of K binary single-writer single-reader registers. The possible values of R are
fO; 1; :::;K   1g. The value i is represented by a 1 in the ith entry of array B and 0 in all other
entries. For each binary register, there is a single processor (the writer) that can write to it
and a single processor (the reader) that can read from it, and the values read or written can
only be 0 or 1.
When read and write operations do not overlap, it is simple to perform the operations, i.e.,
a read operation scans the array beginning with index 0 until it finds a 1 in some entry and
returns the index of this entry. A write operation writes the value v, by writing the value
1 in the entry whose index is v and clearing (setting to 0) the entry corresponding to the
previous value, if dierent from v.
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When read and write operations might overlap, to ensure that a read operation reads the
last value written, two changes are made: A) a write operation clears only the entries
whose indices are smaller than the value it is writing, and B) a read operation does not
return when it finds the first 1 but makes sure there are still zeroes in all lower indices.
Specifically, the reader scans from the low indices toward the high indices until it finds the
first 1; then it reverses direction and scans back down to the beginning, keeping track of
the smallest index observed to contain a 1 during the downward scan. This is the value
returned. Details are given in as Algorithm 4.2.2. Note that the linearization point of the
read operation is not fixed because the value of v to be returned depends on the last position
of value 1 found during the downwards scan. i.e., only the last execution of line 8 is the
linearization point rather than any execution of line 8 is the linearization point.
The linearizable specification model is defined as in Algorithm 4.2.1, where R is the shared
register with initial value 0. The statement in Line 1 for both read and write operations is
the linearization action.
The refinement relation is based on comparing the arguments of the invocation and return
values of the responses of an operation. In this example, the only visible actions are the
invocation and response of the read andwrite operations. The systemmodel is constructed
as a general client on the shared register, which consists of a parallel composition of the
reader process and the writer process. Further, the writer process non-deterministically
chooses one ofK possible values to executewrite operation. If there aremultiple operations
a process can perform, then a process is modeled to non-deterministically execute one of
the operations.
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4.2.1.3 Linearizability Formalization
The following theorem characterizes linearizability of an implementation Mim through a
refinement relation, where the corresponding specificationMsp is created by following the
steps in Section 4.2.1.1, and Lim and Lsp are the LTSs corresponding toMim andMsp. This
theorem establishes our approach to verifying linearizability.
Theorem 4.2.1. [99] Let Lim be an implementation LTS generated by the steps in Section 4.2.1.2,
and Lsp be the corresponding specification LTS generated by the steps in Section 4.2.1.1. All traces
of Lim are linearizable if and only if Lim wT Lsp.
The theorem shows that linearizability checking is equivalent to checking the refinement
relation from the implementation LTS to the specification LTS.
4.2.2 Linearizability with Linearization Points
In some cases, one may be able to identify certain actions in an implementation as lin-
earization points, which are linearization actions. This subsection presents an alternative
and simpler way of formalization when the linearization points are known.
4.2.2.1 Linearizable Specification
When the linearization points are known, the specification can be constructed in the similar
way as described in Section 4.2.1.1. The dierence is that we make linearization actions
visible and hide the invocation and response actions. More specifically, we obtain a speci-
fication LTS L0sp by the following two modifications to Lsp: (a) we change each linearization
action lin(op)i to lin(op; resp)i so that the response resp computed by this linearization action
is included; This is possible because the return value of an operation is available after
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Algorithm 4.2.3 Concurrent stack implementation
type Node = fval : T;next : Nodeg;
shared Node H := null;
N is the maximum value that can be stored by the stack
Procedure push(v)
1: n := new Node();
2: n:val := v;
3: repeat
4: ss := H;
5: n:next := ss;




2: ss := H;
3: if ss = null then
4: return empty
5: end if
6: n := ss:next;
7: lv := ss:val;
8: until CAS(H; ss;n)
9: return lv
Process(i) := (push(1) [] : : : [] push(N) [] pop);Process(i)
System := Process(1) jj Process(2) jj    jj Process(N)
linearization action. and (b) only linearization actions are visible while all inv(op)i and
res(op; resp)i are invisible.
4.2.2.2 Implementation Formalization
To formalize real concurrent algorithms in this case,weadopts the samewayas for specifica-
tion construction. After generating the Lim by following 4.2.1.2, we only mark linearization
actions visible and hide all other actions as above. There is no need to add the invocation
and response actions in this case. Similar to the linearization actions explained above, the
response values are included in these actions. We demonstrate this idea using the following
example.
Example 2. Abstract Concurrent Counter
Treiber [139] proposed a concurrent stack implementation using compare-and-swap (CAS)
instructions. Here we use one of its simplified versions presented in [43], as shown in
Algorithm 4.2.3. The pointerH is shared by all processes. Each operation tries to updateH
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until its CAS operation succeeds. In order to keep this algorithm finite-state (hence subject
to model checking), we assume that the size of the stack and number of processes are finite.
Based on this algorithm, we propose a concurrent counter implementation by abstracting
the stack elements to stack size as shown in Algorithm 4.2.4. The proof of the equivalence
with the original algorithm is skipped for the simplicity.
Algorithm 4.2.4 Concurrent counter implementation
shared H := 0;
Procedure push
1: repeat
2: ss := H;
3: n := ss + 1;




2: ss := H;
3: if ss = 0 then
4: return 0;
5: end if
6: n := ss   1;
7: until CAS(H; ss;n)
8: return ss;
Process(i) := (push [] pop);Process(i)
System := Process(1) jj Process(2) jj    jj Process(N)
Since the concurrent counter implements the standard push and pop operations, the speci-
fication of the concurrent counter algorithm is defined in Algorithm 4.2.5. Here the actual
data are abstracted as only the stack size is relevant, which is modeled as shared variable
S with initial value 0. A push operation increases the stack size by 1 each time. A pop
operation decreases the stack size by 1 if it is bigger than 0; otherwise it returns 0. We in-
troduce atomic construct to indicates that the program in the block is to be executed as one
super-step, non-interleavedwith other processes. This atomic construct is the linearization
action for the pop operation.
The linearization points of Algorithm 4.2.3 are known [6]. Therefore the verification can
be conducted directly by modeling linearization points and leaving out invocation and
response actions. Clearly the specification model of the stack has only one linearization
action (i.e., the corresponding atomic block) only for each operation. We make each lin-
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Algorithm 4.2.5 Concurrent counter specification
shared S := 0;
Procedure push




2: if S == 0 then
3: v := 0;
4: else
5: S := S   1;




Process(i) := (push [] pop);Process(i)
System := Process(1) jj Process(2) jj    jj Process(N)
earization action visible and carry sucient information which needs to be compared with
that in the specification. For push operation, its linearization action is lin(push; S+1)i where
i is the process identifier and S+ 1 is the stack size after update. Likewise, the linearization
action of pop operation is lin(pop;S)i where i is also the process identifier and S is the stack
size before update.
The linearization points of the counter implementation are conditional. For push operation
only a successful CAS (at line 4) is considered to be a linearization point. For pop operation
there are two conditional linearization points: if the counter is 0, returning 0 at line 4 is a
linearization point; otherwise, a successful CAS (line 7) is a linearization point.
4.2.2.3 Linearizability Formalization
This idea of defining linearizability via refinement relationwith known linearization points
is formalized in the theorem below.
Theorem 4.2.2. [157] Let L0im be an implementation LTS with known linearization actions and
specified by the steps in Section 4.2.2.2, and L0sp be the corresponding specification LTS generated
by the steps in Section 4.2.2.1. All traces of L0im are linearizable if and only if L
0
im wT L0sp.
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It is not dicult to show that the implementation model built with the knowledge of lin-
earization points is much simpler and contains fewer visible actions. Hence the verification
can be done more eciently by comparing only one action for each operation. However,
one important remark is that, as stated in Theorem 4.2.2, to make refinement a necessary
condition of linearizability in this case, one has to show that no other actions in the im-
plementation can be linearization points. In other words, the determined linearization
points have to be complete. Otherwise, even if the verification finds a counterexample for
the refinement relation, it may be due to unidentified linearization points, and one cannot
conclude that the implementation is not linearizable.
4.3 Verification of Linearizability
With the results presented in Section 4.2, all we need is a scalable refinement checking
algorithm in order to establish linearizability. In this section, we present a classic algo-
rithm [125] for refinement checking, and then optimize it with symmetry reduction, partial
order reduction, and their combination.
In the following, we fix two LTSs Lim = (Sim; initim;im;!im) and Lsp = (Ssp; initsp;sp;!sp),
which represent an implementation and a specification respectively. Notice that both Lim
and Lsp typically have invisible actions. That is, if linearization points are unknown, all
actions except invocation and response actions are invisible; if linearization points are
known, all except the linearization actions are invisible. As a result, both Lim and Lsp
have a degree of non-determinism, e.g., two dierent processes both can take -transitions,
resulting in two identically-labeled actions from the same state.
Given an LTS L = (S; init;;!; AP; L), the function (s) returns the set -successors of s
in L. That is, s0 2 (s) i s ! s0. The set of -successors at state s is (s) = fs0 2 S j s !
s0 ^ 2 invisLg. The set of states reachable from s by performing zero or more  transitions,
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written as (s), can be obtained by repeatedly computing the -successors starting from
s until a fixed point is reached. We write s ! s0 if and only if s0 is reachable from s via
only -transitions, i.e., there exists a path hs0; 1; s1; 2;    ; sni such that s0 = s, sn = s0 and
si
i+1! si+1 ^ i+1 2 invisL for all i .
For ease of understanding, we use the bounded abstract concurrent counter algorithm as a
running example, and show how the state space of the whole program can be reduced by
symmetry reduction, then partial order reduction and at last their combination. Moveover
to show generality of our approach, we assume that the linearization points are unknown.
To properly display the entire state space, due to space limitations, we only show a counter
being used by two processes, with ids 0 and 1, respectively. So the eect of reduction
approaches can be demonstrated visually, in order to help readers better understand the
technical details of our approach. Furthermore, we require that each process perform only
one push operation. The counter is initially empty and its size is 2.
4.3.1 A Linearizability Checking Algorithm
In order to establish a refinement relationship between Lim and Lsp, we need to show that
every trace of Lim is allowed by Lsp. Because of non-determinism in Lsp, after a sequence
of visible actions there may be many states that the system might be in. A refinement
checking algorithm thus will have to keep track of all the states reachable in Lsp on a
given trace, which can be achieved by determinization, also known as normalization. A
determinization of an LTS L is a deterministic LTS, written as D(L), such that L and D(L)
have the same traces. With determinization, checking whether Lim refines Lsp is reduced to
check whether Lim refinesD(Lsp), which is easier because there is exactly one state inD(Lsp)
corresponding to each possible trace. A standard approach for determinization is through
subset construction [85].
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Algorithm 4.3.1 A linearizability checking algorithm
Procedure Linearizability (Lim;Lsp)
1: checked := ;
2: pending:push((initim; (initsp)))
3: stack depth:push(0)
4: path depth := hi
5: counterexample := hi
6: while pending , ; do
7: (im; sp) := pending:pop()
8: checked := checked [ f(im; sp)g;
9: d := stack depth:pop()






16: if sp = ; then
17: return counterexample
18: end if
19: for all (im0; sp0) 2 next(im; sp) do
20: if (im0; sp0) < checked then
21: pending:push((im0; sp0))





Definition 17 (Determinization). Let L = (S; init; ;!) be an LTS. The determinized LTS of L
is D(L) = (Sd; initd;d;!d)where Sd  2S is a set of subsets of S; initd = (init); Actd = visD(L) =
visL and!d  Sd d  Sd is a transition relation such that X !d Y i Y = fy : Sj9x 2 X; 9s 2
S : x ! s ^ y 2 (s)g. 
In the following we fix Dsp = (Sd; initd;d;!d) to be the determinized LTS of Lsp. All states
connected by -transitions in Lsp are grouped in Dsp. It is straightforward to show that Dsp
is deterministic, i.e., for any state s 2 Sd and any visible action  2 d, there is at most one
state s0 2 Sd such that s !d s0.
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Refinement checking is then reduced to reachability analysis3 of the synchronous product
of Lim and Dsp. Each state of the product space is a state pair (im; sp), where im is an
implementation state and sp is a determinized specification state. If there exists a state pair
(im0; sp0) such that im !im im0, sp !d sp0 for some  2 d \ im, we say there is a product
transition from (im; sp) to (im0; sp0) labeled with .
Algorithm 4.3.1 shows an on-the-fly linearizability checking algorithm. It performs a
depth-first-search for a state that violates linearizability, i.e., a pair (im; sp) 2 Sim  Sd such
that sp is an empty set. The algorithm returns true if no such pair is found. Otherwise,
a counterexample violating trace refinement is found. The algorithm maintains two data
structures. checked is a set of product states that have been explored and pending is a stack
containing new states yet to be explored. On line 2, the initial state of the product is
pushed into pending. While there are new states to be explored (i.e., pending is not empty),
a pending state is obtained from pending on line 7, which is then added to checked on line
8. If the state is of the form (im; ;), we infer that there exists a trace that leads Lim to state s
and leads Lsp to no state, and therefore the trace serves as a counterexample to refinement.
The code fragments for producing a counterexample are shown in grey color, which stores
a path of Lim from the initial state initim to state s in stack counterexample. For brevity, these
code fragments are omitted in the algorithms presented later in this section. If a successor
state of (im; sp) has not been explored (i.e., (im0; sp0) < checked on line 20), it is pushed into
pending on line 21. Note that Function next(im; sp) returns the set of successor states in the
3Reachability analysis is to check whether a particular state can be reached from the initial state of a labeled
transition system via every execution trace.
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product. Formally,
next(im; sp) =
f(im0; sp)jim !im im0 ^  2 invisLimg [
f(im0; sp0)j9 2 visLim : im !im im0^
8x0 2 sp0; 9x 2 sp; 9u 2 sp0 : x !sp u ^ x0 2 (u)g
If the implementation takes a -transition (e.g., any action that is not an invocation or
response action if the linearization points are unknown), the trace of the implementation
remains the same (as  is always pruned from the trace) and therefore the set of corre-
sponding states in Lsp (which are reached via the same trace) remains the same. In other
words, the determinized state remains the same. If the implementation takes a visible
transition, then the same action must be performed by the specification, resulting in a new
determinized state. To obtain next(s;X) algorithmically, it is necessary to compute the set
of states reached by a -transition from a given state, which can be implemented using a
standard depth-first-search.
For the running example, Fig. 4.1 shows the determinization of its specification LTS and
Fig. 4.2 shows the specification-implementation product LTS explored during linearizabil-
ity checking (let us ignore for now the colors and shades of edges and nodes). Each node
in Fig. 4.2 contains two parts, the implementation state in the upper part and determinized
specification state in the lower part. If an action is a visible action, then the corresponding
edge is labeled with its name. Otherwise, the edge is labeled with the statement in the push
operation of Algorithm 4.2.4. l ji denotes the statement on line i executed by process j. Be-
cause we assume the linearization points of this algorithm are unknown, the visible actions
are the invocation and response of the push operation. That is, push inv:i and push res:i:v
are the invocation and response action respectively where i is the identifier of the invoking



























Figure 4.1: Determinization of the specification LTS
process and v is the return value of the push operation.
The algorithm terminates as long as the product has finitely many states. The soundness
of the algorithm follows from [125]. Note that determinization is performed on-the-fly so
that in the presence of a counterexample only part of Dsp is constructed. In practice, this
algorithm may suer from state space explosion. Its complexity is linear in the number of
transitions in the product. The size of the product is bounded by the size of Lim and Dsp.
In the worst case, Dsp may have exponentially more states than Lsp. Further, Lim and Lsp
typically have an exponential blow up in the size of the system models representing the
specification and implementation. Thus, it is necessary to explore powerful state reduction
techniques in order to model check complex concurrent object implementations.
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Figure 4.2: Specification-implementation product LTS of concurrent counter implementa-
tion
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4.3.2 Optimization 1: Symmetry Reduction
A concurrent data structure is often designed to be accessed by many behaviorally similar
or even identical processes. Such similarity or symmetry often induces equivalent portions
of the underlying state space. Symmetry reduction [68] is an eective technique for elimi-
nating such equivalent states. The idea is to only explore the behavior of one process and
conclude the same for homogeneous others (subject to property-specific conditions).
For temporal logic model checking, classical symmetry reduction approaches [87, 127, 66]
often choose a unique representative state from each class of equivalent states. Each vis-
ited state is replaced with its representative state. Unfortunately, these approaches fail
to fit into the context of refinement-style linearizability checking. The significant obstacle
is lock-step synchronization on all visible actions between the state spaces of implemen-
tation and specification models. If symmetry reduction is applied to an implementation
(resp: a specification) model, replacing an implementation (resp: specification) state with
its representative potentially influences the synchronization result and thus sacrifices the
validity of linearizability checking. For instance, suppose a common action  is ready to be
executed from a state pair (s; s0), where s is an implementation state and s0 is a specification
state. If symmetry reduction is applied to the implementation model, the state pair is
changed to (t; s0) where t is the representative state of the equivalence class including s.
However, t is likely unable to engage . In this case, a false counterexample is produced
by Algorithm 4.3.1.
Moat et al. proposed a symmetry reduction approach for trace refinement checking [111].
In the following, we firstly use their approach to perform symmetry reduction on Lim
during linearizability checking. Then we extend and improve their work to achieve better
performance.
Note that it is often the case that an automorphism group is given as a group acting on
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the process identifiers of the state variables as well as labeled actions. For example, a
permutation , defined on the actions and states in Figure 4.1, may also be described as the
permutation of process identifiers, i.e., (0; 1).
Our starting point of symmetry reduction is the simple observation that, in practice, each
operation on a concurrent data structure often originates from a generic system description
without discriminating process identifiers in both its implementation and specification.
This means that if there is any symmetry relation between processes in an implementation
model, then there will be the same relation in its corresponding specification model and
vice versa. Note that both the implementation and specification models in this work take
the form of a parallel composition of processes. The insight is therefore captured by a
premise: a permutation is an automorphism of Lim if and only if it is also an automorphism of Lsp.
Let G be an automorphism group on both Lim and Lsp. Considering that the usual lineariz-
ability checking algorithm explores the product space of Lim andDsp, we need to prove that
G is also an automorphism group on this product space so that we can apply symmetry
reduction on it. We first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3. If a permutation is an automorphism of an LTS L, it is an automorphism of D(L).
Proof:
Suppose that permutation  is an automorphismof L. By definition, a transition t = X !d Y
is in D(L) i 9x 2 X; 9y 2 Y : x ! x0 ^ y 2 (x0). Further, 8s1; s2 2 S;  2  : s1 ! s2 i
(s1)
()! (s2). Thus, x ! x0 , (x) ()! (x0), and y 2 (x0), (y) 2 ((x0)). Thus, there
is exactly a transition (P)
()! d (Q) in D(L). Considering that t is arbitrary,  is also an
automorphism of D(L). 
Next, we prove the following theorem:
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Theorem 4.3.1. If G is an automorphism group on both Lim and Lsp, then it is an automorphism
group on the product space of Lim and Dsp.
Proof:
Wemust show that for any  2 G, (i) if sp !d sp0 and im !im im0, then (sp) ()! d (sp0) and
(im)
()! im (im0), (ii) (initd) = initd and (initsp) = initsp.
By the premise,  is automorphism of Lim. If im
!im im0, then (im) ()! im (im0). By
Lemma 3,  is an automorphism of Dsp. So if sp
!d sp0, then (sp) ()! d (sp0). Therefore,
(sp)
()! d (sp0) and (im) ()! im (im0). Similarly, because  is an automorphism of both
Lim and Dsp, (initd) = initd and (initsp) = initsp.
Since  is an arbitrary automorphism in G, we conclude that G is an automorphism group
on the product space of Lim and Dsp. 
The function repPair is defined to “twist” a state pair in the product space using an auto-
morphism in G as follows:
repPair(im; sp; ) = ((im); (sp)) where im 2 Lim; sp 2 Dsp and  2 G:
A repPair-twisted (hereafter twisted) path through theproduct space is a sequence hs0; 1; 1; s1; :::;
sn 1; n; n; sni of states, actions andpermutations, starting and endingwith states such that:
for all 0  i < n, suppose si = (im; sp), there exists a state pair (im0; sp0) and i+1 2 G such
that im
i+1! im im0, sp i+1! d sp0 and si+1 = (i+1(im0); i+1(sp0)) = repPair(im0; sp0; i+1). In this
way, function repPair “twists” the original path explored in the usual refinement check-
ing. For example, there exists a twisted path h(t1; s1); push inv:0; (0; 1); (t3; s3); ; (0; 1); (t2; s31);
push inv:1; (0; 1); (t4; s6)i in Fig. 4.2.
To generate a representative state for each visiting implementation state, we assume the
existence of a function rep such that, for each s 2 S, rep(s) is a representative of s. In
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order to perform symmetry reduction on Lim during linearizability checking, we restrict
the definition of repPair using rep as follows: repPair(im; sp; ) = (rep(im); (sp)) such that
(im) = rep(im):
Algorithm 4.3.2 is developed to perform on-the-fly linearizability checking with symmetry
reduction. The underlined text shows the dierences compared with Algorithm 4.3.1.
Function Rep1 calculates a unique representative of each visited state, i.e., Rep1(s) = (s0; )
such that (s) = s0. Each  used in repPair can be stored through the explored path in order
to recover a twisted counterexample path to an actual path in Lim. Assume a linearizability
violated pair s = (im; ;) is found, and  is the current explored twisted path arriving at s.
 can be easily composed by concatenating all elements popped o the stack pending in
reverse order. Let be hs0; 1; 1; s1;    ; n; n; sni, then function recover is used to “recover”
it to an actual counterexample path in the original product space. Formally the function
recover is defined as follows:
recover() =hs0; 1;  11 s1;    ; ( 11  12    1n 1)n; ( 11  12    1n )sni:
The following theorem (which is based on Lemma 4) guarantees the soundness and
completeness of Algorithm 4.3.2. Algorithm 4.3.2 finds a twisted counterexample path
exactly when the refinement does not hold.
Lemma 4. [111] Suppose function repPair maps each state pair (u; v) to ((u); (v)) for some  2 G.
Then, for all paths , there is a path to state pair s = (im; sp) if and only if there is repPair-twisted
path 0 to state pair (s) = ((im); (sp)), with recover(0) = (), for some  2 G. 
Theorem 4.3.2. [111] Suppose function repPair maps each state pair (u; v) to ((u); (v)) for some
 2 G. Lim wT Dsp has a counterexample path  if and only if it has a counterexample repPair-
twisted path 0 with recover(0) = . 
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Besides the above symmetry reduction, we observe that in practice for a state pair (im; sp),
there may exist multiple permutations 1; 2;    ; n 2 G such that for every i in f1; : : : ; ng :
i(s) = rep(im), and there exists i; j : i , j; i(s) ,  j(s). That is, dierent permutations may
produce dierent twisted pairs with the same representative implementation state for a
state pair in Algorithm 4.3.2. To check whether counterexample searching is sensitive to
the permutations chosen, we develop the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3.3. For any state s = (im; sp) in the product space of Lim and Dsp, if there exist
1; 2 2 G and 1 , 2, then there is a twisted path from 1(s) to q if and only if there exists a
twisted path from 2(s) to (q), for some  2 G.
Proof:
We will prove that there is a twisted path  = hs0 = 1(s); 1; 1;    ; n; n; sni if and only
if there exists a twisted path 0 = hs00 = 2(s); 01; 01;    ; 0n; 0n; s0ni such that q = sn, and for
every 0  i  n, there exists  2 G : (si) = s0i .
Necessary condition: Induction on jj.
Basis: jj = 0. Then  = h1(s)i. There is exactly one twisted path 0 = h2(s)i. Thus there
exists  =  11 2 2 G : 1(s) = 2(s).
Induction hypothesis: Assume that the claim is true for any twisted path such that jj  k.
Induction step: We show it also holds for all twisted paths where jj = k + 1.
Consider a twisted path  of the form hs0 = 1(s); 1; 1; :::; k+1; k+1; sk+1i. Then there is
a transition from sk to pre-sk+1 labeled  where sk+1 = k+1(pre-sk+1). From the induction
hypothesis, there is a twisted path 0 = hs00 = 2(s); 01; 01; :::; 0k; 0k; s0ki; 0k+1; s0k+1 such that
(sk) = s0k. By Theorem 4.3.1, there is a transition from (sk) to (pre-sk+1) labeled with ().
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Algorithm 4.3.2 Linearizability checking algorithm with symmetry reduction
Procedure linearizability sym1 (Lim;Lsp)
1: checked := ;;
2: pending:push((initim; (initsp)));
3: while pending , ; do
4: (im; sp) := pending:pop();
5: checked := checked [ f(im; sp)g;
6: if sp = ; then
7: return f alse
8: end if
9: for all (im0; sp0) 2 next(im; sp) do
10: (repIm0; ) = Rep1(im0)






Sucient condition: Similar. 
An immediate corollary of Theorem 4.3.3 is shown as follows, which is the foundation of
our improvement.
Corollary 4.3.4. For any state s = (im; sp) in the product space of Lim and Dsp, if there exist
1; 2 2 G such that 1(s) = 2(s) and 1 , 2, then there exists a counterexample twisted path if
and only if there exists a twisted path. 
Based on the above results, we develop a new algorithm 4.3.3 to allowmore state reduction.
The underlined text shows the dierences compared with Algorithm 4.3.2. Function Rep2
is defined as: Rep2(s) = (s0; h1;    ; ni) such that for every i 2 f1;    ; ng : i(s) = s0. By
Corollary 4.3.4, it is sucient to explore only one of the states (s0; i(sp)). Thus if none of
these states have been explored on line 11, one state is pushed into pending on line 12.
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Algorithm 4.3.3 Improved Linearizability checking algorithm with symmetry reduction
Procedure linearizability sym2 (Lim;Lsp)
1: checked := ;;
2: pending:push((initim; (initsp)));
3: while pending , ; do
4: (im; sp) := pending:pop();
5: checked := checked [ f(im; sp)g;
6: if sp = ; then
7: return f alse
8: end if
9: for all (im0; sp0) 2 next(im; sp) do
10: (repIm0; h0; 1; :::; ni) = Rep2(im0)






In the following, we explain how Algorithm 4.3.3 works step by step on the concurrent
stack example. It is not dicult to find that each pair of states in the symmetric positions
are equivalent states in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2, i.e., one can be transformed to the other by
process identifier permutation (1; 2), e.g., (1; 2)(t3) = t2 . Further, we assume that each
colored state in Fig. 4.2 is the representative state among the class of its equivalent states.
Starting from the initial state (s1; t1), we first nondeterministically pick a transition to ex-
ecute, the right one for example. At the resultant state (s3; t3), we use function repPair
to twist it to get a new state to proceed. Because rep(s3) = s2 = (1; 2)(s3), repPair(s3; t3) =
(rep(s3); (1; 2)(t3)) = (s2; t2). Starting from the product state (s2; t2), we again nondeterminis-
tically pick one of these transitions, say the right one and get to (s4; t4). Because rep(s4) = s4,
there is no need to change t4. Again, if we pick the left transition from (s4; t4) and arrive at
(s28; t4), we twist it to state (s6; t4). By proceeding in this manner, we eventually explore all
colored states in the product space so that we succeed to perform symmetry reduction on
the implementation LTS and preserve the validity of linearizability checking.
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4.3.3 Optimization 2: Partial Order Reduction
In practice, most concurrent object algorithms have a low degree of interprocess interaction
and coordination for scalability reason. Many program statements are local computations
or accessing disjoint locations of the shared data object. This loose coupling potentially
induces many independent transitions and thus enables eective partial order reduction
on these algorithms. In this subsection, we show how to perform partial order reduction
for linearizability checking.
We adopt the recently-proposed dynamic partial order reduction technique called carte-
sian partial order reduction in [77] for linearizability checking, for two reasons. First,
pointer variables are used frequently in concurrent object algorithms. Static partial order
reductions [94, 144, 75] fail to identify their independence precisely and thus cause a poor
reduction on the state space. Second, concurrent algorithms with optimistic or lazy syn-
chronization (chapter 9 of [82]) put operation details within a loop. In the loop body, it
tests synchronization conflict with other processes. If no conflict is found, the update will
proceed; otherwise, it will go back to the start of the loop and retry. Dynamic partial order
reduction [71] relies on a stateless search and thus cannot handle systems with loops, while
a cartesian one uses a stateful search and can handle loops.
For convenience, we describe the preceding notion of path in a more succinct notation by
omitting immediate states, e.g., hs0; 1; 2;    ; n; sni.
In our setting, we define that two actions are dependent if two actions access the same
variable, and at least one action writes the variable.
Since visible actions aect specification states during refinement checking, here we require
that partial order reduction is only used for invisible actions in the implementation model.
That is, for a cartesian vector (p1;    ; pN), if a visible action  exists in any pi such that
1  i  N, then  must be the last action in pi. Thus, we consider a slightly modified
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version of the cartesian function  : S ! PathN to generate a cartesian vector for each
visited state in [77], presented as Algorithm A.0.1 in Appendix A. The cartesian semantics
generated by  is formalized as a binary relation!, which only relates the last states of
cartesian vectors and is transitively closed.
An important property of cartesian semantics for linearizability checking is described in
the following theorem, which says that if a state that violates linearizability is found with
standard semantics, then this state can be found with cartesian semantics.
Theorem 4.3.5. For a cartesian function  and a given state that violates linearizability (q; ;), if
s ) (q; ;), then s! (q; ;).
Proof:
Given a state that violates linearizability (q; ;), there exists a path  of the form hs =
s0; 1; 2;    ; n; sn = (q; ;)i. By a simple argument, we know that n must be a visible
action.
We shall prove that s! q by induction on jj.
Basis: jj = 0. The claim holds.
Induction hypothesis: Assume that the claim is true for any path  such that jj < n.
Induction step: Consider a path  of the form hs = s0 = (im; sp); 1; 2;    ; n; sn = (q; ;)i.
Let (p1; p2;    ; pk) be the cartesian vector that is returned by (im). Suppose that n is
performed by process u such that 1  u  k. Because n is visible, it has to be the last action
in pu.
Let i be the first occurrence of an action inwhich ends a path p j in(im), i.e., i 2 f1;    ; ng is
the smallest number for which there exists j 2 f1;    ; kg such that hs0; 1;    ; i; sii contains
jp jj transitions of process P j. Thus, each am is invisible for 1  m < i.
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We distinguish between the following two cases:
Case 1: i = n. In this case, n is the only action which ends a path in (im), for any
s 2 . From Lemma 2 in [77], we conclude that every two actions of dierent processes in
hs1; 1;    ; i; sni are independent. Therefore by successively permuting pairs of adjacent
independent transitions we can convert  to a new path s = s0
01;
0
2; ;n ! s0n = (im0; sp0). From
Corollary 1 in [77], im0 = q. As all actions except n are invisible, sp0 = ; and thus sn = s0n.
So s! (q; ;).
Case 2: i , n. From Lemma 2 in [77], we conclude that every two actions of dierent
processes in hs0; 1; : : : ; i; sii are independent. Therefore by successivelypermutingpairs of
adjacent independent transitions we can convert  to a new path hs = s0; 01; 02; : : : ; 0n; s0n =
(im0; sp0)i that begins with jp jj actions of P j. From Corollary 1 in [77], im0 = q. Since every
permuted action is invisible, s0n = sn. According to the definition of!, s0 ! s0jp jj. From
the induction hypothesis, we get s0jp jj ! sn. From pseudo-transitivity in [77], s0 ! sn, i.e.,
s! (q; ;). 
Furthermore, if a state that violates linearizability is reached by a path in cartesian seman-
tics, it is straightforward to show this path also exists in standard semantics. Therefore, the
following theorem can be established to guarantee the correctness of applying cartesian
partial order reduction to linearizability checking.
Theorem 4.3.6. A linearizability violated state is reachable in standard semantics if and only if it
is also reachable in cartesian semantics. 
Algorithm 4.3.4 is an on-the-fly linearizability checking algorithm with cartesian partial
order reduction. The underlined text shows the dierences comparedwithAlgorithm 4.3.1.
GivenX 2 Sd and an action , the function exec(X; ) returns the successor state of executing
 from X, i.e., exec(X; ) = X0 such that X !d X0. Given a path  = hs = s0; 1; 2;    ; n; sni
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Algorithm 4.3.4 Linearizability checking algorithm with partial order reduction
Procedure linearizability por (Lim;Lsp)
1: checked := ;;
2: pending:push((initim; (initsp)));
3: while pending , ; do
4: (im; sp) := pending:pop();
5: checked := checked [ f(im; sp)g;
6: if sp = ; then
7: return f alse
8: end if
9: for all p 2 (im) do
10: if p is not marked as in f inite then
11: im0 = lastState(p);
12: sp0 = exec(sp; lastAction(p));







of a cartesian vector (s), we use lastAction() to denote n and lastState() for sn. In order
to prevent (s) from generating infinite paths, (s) stops extending a path once a loop has
been detected and marks such path as in f inite. An in f inite path from s can only contain
invisible actions, since any visible action ends the path as required. Therefore this path is
removed from linearizability checking.
As shown above, the key step of this approach is to calculate the cartesian vector for each
visited state. So we describe an execution of cartesian function  from the initial state
of the concurrent stack example in the following steps. We refer to the two sequences of
transitions found for a state as a cartesian vector for that state. The transitions enclosed in
braces are executed atomically.
At the beginning, because the first actions of both processes are invocation actions, which
are visible, each sequence of the cartesian vector only contains its invocation action.
After finding the two sequences, we nondeterministically pick one of them. For example,
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suppose we first execute push inv:1. At the resultant state (s3; t3), the cartesian vector is:
p1 : push inv:0;
p2 : ss := H; fH := H + 1; ss := H; g; push res:1:1;
Again, we nondeterministically pick one of these sequences and execute it entirelywithout
a context switch. Suppose we choose to execute push inv:0 and get to the state (s4; t4). The
cartesian vector is:
p1 : ss := H; fH := H + 1; ss := H; g;
p2 : ss := H
Notice that the statement in p2 is dependent on the statement fH := H + 1; ss :=H;g in p1.
If we let process 1 first execute its sequence from (s4; t4), then at the resultant state (s29; t4),
the cartesian vector is:
p1 : push res:0:1;
p2 : ss := H; fH := H + 1; ss := H; g; push res:1:2
Hence, in this way, the cartesian semantics saves 9 transitions and avoids storing 13 states
indicated by dashed line, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
4.3.4 Combining Symmetry Reduction and Partial Order Reduction
The combination of symmetry reduction and partial order reduction was first studied by
Emerson et al. [64]. They proposed an abstract framework for combining these two re-
duction techniques based on both preserving simulation relations, and provided model
checking algorithms for LTL-X and CTL*-X formula with simultaneous symmetry and par-
tial order reductions. Iosif [86] later adopted the above algorithms for dynamic programs,
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in which processes and objects are created and destroyed with their on-going executions.
In this subsection, we present an on-the-fly linearizability checking algorithm (presented in
Algorithm 4.3.5) that combines symmetry reduction and cartesian partial order reduction
simultaneously. There are two main reasons why we design our own approach to combin-
ing symmetry reduction and partial order reduction. One is due to the dierence between
classical temporal logic and refinement model checking. Their checking algorithms are dif-
ferent. Further, the expressive power of LTL and refinement is dierent. The relationship
between refinement checking and LTL model checking has been studied before [98, 101].
On one hand, refinement can specify properties which cannot be specified using LTL, like
“an a happens in every other state” [153]. On the other hand, any LTL property can be
captured by refinement checking. In [98], Leuschel et al. proposed a translation from
LTL to CSP processes via Bu¨cci automata with some special treatment. The downside of
this approach is discussed in [118], “ this approach is not that useful in practice (because
the complexity is on the wrong side of the refinement check for FDR to be ecient, and
because it requires several tools to be applied in sequence)”. Thus, two methods are not
interchangeable; one cannot replace the other. The other reason is that the partial order
reduction approach applied in our setting is dierent from the two related works. We use
cartesian partial order reduction, while [64] and [86] use static approaches based on ample
sets. We need to find a cartesian function that works on the symmetry-reduced LTS instead
of an ample function for each state [39]. Due to this diversity, the previous combination
approaches do not suit it well for our refinement checking.
The correctness of Algorithm 4.3.5 is established in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3.7. Algorithm 4.3.1 finds a linearizability violated state (q; ;) if and only if Algorithm
4.3.5 finds (Rep(q); ;).
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Algorithm 4.3.5 Linearizability checking algorithm with symmetry reduction and partial
order reduction
Procedure linearizability both (Lim;Lsp)
1: checked := ;;
2: pending:push((initim; (initsp)));
3: while pending , ; do
4: (im; sp) := pending:pop();
5: checked := checked [ f(im; sp)g;
6: if sp = ; then
7: return f alse
8: end if
9: for all p 2 (im) do
10: if p is not marked as in f inite then
11: im0 = lastState(p);
12: (repIm0; h0; 1; :::; ni) = Rep(im0);
13: sp0 = exec(sp; lastAction(p));








Necessary condition: Suppose Algorithm 4.3.1 finds a path  that reaches s = (q; ;). If
jj = 0, it is trivial that the claim holds. Otherwise, given a path  of length n of the
form hs0 = (initim; initsp); 1; s1; 2;    ; sn = (q; ;)i, we shall prove that there exists a path 
generated by Algorithm 4.3.5 that reaches (Rep(q); ;).
By Theorem 4.3.5, there exists a path c of the form hs00 = (initim; initsp); 01; s01 = (im1; sp1); 02;
   ; s0n = (q; ;)i with cartesian semantics (but not omitting the intermediate actions and
states of legal paths) that reaches s. By Theorem 4.3.2, there exists a repPair-twisted
path r of the form hs000 = (Rep(initim);Rep(initsp)); 01; 1; (Rep(im1); 1(sp1)), 1(02);    ; s00n =
(Rep(q); ;)i. For any state s0k ofc that is thefirst state of some legal path hs0k; 0k+1; s0k+1;    ; 0k+t;
s0k+ti, for state (s0k) where  2 G, its legal path is h(s0k); (0k+1); (s0k+1);    ; (0k+t); (s0k+t)i.
Then we can create a path  of the form hs0; 1; s1;    ; sni from c and r in the fol-
lowing way: for all 0  i  n, if s0i = (imi; spi) is the first state of some legal path
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hs0i ; 0i+1; s0i+1;    ; 0i+t; s0i+ti, (in this case s00i = (Rep(imi) = i(imi); (spi))where = ii 1   1),
then for all 0 < m < t, si+m = (s0i+m), i+m+1 = (
0
i+m+1), si = s
00
i and si+t = s
00
i+t . So  is a
path generated from Algorithm 4.3.5. Since s00n must be the last state of some legal path,
sn = s00n . Hence, Algorithm 4.3.5 finds (Rep(q); ;) via .
Sucient condition: Suppose Algorithm 4.3.5 finds a path  that reaches s = (Rep(q); ;). If
jj = 0, it is trivial that the claim holds. Otherwise, suppose that  = hs0; 1; s1;    ; n; sn =
siwhere n > 0. Any state in must be either the first state of some legal path, or any state
between the first and the last ones exclusively in the pathwith cartesian semantics. Pick any
state si that is the first state of some legal path i = hsi; i+1; si+1;    ; i+t; si+ti, by Lemma 4,
there exists a repPair-twisted path 0i = hs0; 1; 1; s1;    ; i; si; i+1; si+1;    ; i+t; si+ti where
for all 0  m  t : si+m = repPair(si+m) and for all 0 < k  t : i+k = repPair(i+k). Because
si and si+t are the first and last states of i respectively, si = repPair(si) = si and si+t =
repPair(si+t) = si+t. Then we replace i by hsi; i+1; si+1;    ; i+t; si+ti. We continue to replace
each legal path in  in this way and get a repPair-twisted path that ends at (Rep(q); ;).
Therefore, by Theorem 4.3.2, Lim wT Dsp has a path that ends at (q; ;). So the claim holds.

4.4 Experimental Results
We have implemented our method in the PAT model checker [133] for several concurrent
data structures algorithms, including register—the K-valued register algorithm4 in Sec-
tion 3, counter—the concurrent counter algorithm presented in Example 4.2.2.2, queue—a
concurrent non-blocking queue algorithm in Figure 3 of [109], buggy queue—an incorrect
queue algorithm [126] and SNZI—the first algorithm for scalable non-zero indicators [63].
Table 4.1 summarizes part of our experiments, where ‘-’ means our implementation ran
4We extend this example with multiple k readers and a single writer. The correctness is verified using PAT.
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out of memory and ‘(points)’ means that linearization points are given and ‘Gain’ means
the relative improvement on the number of states and time consumed brought by the
combination of symmetry reduction and partial order reduction. All relevant experiment
information is available online [2].
It was proved that model checking linearizability is in Expspace for both time and space,
even with known linearization points [5]. The experiment data in Table 4.1 conform this
theoretical result: the consumed time and space rapidly increase with the number of
concurrent processes and the size of the concurrent data structure. However, with known
linearization points, the state spaces of the implementation and specification becomemuch
smaller and thus the number of states and running time reduce significantly. This is
reflected from the counter examples with linearization points in Table 4.1. The consumed
memory and time for the 4-valued register algorithm are plotted in Figure 4.3, those for the
counter algorithm of size 4 are in Figure 4.4 and those for the counter algorithm of size 4
with given linearization points are in Figure 4.5. For the case of the same algorithm and
the same number of processes, data are not available for some checking algorithms, as
the memory consumptions for running them were beyond the limit of our server. As can
be seen from the figures, compared with the original algorithm, the rates of increase for
used memory that the symmetry reduction, partial order reduction and their combination
algorithms output do decrease much. Symmetry reduction outperforms partial order
reduction in line with the increasing number of processes. The combining has the lowest
rate of memory increase. Further it can be seen from the table that the combination saves
more then 95% of the number of states in average. Since the bottleneck in this verification
task is its memory consumption, the significant improvement brought by the combination
postpones the manifestation of the state space explosion problem till deeper levels and
therefore completes the verificationwhichwas unable to be finished before, e.g., 7 processes
for 4-valued register and 6 processes for counter of size 7.
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Figure 4.3: Performance comparison for the 4-valued register algorithm
On the other hand, the improvement on used time of symmetry reduction, partial order
reduction and their combination is not as desirable as that on used memory. Symmetry
reduction sometimes improve the running time and sometimes do not. So is partial or-
der reduction. The computational overhead of symmetry reduction stems from checking
whether the representative state of the orbit of a visited state has been explored. For each
state, we generate all of its automorphisms and pick the lexicographically smallest state
as the canonical representative. Thus calculating canonical representative states is costly if
there are a large number of automorphisms. Take the counter algorithm with linearization
points of size 4 as an example. The 7-process case has 7 times the number of automor-
phisms of the 6-process case, which slows down the linearizability checking a lot. The
overhead of partial order reduction is due to dependency analysis between transitions of
dierent processes at each exploration step. Although symmetry reduction (or partial or-
der reduction) by itself does not always improve running time, their combination provides
additional improvement and thus the overhead is well compensated by the time we save
with two reductions in most cases.
As a result, the combination of both techniques works better than both of them applied in
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Figure 4.4: Performance comparison for the counter algorithm of size 4
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Figure 4.5: Performance comparison for the counter algorithm of size 4with given lineariza-
tion points
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isolation for most cases. This reflects the fact that symmetry and partial order reductions
are two orthogonal strategies and can complement each other. The experiments show that
our optimization approach can significantly save time and space for demonstrating absence
of errors and at the same time it does not sacrifice the capability of detecting bugs.
When the linearizability checking fails, a counterexample trace is returned. In the buggy
queue example, after analyzing the counterexample trace, it suggests that the dequeued
data item is not the first one in the queue, which violates the sequential specification of the
queue object.
Experiments suggest that PAT is faster than FDR for systems without variables [131].
Modeling variables using processes and lack of partial order and symmetry reductions will
make FDR even slower. Therefore we skip comparison with FDR on these examples.
4.5 Related Work
Formal verification of linearizability has been studied extensively. We discuss and compare
with previous approaches in the literature.
Manual proofs Herlihy and Wing [83] coin the notion of linearizability and propose a
proof strategy by a mapping function from a state of the concurrent data structure to a
set of abstract values. Vafeiadis et al. [143] show how to apply a rely-guarantee reasoning
approach to verifying linearizability for a family of linked list implementations of a set
that employ various fine-grained synchronization techniques. Neither approach requires
statically determined linearization points, but these manual proofs typically involve a long
and repetitive process and require strong expertise on the specific algorithms. Further,
there is a great possibility of making subtle mistakes, which are dicult to identify.
Using theorem provers Much work has been done on proofs using theorem provers [56,
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43, 44, 46, 45]. In these works, Input/Output automata (IOA) are used to model (correct)
abstract data structures and concrete implementation algorithms. Linearizability is proved
by showing a simulation relation between the abstract automata and implementation au-
tomata. The simulation relation is defined in two parts: an abstraction relation relating
the abstract and concrete object values, and a step correspondence relating the abstract
and concrete program counter values. The proofs have been mechanised using the PVS
theorem prover and a number of theories that embody IOA definitions.
Derrick, Schellhorn and Wehrheim describe a modular approach to establishing lineariz-
ability in [52, 51, 53]. Their approach has two parts. First, a generic theory is introduced
that encodes linearizability as a special case of data refinement. Local proof obligations
for each process are derived based on the theory, and mechanically checked via the KIV
theorem prover to make sure that they are sucient to guarantee linearizability. Second, in
practice, a forward simulation relation is built between the concrete and abstract implemen-
tations in order to prove data refinement. How to construct algorithm-specific simulation
conditions is demonstrated through the lock-free stack algorithm taken from [43] and the
lock-coupling list-based set algorithm taken from [143]. Still, this approach requires that
linearization points be statically identified. There are known algorithms which do not
satisfy this requirement. This motivates their very recent work [54], which handles the case
that a concrete operationmapped to an abstract read-only operationmay have linearization
points outside the process executing it.
However, theoremprover based approaches are not fully automatic, e.g., conversion to IOA
anduse of a theoremprover like PVS require strong expertise. Moveover, they constrain the
positions of linearization points and thus cannot be applied to all cases. Therefore, an often
cited drawback of theorem provers is that they require a great amount of human eort,
which hurdles their widespread adoption and usage. On the positive side, such tools can
reason about infinite state spaces and complicated data structures in a much more eective
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way than model checking, such that they can guarantee correctness of an algorithm in all
possible scenarios.
Static Analysis Amit et al. propose a shape dierent abstraction to check linearizabil-
ity of concurrent linked data structures [6]. This approach simultaneously analyzes the
concurrent implementation and an executable sequential specification (i.e., a sequential
implementation). The two implementations manipulate two disjoint instances of the data
structure. The analysis maintains a partial isomorphism between the memory layouts of
the two instances. There are several limitations for this approach: (a) every concurrent
operation has a (specified) fixed linearization point; (b) the approach verifies linearizability
for a fixed but arbitrary number of threads; (c) the approach assumes a garbage collected
environment; (d) the shapes of the concrete heap and the abstracted one have to be almost
identical in order tomake the approachwork. Later,Manevich et al. [104] improve the shape
analysis above to handle a larger number number of threads. The key idea is to abstract the
global heap by decomposing it into (not necessarily disjoint) subheaps, abstracting away
some correlations between the subheaps. Decomposition allows reusing subheaps that
were decomposed from dierent heaps, thus representing a set of heaps more compactly
(and more abstractly). The resultant algorithm is exponentially faster than the one in [6],
being polynomial in the number of threads.Recently, Berdine et al. [12] further extend this
direction to handle an unbounded number of processes. Their algorithms are based on a
new abstract domain whose elements represent thread-quantified invariants, i.e., invari-
ants satisfied by all processes. We exploit existing abstractions to represent the invariants.
As a result, our technique lifts existing abstractions by wrapping universal quantification
around elements of the base abstract domain.
Vafeiadis [141] then relaxes the constraint on static analysis solutions by allowing lineariza-
tion points in dierent processes, but still manually annotated. Then he automates the ver-
ification process in [142]. That work defines the execution of a concrete operation, which
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maps to the execution of an abstract read-only operation, as a pure execution. It assumes
that the linearization points with intrinsic conditions or residingwithin other processes can
appear only in a pure execution, similar to [54]. For each pure execution, a linearizability
checker is instrumented into each program point of all processes; for other executions, a
checker is instrumented to only monitor the statements of the currently executing process.
Then an abstract interpreter is used to check linearizabilty violations.
Model checking Vechev and Yahav present two dierent approaches to checking lin-
earizability in [148]. For each execution history, the first approach explores all its possible
permutations based on real-time order and checks whether there exists one satisfying the
specification. So in the worst case scenario, the number of the possible permutations is
exponential in the number of operations in this history. So this approach suers severe
state space explosion problem and can only handle two or three operations. The second
method is not automatic and requires users to annotate linearization points, which makes
it easy to check whether it satisfies the sequential specification. Hence this method scales
better than the first one. However, it is not generic because not all algorithms have explicit
linearization points.
Burckhardt et al. [24] present an automatic linearizability checker Line-Up based on the
stateless model checker CHESS. Given a deterministic sequential specification, Line-Up is
complete but only sound with respect to given inputs. Meanwhile, they generalize the
notion of linearizability to handle blocked execution histories.
A new technique designed for concurrent linked-list implementations has been proposed
by Cerny et al. [26]. A common pattern in these implementations is that a list entry has a
data value from an infinite domain equipped only with the equality and order testing. This
patternmakes it possible to represent list content as a data word in automata theory. Cerny
et al. reduce the problem of verifying linearizability to the reachability problem of method
automata which simulate how the operations manipulate a concurrent object. They prove
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that linearizability is decidable for a bounded number of operations. The upside of their
approach is that it allows a concurrent object to be stored in a singly-linked unbounded
heap where the element stored in each location comes from an unbounded data domain;
the downside is that it is only capable of checking the executions of two fixed operations
due to the severe state explosion problem.
As a coin has two sides, model checking approaches have virtues and limitations. They
significantly relax the requirement on user expertise and eort. Most of them do not rely
on the knowledge of linearization points, nor do they require users to come up with hints
to the algorithm in question. The limitation is that the infamous state explosion problem
cripples their ability to guarantee the correctness without bounding the data structures and
processes in parallel. Our reduction approach clearly does not eliminate the state explosion
problem. Yet, it postpones its manifestation till deeper levels.
Chapter 5
PAT Experience on Linearizability
Checking
The only source of knowledge is experience.
Albert Einstein
In this chapter we will present our experience in using the approach in chapter 4 to check
linearizability of two complex concurrent data structure algorithms, scalable nonzero indi-
cators (SNZI) [63] and concurrent list-based set [149]. There are three main reasons which
motivate us to consider these two algorithms. First, both of them are highly concurrent
with non-fixed linearization points due to the optimistic locking scheme. They both choose
advanced data structures as the underlying representation. Second, SNZI algorithm al-
lows its operations to be invoked at any node in a tree and each operation of the list-based
set algorithm requires searching through the list to locate the target entry at first. The
nondeterminism of an operation’s target causes the algorithms to become trickier than
most concurrent algorithms. For example, concurrent stacks and queues only perform
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operations at the endpoints of the underlying data structure. Thirdly, the runtime environ-
ment has to enable the algorithm to manipulate dynamic allocated memory heavily and
to provide a garbage collector. Such particular environment is not generally supported by
model checking tools. Thus, it arises a challenge of how to achieve memory management
during model checking. Therefore, these two algorithms serve as an ideal candidate for
automatic verification of concurrent algorithms. Moveover, this is the first work using
model checking to verify linearizability of SNZI algorithm. We believe our experience will
be instructive to anyone who attempts to specify and model check interesting concurrent
algorithms.
In the following, we will first introduce our modeling language CSP#. Then for each
algorithm, we show how to specify the specification and implementation models for lin-
earizability checking and the verification results.
5.1 Modeling Language
In the following, we introduce the relevant subset of the syntax of CSP# [132], which is an
event-based process algebra language for concurrent systems. CSP# is an extension of the
classic Communicating Sequential Processes [84], that is, it adds shared data structures and
operations on them, and low-level programming constructs such as assignments, if-then-
else and while-loops. Its semantic representation is LTS. We choose this language because
of its rich set of operators for concurrent communications.
In general, a CSP# model consists of four parts: constant definitions, variable declarations,
process definitions and property specifications. A CSP# process definition, explained as
follows, gives a name to a process expression that can be referenced in its or other process
definitions.
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Definition 18 (Process). A process P is defined using the following grammar:
P ::= Stop j Skip j efprogramg ! P j PnX j P1;P2 j P1P2 j
i f (b) fP1g else fP2g j i f a(b) fP1g else fP2g j
P1kjP2 j atomicfPg j P1kP2
e ::= name(:expression)
where P;P1 and P2 are processes, e is a name representing an event with an optional sequential
program, X is a set of events, and b is a Boolean expression.
Stop is the process that communicates nothing, also called deadlock. Skip = X ! Stop,
where X is the termination event. Event prefixing e ! P performs event e and afterwards
behaves as process P. If e is attached with a sequential program, then the program is
executed atomically together with the occurrence of the event. This sequential program
can be a series of statements of modifying shared variables, or method calls of imported
C# library classes, etc. Process PnX hides all occurrences of the events in X. An event is
invisible if it is explicitly hidden by the hiding operator PnX. A user can also explicitly
specify an invisible event by naming it . Sequential composition, P1;P2, behaves asP1 until
its termination and then behaves as P2. General choice P1P2 behaves as either P1 or P2.
Conditional choice i f (b) fP1g else fP2g behaves as P1 if the Boolean expression b evaluates to
true, and behaves as P2 otherwise. Atomic conditional choice i f a(b) fP1g else fP2g performs
the condition checking and the first operation of either P1 or P2 in one atomic step. This
provides a convenient way of simulatingCompare And Swap (CAS) primitives in concurrent
systems, which will be explained later. Process atomicfPg, as its name implies, executes
without any intervention of other processes. Indexed interleaving P1kjP2 runs all processes
independently except for communication through shared variables. The generalized form
of interleaving is written as kjx : f0::ng@P(x). An event may be in a compound form
composed of variables and method calls. A process may be recursively defined, and may
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have parameters. The semantics of a CSP#model is definedwith an LTS. The formal syntax
and semantics of our language is presented in [132].
Regarding this algorithm, the most noticeable extension to CSP is that PAT provides a
convenient and ecient mechanism to support user defined data type. It is dicult and
inecient to write complicate functions or advanced data structures using CSP’s syntax.
Tomake this easier, PAT allows user to define functions and data types in C# programming
language and use them in the models. These C# classes are built as DLL and loaded when
models import them. Once they are defined, you can use them directly in any models.
5.2 Model Checking of linearizability of Scalable Nonzero Indi-
cators
Ellen et al. introduce a new shared counter called ScalableNonzero Indicatorwith loosened
semantics [63]. Instead of allowing the query of the precise value of the counter, an SNZI
only replies with one of two possible values, one if the counter value is larger than zero
and zero otherwise. They present a nonblocking implementation of SNZI that achieves
simultaneous updates on the counter. It, as a complex and useful implementation, serves
a good candidate for automatic verification.
In the following, we first give a brief description on the SNZI algorithms and show how to
model them for linearizability checking.
5.2.1 The SNZI Algorithms
An SNZI object is required to behave similarly to a conventional shared counter of the
number of processes currently present. It has one shared integer variable surpluswith three
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shared variable : Surplus : integer ; initially 0
bool Query() : return (Surplus > 0)
void Arrive() : Surplus Surplus + 1
void Depart() : Surplus Surplus   1
Figure 5.1: SNZI specification
operations: Arrive increments surplus by one when a process enters; Depart decrements
surplus by one when the process leaves; the only dierence from a traditional counter
is Query operation: it returns a boolean value indicating whether the value of surplus is
greater than zero. For each process, an Arrive operation is assumed to be always followed
by a Depart operation. Therefore surplus is always greater than or equal to zero. Figure 5.1
shows the specification of an SNZI object.
As for its implementation, Ellen et al. present a rooted tree as the underlying data structure
representing the counter in [63]. An invariant is guaranteed by all the implementations of
the operations: the surplus of a parent node is non-zero if and only if there exists at least
one of its child node whose surplus is non-zero. Thus, if the surplus of one child node in the
tree is non-zero, so is the root; vice versa. Every tree node has a counter X that is increased
by Arrive and decreased by Depart. A process may invoke Arrive operation on any node
as long as it invokes the corresponding Depart on the same node. Query operation has to
be directly invoked on the root node. An operation invoked on a child node may invoke
operations on its parent recursively. The operations on child (or hierarchical) nodes dier
from those on root node, so their algorithms are separately introduced as below.
The operations on a hierarchical SNZI node are shown in Figure 5.2a. An Arrive operation
on a hierarchical node invokes Arrive operation on its parent node when increasing X from
0 to 1. Otherwise, it completes without invoking any operation. Moreover, a process which
increases X from 0 to 1 should first set X to an intermediate value 12 . Any process which
sees 12 must “help” to invoke parent.Arrive and try to set X to 1. If a process succeeds in
invoking parent.Arrive but fails setting X to 1, it will invoke a compensating parent.Depart.
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Similarly, a Depart operation on a hierarchical node only invokes Depart on its parent node
when decreasing X from 1 to 0. A version number is added to X to ensure that every
modification on X can be detected in both Arrive and Depart operations for hierarchical
nodes as well as the root node.
The operations on the root node are shown in Figure 5.2b. In order to reduce frequent
accesses to X by Query, the solution for the root node separates out an indicator bit I from
X. Hence every process can finish Query only by reading I. The authors model all accesses
to I using Read, Write, Load Linked and Store Conditional primitives to tolerate spurious
failures when an external application tries to modify I.
I is set to true after a 0-to-1 transition of X, and it is set to false after a 1-to-0 transition of
X. Furthermore, an “announce bit” a is added to X to indicate whether I needs to be set.
So a process should set a during a 0-to-1 transition and clean it after setting I successfully.
Any other process will also set I if it sees that a is set. Once the indicator is set, it can safely
clear a to avoid unnecessary future writes to the indicator.
5.2.2 Specification and Implementation Models
In order to prove that SNZI algorithm is a linearizable implementation, we model its
specification and implementation in CSP#, and then verify whether the implementation
refines the specification.
Figure 5.3 shows the abstract specification model with P processes. Process ArriveA and
DepartA consist of the invocation event, the linearization event  and the response event.
Process QueryA recursively checks whether surplus is greater than zero or not. ProcessA
models thebehavior of aprocess, i.e., repeatedlyperformsanArriveA followedbyaDepartA.
SNZIA is an interleaving composition of all ProcessAs and QueryA.
The basic structure of the implementation (the details of Arrive and Depart operations are
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shared variables:







if x:c  1 then
if CAS(X; x; (x:c + 1; x:v)) then
succ true
if x:c = 0 then
if CAS(X; x; ( 12 ; x:v + 1)) then
succ true
x ( 12 ; x:v + 1)
if x:c = 12 then
parent:Arrive
if:CAS(X; x; (1; x; v)) then
undoArr = undoArr + 1
while(undoArr > 0) do
parent:Depart




if CAS(X; x; (x:c   1; x:v)) then




X = (c; a; v) : (N; boolean;N); initially (0; f alse; 0)




if x:c = 0 then x0  (1; true; x:v + 1)
else x0  (x:c + 1; x:a; x:v)
until CAS(X; x; x0)
if x0:a then
Write(I; true)




2: if CAS(X; x; (x:c   1; false; x:v)) then
3: if x:c  2 then
4: repeat
5: LL(I)
6: if Read(X):v , x:v then return




Figure 5.2: SNZI Implementation
skipped) is shown in Fig. 5.4. An array node of size N is created to represent the rooted
tree in the implementation. The root is node[0], and for 0 < i < N, the parent of node[i] is
nodeb i 12 c. Since multiple processes may visit the same node concurrently, an array of size
N  P is introduced to store the local variables within an operation for P processes visiting
N nodes. The full implementation model can be found in the built-in examples of PAT.
A process can visit any node at any time. Thus general choice operator  is used to
represent a process visiting a node randomly. ArriveI(p,n) represents the process p arriving
at the node n. If n = 0 (i.e., the visiting node is the root), then it starts process ArriveR
which captures how a process arrives at the root. Otherwise, it starts process Arrivewhich
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ArriveA(i) = arrive inv:i! fsurplus++; g ! arrive res:i! Skip;
DepartA(i) = depart inv:i! fsurplus--; g ! depart res:i! Skip;
QueryA() = query:(surplus > 0)! QueryA();
ProcessA(i) = ArriveA(i);DepartA(i);ProcessA(i)
SNZIA() = (jjjx : f0::P   1g@ProcessA(x))jjjQueryA();
Figure 5.3: Abstract specification model
ArriveI(p;n) = arrive inv:p! i f (n == 0) ArriveR(p) else Arrive(p; n);
arrive res:p! Skip;
DepartI(p;n) = depart inv:p! i f (n == 0) DepartR(p) else Depart(p;n);
depart res:p! Skip;
Process(i) = x : f0::N   1g@(ArriveI(i; x);DepartI(i; x));
Query() = query:I ! Query();
SNZI() = (jjjx : f0::P   1g@Process(x))jjjQuery();
Figure 5.4: Concrete implementation model
captures how a process arrives at a hierarchical node. So does DepartI.
Due to space constraints, we show the resulting code only for Depart operation at the
root in Figure 5.5. The original algorithm of Depart includes two-fold loop statements.
Each loop is modeled as a recursively defined process. DepartR process models the outer
loop, while DepartLoop models the inner loop. The original X and x are both structured
variables composed of three primitive variables (represented respectively by (C;A;V) and
(c; a; v)). An atomic and invisible event  containing the assignment statements of c; a and v
represents the assignment of x on line 2. Similar is X on line 4. For line 5, 6 and 7, another 
is added between if/else condition and the first event of true/false branch to prevent them
from executing in one atomic step. DepartLoop contains a pair of LL=SC primitives. The
value of counter is recorded when performing LL (line 8). Then when the process attempts
SC, it checks whether the recorded value is the same as the current value of counter (line
11). If they are not equal,DepartLoop is repeatedly invoked (line 11). Otherwise, the process
assigns f alse to I and then performs Skip event to return control to the invoking process
(line 12).
Wewill present how to simulateCAS and LL/SC communication primitives inCSP language
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1: DepartR(p) =
2: fc[p] = C[0]; a[p] = A; v[p] = V[0]; g !
3: i f (c[p] == C[0] && a[p] == A && v[p] == V[0])f
4: fC[0] = c[p]   1;A = false;V[0] = v[p]; g !
5: i f (c[p] > 1)f! Skipg
6: elsef! DepartLoop(p)g
7: gelsef! DepartR(p)g;
8: DepartLoop(p) = fcounts[p] = count; g !
9: i f (v[p] != V[0]) f! Skipg
10: elsef
11: i f (counts[p] != count)f! DepartLoop(p)g
12: elseffI = f alse; count++; g ! Skipg
13: g;
Figure 5.5: Depart operation on root node
via code segment for Depart on the root node (see Figure 5.5). On one hand, CSP gives
the natural power to support CAS because the operational semantics of atomic conditional
choice is that the condition checking and the execution of the first operation of true/false
branch are done in one atomic step; on the other hand, a shared variable counter is added
to indicate how many times the indicator I has been modified. When I is assigned using
Write or SC operations, counter will be increased by 1. When a process firstly executes LL
operations, the value of counter will be copied to the local counter of the process. Then
when the process attempts to invoke SC operation, whether the value of the local counter
is equal to counter will be checked. If they are equal which means no modification has
happened to I in between LL and SC, then SC will be successfully executed. Otherwise,
nothing can be done.
5.2.3 Experimental Results
Please refer to Table 4.1 in Chapter 4.
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Table 5.1: Specification of the list-based set algorithm
Operation Specification
bool Add (int k) Add k to the set, succeed and return true if k was not already in the set;
otherwise return false
bool Remove (int k) Remove k from the set , succeed and return true if k was in the set;
otherwise return false
bool Contains (int k) Succeed and return true if k is in the set; otherwise return false
5.3 Model Checking of linearizability of a Lazy Concurrent List-
based Set
5.3.1 The List-based Set Algorithm
Three operations supported by the list-based set algorithm should strictly conform to the






Figure 5.6: Declaration of list entry
The concurrent implementationmodels a set as a single-linked sorted list. The listmaintains
two sentinel nodesHead and Tail. Every list entry contains three fields as Figure 5.6 shows.
The key field denotes a set element. The list is sorted according to the key value in increasing
order. The Head node keeps the minimum possible key and Tail node keeps the maximum
possible key. The keys in the sentinel nodes can be only read and comparison, but not be
modified. The next field denotes the reference to the next node in the list. Initially, the list
only contains Head and Tail. The next field of Head points to Tail and the next field of Tail
points to null. The marked field is set to truewhen the entry is about to be removed.
The implementation is composed of four methods for every process as Figure 5.7 shows:
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void Locate(pred; curr; key)
pred = Head
curr = Head! next
while curr! key < key do
pred = curr














Entry *pred, *curr, *r
restart:
Locate(pred; curr; key);




entry = new Entry(key)
entry! next = curr
atomic f
mp =!(pred! marked)









Entry *pred, *curr, *r
restart :
Locate(pred; curr; key)




curr! marked = true
r = curr! next
atomic f
mp =!(pred! marked)








Figure 5.7: Implementation of the list-based set algorithm
Locate is a helper method for three others (see Figure 5.7a). It traverses the list without any
lock by following the value of next field until curr is set to the first entry with a key greater
than or equal to “target key”. For Add operation, “target key” is the one to be inserted;
for Remove operation, “target key” is the one to be removed; for Contains operation, “target
key” is the sought-after key. The pred entry is set to be the direct predecessor of the curr.
Add is used to insert a key as Figure 5.7c shows. It first invokes Locatemethod and gets curr
and pred evaluated. If an entry with the specified key is already in the list, then the method
returns true. Otherwise, it creates a new entry with the specified key and evaluates its next
field to curr entry. Then the method locks curr and pred entries. If pred entry is marked to
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true in the list or the next field of pred does not point to curr, then the method releases the
locks and restarts the insertion process. Otherwise, the new entry is inserted after pred and
the insertion succeeds.
Remove method is used to remove the entry with a specified key as Figure 5.7d shows.
Similar to Add method, it first invokes Locate method. If the list does not contain an entry
with the specified key, then the removal fails and returns false. Otherwise, the method
marks the curr entry to indicate that this entry is logically removed from the list but still
in the list. Then the method acquires the locks of pred and curr. If pred is already marked
or pred’s next no longer points to curr, then the method releases the locks and retries to
remove the entry. Otherwise, the next field of pred is redirected to point to the successor
entry, physically removing the entry from the list.
5.3.2 Specification and Implementation Models
Figure 5.8 shows the abstract specification model with N processes. The numbers of
processes and operations, minimum andmaximum key values are predefined as constants
for boundedmodel checking. A correct specificationmodel for a set is a fundamental block
of refinement checking. However, it is not so straightforward to model such an advanced
data structure in high-level specification language like CSP. Therefore, We instead define a
data type Setwhichmeets the exact specification of a set as a C# class and built it into PAT’s
library, so that add, remove and contains operations can be performed as a simple call to the
corresponding method of Set, such as s:Remove(x) (x is the key of which the entry should
be removed) in Figure 5.8.
Every process P can nondeterministically choose an operation among Add, Remove and
Contains, and constant Q decides how many operations a process performs. Every oper-
ation consists of an invocation event, a linearization event  and a response event, and
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#import ”PAT:Lib:Set”;
var < Set > s;
Sys = kji : f0::N   1g@(P(i; 0));
P(i; j) = ifa( j < Q)f Add(i; j)Remove(i; j)Contains(i; j)g;
Add(i; j) = x : fMIN + 1::MAX   1g@
(add:i:x! fs:Add(x)g ! add:i:x:(s:GetData())! P(i; j + 1));
Remove(i; j) = x : fMIN + 1::MAX   1g@
(rm:i:x! fs:Remove(x)g ! rm:i:x:(s:GetData())! P(i; j + 1));
Contains(i; j) = x : fMIN + 1::MAX   1g@
(ct:i:x! ! ct:i:x:(s:GetData())! P(i; j + 1));











Syst = P(0; 0)kj : : : kjP(N   1; 0);
Pro(i; j) = i f a( j < Q)f(Add(i) Remove(i) Contains(i));Pro(i; j + 1)g;
Add(i) =  x : fMIN + 1::MAX   1g@(add:i:x ! Locate(x; i;ADD));
Remove(i) =  x : fMIN + 1::MAX   1g@(rm:i:x ! Locate(x; i;REMOVE));
Contains(i) =  x : fMIN + 1::MAX   1g@(ct:i:x ! Locate(x; i;CONTAINS));
Figure 5.9: Concrete implementation model
nondeterministically selects a key between the minimum and maximin keys. Invocation
event contains three parts, respectively indicating which operation, which process and
which key. Response event contains four parts: the first three parts have the samemeaning
as invocation’s; the last one is a method call, whose return value is the whole set in an
increasing order of key values. It is used to compared with the sort list, the underlying
data structure of the set in the implementationmodel. Thus whether the implementation is
consistent with the specification can be decided by the comparison of the set content when
executing the same sequence of operations.
The basic structure of the implementation (the details of every operation are skipped) is
shown in Figure 5.9. Similar to abstract specification model, we define a sorted list entry
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called EntryListwhich consists of list entries implemented using C# classes and build them
into a DLL library. The minimum key MIN and maximum key MAX are provided to
initialize EntryList in the object initialization. In order to model dynamically allocated
memory, we pre-allocate an array of list entry in EntryList. Then, the next field of a list
entry is modeled as integer indices pointing to this array. M denotes the size of this array.
If the length of EntryList outnumbers M, then an out-of-memory exception is thrown. In
addition, the first element and the last element of the array are always reserved as Head
and Tail node of the list.
Having modeled the memory with flat arrays, the next problem is modeling a garbage
collector. Here we make use of reference counting algorithm. For this algorithm, the
reference counting collector should always keep the number of references to each list entry,
i.e. the number of variables whose value is the array index of a list entry. The collector runs
whenever the reference number has become zero for some list entries. These entries are
deleted, and then the collector runs recursively for all entries pointed to by the next field
of the deleted entry. The collection stops when no other reachable entry can be deleted. In
order to model the reference counting collector, a new integer field re f erence is added to a
list entry. It records the number of references to the entry. Whenever a list entry is updated
or de-referenced, the re f erence value is modified accordingly. Whenever the re f erence value
is decreased to zero, the corresponding entry will be collected, i.e. all of the entry fields are
reset to initial values by a method in EntryList. The collector runs always atomically. Since
the uninitialized or collected entries are supposed to have no influence on the algorithm in
practice, only the entry whose re f erence is larger than zero is considered to dierentiate the
states during refinement checking.
Since PAT does not support local variables (for performance reason), several global arrays
are declared to represent local variables of every operation. Taking the curr entry as an
example, since N processes may perform the identical operations concurrently, and every
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operation contains curr variable, a two dimensional array curr[N][3] is introduced to store
curr within an operation of P processes. Elements of the same array row denotes curr
variable in the same operation, i.e. elements of row 0, row 1 and row 2 are used for Add,
Remove and Contains operations respectively. Similar are other local variables.
Just like the specification model, a process chooses an operation from Add, Remove and
Contains randomly, and every operation chooses a key between the minimum and maxi-
mum key values randomly. The invocation and response events of every operation have
the same format as the the ones in the specification model. Since every operation invokes
Locate method firstly, the control of the corresponding CSP# process will be immediately
transferred to the Locate process representing the Locate method after the occurrence of
invocation event. The operation type is input as a parameter to Locate process, so that the
control will go back the operation which the type denotes when Locate process is finished.
Due to space constraints, we show the resulting code only for Locate in Figure 5.10a and
Add operation in Figure 5.10b. First, it invokes the Locate process (from Line 1 to Line 20).
Line 2, 7 and 9 in Figure 5.10a correspond to the steps of Line 2, 4 and 5 in Figure 5.7a
respectively, of which all involve the reference counter modification of list entries. We
define methods to encapsulate the modification details and the operations on reference
counters in EntryList class. Thus, the original update steps are converted to method calls
in the implementation model. Line 25 to 33 and Line 47 to 56 in Figure 5.10b are the end
points of Add operation. All local variables are atomically reset along with the response
events. As for the variables pre, curr and entry which record the reference to list entries,
method reset is invoked to decrease the reference counter of these referred entries. Line 35
corresponds to the combination of two process-local actions of Line 7 and 8 in Figure 5.7c.
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1:Locate(key; p; o) = fpred[p][o] = 0g !
2: fcurr[p][o] = l:GetNext(curr[p][o]; 0)g !
3: l46(key; p; o);
4:
5:l46(key; p; o) = i f (l:Key(curr[p][o]) < key)
6: f
7: fl:Assign(pred[p][o]; curr[p][o]);
8: pred[p][o] = curr[p][o]; g !
9: fcurr[p][o] = l:GetNext(curr[p][o]; curr[p][o])g




14: i f a(o == ADD)fAdd5(key; p)g
15: else
16: f
17: i f a(o == REMOVE) fRm22(key; p)g
18: else fCt38(key; p)g
19: g
20: g;
(a) Implementation model of Locate operation
21:Add5(key; p) =
22: fk[p][0] = (l:Key(c[p][0]) == key)g !
23: i f (k[p][0] == true)
24: f
25: add:p:key:(l:GetData())f
26: k[p][0] = f alse;
27: val[p][0] = f alse;
28: l:Reset(pred[p][0]; curr[p][0]; entry[p]);
29: pred[p][0] = 0;
30: curr[p][0] = 0;
31: entry[p] = 0;
32: g ! Skip
33: g
34: else
35: ffentry[p] = l:Create(entry[p]; key; curr[p][0] )g
36: !
37: fval[p][0] =
38: (l:Next(pred[p][0]) == curr[p][0])
39: && !(l:Marked(pred[p][0]));





45: i f a(!val[p][0]) fLoc(key; p;ADD)g
46: elsef
47: add:p:key:(l:GetData())f
48: k[p][0] = f alse;
49: val[p][0] = f alse;
50: Reset(pred[p][0]; curr[p][0]; entry[p]);
51: pred[p][0] = 0;
52: curr[p][0] = 0;
53: entry[p] = 0
54: g ! Skip
55: g
56: g;
(b) Implementation model of Arrive operation
Figure 5.10: Implementation model segment
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5.3.3 Experimental Results
We conducted our experiments on a server with Intel Xeon 4-Core CPU*2 and 32 GB
memory. We checked linearizability for two processes and two keys. This took around
ten seconds to finish and linearizability is satisfied. We tried to increase the number of
processes to three, but the state space was larger than 32GB available on the machine.
However, during the time it took PAT to reach 32GB, it did not detect an error. Next,
we applied symmetry reduction to our experiments since all the processes are basically
performing the same operations. But for three processes, it still did not complete in 32GB
(although the rate of increase for used memory that PAT outputs decreased significantly).
We also tried partial order reduction and the combination of symmetry reduction and
partial order reduction . But the main parts of all operations are encapsulated in several
methods whose bodies cannot be known during runtime. This led to an extremely dicult
situation for analyzing dependency between atomic actions. As a result, the experiments




Symmetry Detection for Model
Checking
It is asymmetry that creates a phenomenon.
Pierre Curie (in translation)
In practice, a certain (sometimes rich) degree of symmetries is ubiquitous in concurrent and
distributed systems [103, 156]. The authors in [103] investigate the automorphism groups
of a number of representative real-world complex networks, including a broad selection of
biological, technological and social networks. All these systems have been found to have a
nontrivial symmetric structure. In theory, given a model, a symmetry is an automorphism
of its underlying state space (which can be viewed as a graph). A naive (and complete)
symmetry detection method thus needs to explore the complete space. In general, if a
symmetry detection method is performed on a state space, then the complete state space is
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required to be constructed in prior. It is not only computationally expensive or impossible,
but also against the original goal of symmetry reduction to reduce the explored state space.
A practical and popular approach is to use static analysis to derive symmetries at model
level [87, 151].
Existing symmetry detection approaches have two main limitations. First, the soundness
and eciency highly depend on human eort. It is generally too dicult for machines to
look through the behavior of concurrent models to pin down symmetries correctly. Most
approaches require users to provide correct symmetries, which is tedious and error-prone.
Some languages provide dedicated instructions for specifying symmetries [87, 128, 129].
For instance, Mur' provides a special data type with a list of syntactic restrictions. All
values of a variable that belongs to this type are equivalent. Although there are automatic
approaches which do not need expert insights, they are designed for specific languages [89,
88], or require models to be written in specific patterns [59, 60]. Thus they trade o
generality for eciency, and consequently a user has to transform his problem into a form
amenable to the approach. Second, existing approaches can only handle a specific class
of symmetries and largely ignore other classes of symmetries which could reduce state
space significantly. As a result, symmetries in the underlying state space are only partially
discovered.
In this work, we develop a novel approach for symmetry detection which addresses these
two limitations. Not restricted to a particular modeling language, our approach works
for general concurrent models (i.e., concurrent composition of finite-state machines which
could communicate through channels, synchronous events or shared memories) in a fully
automatic way. Further, it is able to detect much more kinds of process symmetries and
data symmetries together. The approach workflow is shown below.
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First, a concurrentmodel is translated into an equivalent nondeterministic sequentialmodel
using existing approaches [10, 93]. The motivation behind is two-fold. First, it is nontrivial
to analyze concurrent models whose behaviors are not obvious, such as subtle flexible
communication patterns and numerous possible interleavings between processes. Second,
we can take advantage of well-developed static analysis techniques for sequential models.
Note that the idea of linking concurrent models to nondeterministic sequential models
goes back to the work of Ashcroft and Manna [10] for proving the correctness of parallel
programs. The translation has been also described in details in the book of Krzysztof and
Olderog [93]. A sequential model can be built by simulating the behavior of the concurrent
model and keeping track of local states of each process and global states all the time. The
worst complexity of the translation is linear to the total number of atomic statements of all
processes.
Second, we consider the problem of discovering symmetries from a new angle. Our
key insight is recognizing the similarity between the role of symmetries in constraint
programming and that inmodel checking. Our analysis transforms a sequential model into
a constraint satisfaction problem, and extracts a graphical representation of the CSP called
colored graph. Each automorphism of the colored graph is proved to correspond to one in
the concurrent model, which is eectively discovered by applying a graph automorphism
generator named Saucy [48]. The detected symmetries can be used later to speed up the
performance of model checker.
The above steps can be performed fully automatically. The eectiveness and eciency of
our approach have been demonstrated via a variety of systems.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 presents three examples which
motivates the development of our approach. Section 6.2 introduces relevant background
information and terminology used throughout this chapter. Section 6.3 describes our auto-
matic symmetry detection approach in detail and proves the soundness of our approach.
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Section 6.4 presents the results of our case studies. Section 6.5 surveys related work.
6.1 Motivating Examples
In this sectionwe introduce three example specifications. Each example highlights one par-
ticular scenario of symmetries, which is fairly hard or often impossible for current detection
approaches to deal with. These examples also motivates us to develop an automatic sym-
metry detection approach, which handles arbitrary types of symmetries no matter where
they come from, i.e., homogenous processes, data values of the system, or together.
Example 6.1. Reader-Writer Problem The first example focuses on partially symmetric
systems. We borrow a variant of Reader-Writers problem from [150]. The problem con-
sists of two reader processes (with ids 0 and 1) and one writer process with id 2. Each
process may stay in one of three local states fN(the non-critical section), T(the trying region),
C(the critical section)g and its local transitions are the following. Assume si is the local state
of process i,
 si = N ! si = T;
 si = T ! si = C, where either s0 , C ^ s1 , C ^ s2 , C or i < 2 ^ s2 , C;
 si = C! si = N.
Every process may attempt to reach the critical section. If no process is currently in the
critical section, any process can enter it. A reader process can also enter the critical section
as long as the writer process is not in it. Thus these processes are quite similar but slightly
dierent. The global behavior of the system is not totally but approximately symmetric.
The automorphism group of this system arises from process symmetries of the two reader
processes.









Figure 6.1: A 3-dimensional hypercube
Existing approaches [87, 128, 129, 89, 88, 59, 60] are rather coarse grained and none of them
supports statement-level detection. They either target at interfaces or communication
structures [89, 88, 59, 60], or disallow such subtle statement-level dierence that relies on
the concrete process ids [87, 128, 129]. So they fail to detect the symmetries of this system.
Example 6.2. Message Routing in a Hypercube Network The second example focuses on
distributed systems with complicated communication patterns and arithmetic operations
on process ids. We consider a system of message routing in a hypercube interconnection
network in [58]. Hypercube is a popular implementation model of parallel computation
applications. A d-dimensional hypercube is a special case of a d-dimensional n1n2  nd
array when ni = 2 for 1  i  d. The hypercube has 2d processors, each of which is directly
connected to d other neighboring processors. The identifier of a processor node is a binary
string (x1; x2;    ; xn). Two nodes are neighbors if and only if their identifiers dier in only
one position. Figure 6.6 shows an example of a 3-dimensional hypercube network.
This example models a parallel system where messages are routed through the hypercube
architecture used inAlgorithm 6.1.1. Upon receiving amessage attachedwith the id x of the
recipient, a node checks its own id with x. If they are the same, the node would process the
message. Otherwise, the node would forward the message to its neighbor whose id diers
from x only in one bit position. For example, amessages is sent froma node (0; 0; 0) destined
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Algorithm 6.1.1 Static message routing algorithm
1: For each node u:
2: while true do
3: receive a message whose destination node is v
4: if u = v then
5: process message
6: choose a new destination node t
7: v := t
8: end if
9: send message to its neighbor zwhose id has one more bit in common with v
10: end while
for a node (1; 1; 1). The track of this messagemay be (0; 0; 0)! (0; 1; 0)! (1; 1; 0)! (1; 1; 1).
The system is highly symmetric and has 2d  d! automorphisms.
Static channel diagram approach [58] is the only one which is able to automatically detect
process symmetries from such a complex network topology. However, it has a substan-
tial restriction dealing with the arithmetic and relational operations. It requires user to
rewrite each arithmetic or relational operation by enumerating all the possible values of
all variable involved and only using the logical disjunction of all satisfiable assignments.
Take a 3-dimensional hypercube network as an example. The neighbor’s id z at line 9
in Algorithm 6.1.1 is decided by the following expression where the current process id
u 2 f0; 1;    ; 7g , the destination process id v 2 f0; 1;    ; 7g and u , v is satisfied.
i f (((u XOR v)&(20)) = 20) fz := (20)XOR ug
elsei f (((u XOR v)&(21)) = 21) fz := (21)XOR ug
elsei f (((u XOR v)&(22)) = 22) fz := (22)XOR ug
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Then the expression must be rewritten to the following format:
i f (u = 0 ^ v = 1)fz := 1g
else i f (u = 0 ^ v = 2)fz := 2g
else i f (u = 0 ^ v = 3)fz := 1g
else i f (u = 0 ^ v = 3)fz := 2g
  
else i f (u = 1 ^ v = 0)fz := 0g
else i f (u = 1 ^ v = 2)fz := 0g
else i f (u = 1 ^ v = 2)fz := 3g
  
else i f (u = 7 ^ v = 6)fz := 6g
It will become cumbersome, impractical and more importantly, slow down the approach
significantly when the sizes of variable domains are large.
Example 6.3. Non-deterministic 2-hop Coloring Protocol In the following, we use a non-
deterministic 2-hop coloring protocol [9] as a running example. This protocol colors the
agents deployed in a network of a degree-bounded graph such that no two agents adjacent
to the same agent have the same color. Its goal is to enable each agent to distinguish
between its neighbors. Each agent has one integer recording its color and one bit for
each color. The transition rules applied during the interaction of two agents are described
in Algorithm 6.1.2. Starting from an arbitrary configuration, the protocol guarantees to
eventually reach a state in which any two neighbors of each agent have distinct colors after
enough interactions.
The system exhibits both process and data symmetries. For ease of presentation, we only
focus on undirected ring topology where N  3. Three colors suce for a ring of any size.
Simple as the protocol is, it contains non-trivial symmetries: (a) process symmetries that
rotate every process clockwise or counterclockwise; (b) data symmetries that swap any
two colors; (c) another data symmetries that swap the bit values; (d) the combinations of
process and data symmetries that permute processes, color values and bit values.
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Algorithm 6.1.2 Nondeterministic 2-hop coloring with degree bound d
For each agent u:
State variables:
coloru An integer recording the color of agent u, whose value is between 0 and d  (d   1).
Fu A bit array whose size is d  (d   1)   1, indexed by colors.
The interaction between an initiator agent u and a responder agent v:
1: if Fu[colorv] , Fv[coloru] then
2: assign an arbitrary color to coloru
3: Fu[colorv] Fv[coloru]
4: else
5: Fu[colorv] 1   Fv[coloru]
6: Fv[coloru] 1   Fu[colorv]
7: end if
Existing data symmetry detection approaches [42, 87] rely on scalarset annotations. Al-
though color values and bit values are fully symmetric respectively in this case, the arith-
metic operations on the data values prohibit the use of scalarsets. Further, the protocol
does not take asynchronous message-passing paradigm, so the approaches [59, 60, 89, 88]
for detecting process symmetries are not applicable. Moreover, as far as we are aware,
there is no approach that considers process and data symmetries which are not both full
symmetries at the same time. In short, no existing approaches can find all symmetries in
this example.
6.2 Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce the format of the sequential model into which we transform
a concurrent model. Next we present the background concepts of constraint satisfaction
problems.
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6.2.1 Intermediate Language – Linear Process Specification
In this work we transform a concurrent model into a sequential one in the form of linear
process specification (LPS). An LPS [72] is a process algebra with data that describes a
system as a set of guarded and nondeterministic transitions. It is composed of three
parts: a series of type and function declarations, one single sequential process, so-called
linear process equation (LPE) and its initial form. The detailed syntax of a linear process
specification is summarized in the standard Backus-Naur form (BNF) as Figure 6.2 shows1.
Let hprodi be a BNF production rule. We use the following shorthand notations to refer to
occurrences of hprodi on the right hand side of other production rules.
 hprodi? denotes an optional occurrence of hprodi;
 hprodi denotes a sequence of zero or more occurrences of hprodi;
 hprodi+ denotes a sequence of one or more occurrences of hprodi;
 hprod-list;0 0i denotes a -separated list of one or more occurrences of hprodi.
The language includes two elementary data types, integer and boolean, and allows users
to declare a restricted subrange of integers as a new type, like newtype : 0::5. This kind
of type is a subtype of integer. So integer constant enumeration can be defined via this
type. For each type elem there is a corresponding array type elem[]. An array type can
have an arbitrary number of dimensions. Note that in the hexpri production rule,  denotes
an arithmetic operator, such as +; ; ;;%; in the hguardi production rule, ./ denotes an
operator taken from the set f=;,; <;; >;g.
1The syntax defined here is slightly dierent from the standard one [72]. We restrict the forms of type dec-




htypespeci ::= type htidi : hnumi::hnumi
hdecli ::= fun h f idi(hparamsi)hparamsi fhbodyig
hlpei ::= proc P(hparamsi) = hsummand-list;0 +0i
hiniti ::= init P((hargsi))
hsummandi ::= hparamsi?:[hguardi]
heidi(h f idi(hargsi):P(h f idi(hargsi))
hbodyi ::= hvardeclihstmti
hvardecli ::= hparami = hnumijhblijhvidi;
hstmti ::= hvarassgni := hexpri;















hparamsi ::= hparam-list;0 ;0 i
hargsi ::= harg-list;0 ;0 i
hparami ::= htidi[hnumi] hvidi
jint[hnumi] hvidi
jbool[hnumi] hvidi
hargi ::= hvidijhnumijhblijfhnumi-list;0 ;0 ]gjfhbli-list;0 ;0 ]g
h f idi; heidi; hvidi; htidi ::= string
hnumi ::= an integer
hbli ::= a bool
Figure 6.2: Syntax of linear process specification
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type NS : 0::N   1
type CS : 0::C   1
type BITS : 0::1
fun upd1(NS u;NS v;CS c;CS[N] c;BITS[N  C] F)
fcolor[u] := c;F[C  u + color[v]] := F[C  v + color[u]]; g
fun upd2(NS u;NS v;BITS[N  C] F)
fF[C  u + color[v]] := 1   F[C  u + color[v]]; F[C  v + color[u]] := 1   F[C  v + color[u]]; g
proc Interaction(CS color[N]; BITS F[N  C]) =
NS u1:NS v1:CS c:[(v1 = (u1   1)mod N _ v1 = (u1 + 1)mod N) ^ F[C  u1 + color[v1]] , F[C  v1 + color[u1]]]
:P(upd1(u1; v1; c; color;F)) +
NS u2:NS v2:[(v2 = (u2   1)mod N _ v2 = (u2 + 1)mod N) ^ F[C  u2 + color[v2]] = F[C  v2 + color[u2]]]
:P(upd2(u2; v2;F))
init P();
Figure 6.3: Linear process specification of the 2-hop coloring protocol
Figure 6.3 shows a linear process specification of the 2-hop coloring protocol, where N de-
notes the number of nodes, and C denotes the number of colors. A linear process equation
(LPE) is a parameterized recursive process definition. The left-hand side of an LPE is a
process name with a vector of data parameters. Here we refer to these parameters as global
variables. Addition operators in the right-hand side of the LPE ‘sum’ a list of nondeter-
ministic transitions, to which we refer to as summands. A summand has a declaration of
local variables followed by an enabling condition, an action function and a next-state function
from left to right. Each local variable can be evaluated to any value of its type nondeter-
ministically. It is read-only and cannot be of array type2. Executability of a summand is
decided by its enabling condition that is a Boolean expression. The action of the summand
is decided by the event name along with the data, which are determined by the action
function. The eect of the summand is decided by its next-state function which updates
the global variables. Each function is call-by-reference and can take in multiple parameters
2If a local variable is an array, the language can be extended to support it easily.
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and return multiple values. Its definition is a declaration of function variables followed by
a sequence of statements. A statement can be an assignment, conditional, or while-loop
statement. For a function definition, we define the variables that will hold the values to be
returned by the function (the second hparamsi in the production rule hdecli). These variables
must be evaluated before the end of the function body in order for the function to return
values. Besides, there is an initial valuation of global variables denoted by init, which is the
entry where the LPS starts to execute. The symbol  denotes the nondeterministic choice of
all possible evaluations of global variables.
An LPS is a symbolic representation of an LTS and has exactly one equivalent LTS [73]. In
this LTS, each state is represented by the values of its global variables. At some state, if the
enabling condition of a summand is true, then there exists a transition labeledwith its event
which is attached with parameters returned by its action function. This transition updates
the global variables by invoking its next-state function at the same time. For a concurrent
model, its corresponding LPS can be extracted in linear time as shown in Appendix B.
6.2.2 Constraint Satisfaction Problem
In the following, we introduce the terminology of constraint satisfaction problem (CSP)
used in the rest of this paper.
Many CSPs naturally exhibit symmetries which induce a number of equivalent solutions.
A number of approaches on detecting and breaking symmetries of solutions have been
proposed. The last decade has witnessed a revolution of these approaches in speeding
up the search for large practical CSPs involving tens of thousands of variables and con-
straints [106, 107, 108, 147, 97, 123]. Besides, constraint programming and model checking
share much similarity as investigated in [50, 57]. This presents a real opportunity to lever-
age these advances for detecting symmetries in model checking.
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A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is a triple (V;D;C) whereV is a finite set of variables,
D is a set of finite domains and C is a finite set of constraints. Each variable vi 2 V has an
associated domain Di 2 D of possible values. A literal is a statement of the form vi = d
where vi 2 V and d 2 Di. For any literal l of the form vi = d, we use var(l) to denote its
variable vi. The set of all literals is denoted by . An assignment is a set of literals, each
of which is a variable valuation of the CSP. A solution of a CSP is a complete assignment
which satisfies each constraint in C. A constraint c is defined over a set of variables, and
the set is denoted as Var(c).
A solution symmetry is a permutation of literals that preserves the set of solutions [41]. A
constraint symmetry is a solution symmetry that preserves the constraints of the CSP [41].
But a solution symmetry may not be a constraint symmetry. For example, a CSP is
(fx; y; zg; f1; 2; 3g; fx < y; y < zg). It only has one solution fx := 1; y := 2; z := 3g. One of
its solutions symmetries is (x := 2; x := 3). But it is not a constraint symmetry, because it
maps the assignment fx := 2; y := 3gwhich satisfies x < y to fx := 3; y := 3gwhich does NOT
satisfy it. For a CSP P = (V;D;C), a variable symmetry  is a permutation on V such that for
any constraint c 2 C, fv1=a1;    ; vn=ang satisfies c i f(v1)=a1;    ; (vn)=ang satisfies c; a
value symmetry  is a permutation onD such that for any constraint c 2 C, fv1=a1;    ; vn=ang
satisfies c i fv1=(a1);    ; vn=(an)g satisfies c. A variable-value symmetry is a permutation
of the literals (i.e.,VD) that is a constraint symmetry. Note that a variable-value symmetry
is not necessarily a composition of a variable symmetry and a value symmetry.
6.3 Automatic Symmetry Detection Approach
In the section, we describe an automatic approach to detecting the symmetries of an LPS.
It translates an LPS into a constraint system whose symmetries can be exploited using
the state-of-the-art detection approaches for CSPs. There are two main steps. The first
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Algorithm 6.3.1 Overview of our approach
autos := ;;VL := ;; csps := ;;
identify the set of global variables VG
for each summand sum in an LPE do
identify the set of local variables locals
VL := VL [ locals;
for each function or enabling condition f in sum do
csps := csps [ fTransform( f )g;
end for
end for
csps := csps [ f(Transform(init))g;
csp :=Merge(csps);
autos := DetectSymmetry (csp;VG;VL);
step, conversion, transforms each function in an LPE and its init statement to a semantics-
equivalent CSP as shown by Procedure Trans f orm. These CSPs are then merged into one
single CSP. The second step, detection, detects variable and value symmetries in the merged
CSP, as described in Procedure DetectSymmetry. Further, we prove that each detected
symmetry is a real automorphism of the LTS of the original concurrent model. Lastly, we
present two lightweight but eective optimization methods.
6.3.1 Step 1: Conversion
Wedescribe how to convert a function or the init statement into the static single assignment
form (SSA) below, from which an equivalent CSP is derived. SSA is a form of a semantics-
preserving intermediate representation of a program, which requires that each variable be
assigned exactly once [47]. SSA significantly simplifies and improves various compiler
optimizations, e.g., constant propagation, copy propagation, dead code elimination and
register allocation. The key feature of SSA is that each variable with the same name always
has the same value in everywhere in the program. The immutability of variables is the
primary reasonwhywe transform each function into a constraint system by the use of SSA.
Converting ordinary source code into SSA is relatively straightforward. In essence, it re-
places the target variable of each assignmentwith a fresh name. Every usage of this variable
in the succeeding statements is replaced with the new name, until a new assignment to
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the same variable occurs. We call the existing variables original variables, and other new
variables versioned variables.
Further, SSA defines an artificial function  to represent the choice between dierent
branches of a conditional statement defined formally as follows. A new Boolean variable
b, called decision variable, is introduced to store the value of the condition and the if and
else branches are converted separately. For each variable x defined in the if or else branch,
an additional assignment x000 := (x0; x00; b) is inserted at the end of the block to achieve
branch selection, where x0 and x00 are the last definitions of x in the if and else branches
respectively.
(x0; x00; b) = if b = true then x0 else x00
Still, converting a program to SSA form becomes more complicated when while-loop state-
ments are involved. A while-loop can be equivalently regarded as an infinite number of
nested conditional statements. But it is impractical to transform it into such conditional
statements. So the assumption here is that any loop can be finished in a finite number of
iterations. In this way, we reduce the problem of converting a loop to converting a list of
conditional statements. Note that this assumption puts little limitation on our approach.
Because the loop considered here is the loop included in one next-state program that is
atomically executed. It is rare for a practical system to put the whole loop in one atomic
step.
Another challenge is handling array manipulation. The reason is that a new assignment
statement of an array does not necessarily kill all the old values in the array. For in-
stance, the meaning of the assignment A[i] := A[i] + 5 is two-fold. First, it increases the
value of the ith element in the array A by 5. Second, all the values of other elements
are unchanged. We can not simply assign the left-hand side with a new name, which
loses the second meaning. Thus we define a function ' as follows to handle array assign-
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ments. Suppose an array assignment is array[index] := value and array0 is the latest name
of array before the assignment in the SSA form. We replace the original assignment with
array1 := '(array1; array0; index; value) where array1 is a fresh name. Note that ' can be a
polymorphic function so as to handle multi-dimensional arrays.
array1 := '(array1; array0; index; value) =
8>><>>: array1[index] = value^8 j , index: array1[ j] = array0[ j]
The last challenge is handling function calls. Given a function F with formal parameters
x1; x2;    ; xn and it is called with a list of arguments a1; a2;    ; an. Assignments xi := ai
are added before the function body to represent parameter assignments. Return values
of a function are handled similarly. Classic SSAs do not handle shared variables. A
shared variable may be used in multiple functions, so renaming potentially breaks the
dependency among functions caused by it. For an LPS, local variables and global variables
can be shared bymultiple functions. Because local variables are read only, it is unnecessary
to consider their side eects of function calls. For global variables, we first treat them like
function variables and then separately take care of the data flowacross function boundaries.
Considering that the eect of other versioned variables is only in the scope of a function,
we only consider the original and last versioned of a global variable as global variables,
and other versioned variables as function variables.
The SSA form we obtain can be more succinct by applying copy propagation technique,
commonly used in compiler optimization. It eliminates unnecessary temporary copies of
a value generated by our transformation, reduces the number of variables in a constraint
and further facilitates our symmetry detection approach. An assignment is an identity
assignment if it is in the form x := y which assigns the value of y to x and y is either a
variable or a constant. Copy propagation is the process of replacing the occurrences of
targets of identity assignments with their values.
The SSA form of a program always has the same behavior as the original program [47].
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Variables: V = fu1; v1;u2; v2; c; color[N]; color1[N]; F[N  C];F1[N  C];F2[N  C]g
Domains: D = fNS;NS;NS;NS;CS;CS;CS;BITS;BITS;BITSg
Constraints: C =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
(v1 = (u1 + 1)mod N _ v1 = (u1   1)mod N)
^F[C  u1 + color[v1]] , F[C  v1 + color[u1]]
color1[u1] = c ^ (8t 2 NS:t , u1 ! color1[t] = color[t])
F2[C  u1 + color1[v1]] = F[C  v1 + color[u1]]
^(8t 2 f0::N  C   1g:t , C  u1 + color1[v1]! F2[t] = F[t])
(v1 , (u1 + 1)mod N ^ v1 , (u1   1)mod N)
^F[C  u2 + color[v2]] = F[C  v2 + color[u2]]
F1[C  u2 + color[v2]] = c ^ (8t 2 f0::N  C   1g:t , C  u2 + color[v2]! F1[t] = F[t])
F2[C  v2 + color[u2]] = 1   F1[C  v2 + color[u2]]
^(8t 2 f0::N  C   1g:t , C  v2 + color[u2]! F2[t] = F1[t])
8t 2 NS:t , u1 ! color1[t] = color[t]
Figure 6.4: Constraint satisfaction problem of the 2-hop coloring protocol
After the conversion of a function to SSA, the next conversion from SSA to a CSP is
straightforward. Each assignment is directly mapped to a constraint by interpreting each
assignment operator as an equivalence operator. Both representations are very similar.
It is easy to know the SSA and its CSP representation have equivalent behaviors as the
following proposition states.
Proposition 6.3.1. Given a program P and its SSA representation P, let CP be the CSP converted
from P. If for an input I the execution of P produces valuations V for all variables, then I and V is
a solution of CP and vice versa.
For the init statement, we convert it into a constraint in a very similar way. Suppose an
LPE is P(Dom1 v1;    ;Domn vn) and its init statement is P(a1;    ; an). It is converted to
v1 = a1 ^    ^ vn = an. Then we simply combine all the constraints derived from each
function, enabling condition and the init statement to build one large CSP for this LPS.
For the running example, the conversion step builds the corresponding CSP for the LPS
as shown in Figure 6.4. Since its init statement represents all possible evaluations of
global variables, it has no eect on symmetry breaking in the CSP and thus is skipped for
simplicity.
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6.3.2 Step 2: Symmetry Detection
Next, we explain the procedure to discover constraint symmetries in themergedCSPwhich
we denote as CF in the following. First, we present the state-of-the-art symmetry detection
method for CSP, on which our detection approach is based. However, considering the
role each constraint plays in the sequential model, this method is not completely suitable
in terms of correctness and performance. To cope with this problem, we describe our
alternations on this method.
Our approach is based on the automatic symmetry detection method for CSP proposed
by Puget [123]. It allows us to detect variable symmetries, value symmetries and non-
trivial ones involving both variables and values. For each constraint, the approach first
calculates all the allowed assignments. Then the graph of this constraint c is constructed
in the following way. A variable node is created for each variable in c. An array represents
a collection of scalar variables. So a distinct variable node is created for each element of
the array. A constraint node is created for c. A value node is created for each value of each
variable in c. An assignmentnode is created for each allowed assignment of c. Edges connect
each value node to its variable node, each assignment node to the value node representing
each variable-value literal occurring in the assignment, and each assignment node to the
constraint node. So the number of nodes in the colored graph is the sum of the number
of variables, literals, constraints and allowed assignments, and the number of edges is the
sum of the number of literals, allowed assignments and the number of variables in allowed
assignments.
The graphs for all constraints are combined into a single graph, called colored graph. The
coloring scheme for this graph is described as follows.
 All constraint nodes representing the same kind of constraints have the same unique
color;
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 All variable nodes with the same domain have the same unique color;
 For a variable, all of its value nodes have the same unique color; if two variables have
the same color, their value nodes have the same color.
 For a constraint, its assignment nodes all have the same unique color; if two con-
straints have the same color, their assignment nodes have the same color.
It addresses symmetries by computing the automorphisms of the colored graph. It has
been proved that each automorphism of this graph corresponds to a constraint symmetry
as restated in the following theorem.
Theorem 6.3.2. Let P = (V;D;C) be a CSP. Its colored graph G is constructed as illustrated
above. Suppose  is an automorphism of G and s is an assignment of P. For each constraint c 2 C,
s satisfies c i (s) satisfies c. 
Before applying this method to our problem, we have to address the concern raised by
the dierences of ordinary CSPs and the CSP we convert an LPS into. Some variables in
an LPS are not used at the same time, local variables in dierent summands for example.
So for its corresponding CSP, it is unreasonable to detect variable symmetries between
those variables. Therefore, the original coloring strategy is refined such that variable nodes
which have the same domain are of the same unique color i
 each of them is a local variable of the same domain in the same summand,
 or each of them is an original global variable of the same domain,
 or each of them is the latest version of a global variable of the same domain.
It is not dicult to show that each automorphism found under the new coloring strategy
is also an automorphism under the original coloring strategy. So Theorem 6.3.2 still holds.
The soundness of our work is stated in the theorem below.
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Theorem 6.3.3. Let L = (S; init;;!) be its labeled transition system of an LPS P. Each
permutation  we get in Algorithm 6.3.1 is an automorphism of L. 
Proof By definition, we must show that (i) if s1
e! s2, then (s1) (e)! (s2), and (ii) (init) =
init.
Suppose s1
e! s2 corresponds to the execution of the summand sum of P. Without loss of
generality, we assume there is only one global variable vg in P and one local variable vl
in sum. s1
e! s2 is assumed to denote executing sum when vg := value1 and vl := value2.
That is, when vg := value1 and vl := value2, its enabling condition fe is true, event e is
executed parameterizedwith the return value by its action function fa, and global variables
are updated in its next-state function fn which leads to state s2.
Suppose C is the constraint satisfaction problem converted from P in Algorithm 6.3.1. By
Theorem 6.3.1, all the constraints converted from fe, fa and fn are satisfiedwhen vg = value1
and vl = value2. By Theorem 6.3.3,  is a constraint symmetry of C. So all of the constraints
from fe, fa and fn are also satisfied when when (vg = value1) and (vl = value2). Again by
Theorem 6.3.1, we get (s1)
(e)! (s2). Similarly, we can prove (init) = init. 
Note that the inverse of the theorem may not hold. For example, if two processes of the
same type identical up to swapping their process identifiers are intentionally modeled as
processes of two dierent types, this process symmetry is not reflected in its corresponding
colored graph.
Figure 6.5 shows a part of the colored graph obtained from the CSP of the running example.
Due to space restriction and graph complexity, we make the following alternations for
simplicity in order to help users better understand its inherent symmetries while still
preserving the essence of the graph. This graph fragment shown is built from the first
constraint in the CSP, i.e., (v1 = (u1 + 1)mod N _ v1 = (u1   1)mod N) ^F[C  u1 + color[v1]] ,
F[C  v1 + color[u1]]. We skip the representation of
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 all nodes generated from (v1 = (u1 + 1)mod N _ v1 = (u1   1)mod N)
 the constraint node
 all nodes generated from an allowed assignment containing a literal color[t] := 2 for
all 0 <= t < N.
Each square node labeled i in the top part is the variable node representing F[i]; each
triangle node labeled j in the bottom part is the variable node representing color[ j]; each
node labeled val is a value node representing value val of variable F[i]; each circle node
labeled val0 is a value node representing value val0 of variable color[i]; each pentagon node
is an assignment node. The nodes in the dotted rectangle are the same nodes of variables
F[0];F[1] and color[0] and their values, which are only for making the symmetries easy to
discover. In this figure, the assignment nodes connectedwith dotted edges, the assignment
Figure 6.5: Part of the colored graph of the running example’s CSP
nodes on their left and the assignment nodes on their left are isomorphic; swapping any
literals of the form F[i] := 0 and F[i] := 1 for all 0 <= i < 3  N in all the assignments gets
the same graph; swapping any literals of the form c[i] := 0 and c[i] := 1 for all 0 <= i < N
in all the assignments gets the same graph.
Example For the running example, assume there are three processes with ids 0, 1 and
2, it has 6 process symmetries from rotating the processes of an undirected ring, i.e.,
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(0)(1)(2); (1; 2); (1; 0); (0; 2); (0; 1)(1; 2); (0; 2)(1; 2) ; it has 6 data symmetries from swapping all
the possible colors, i.e., (0)(1)(2); (1; 2); (1; 0); (0; 2); (0; 1)(1; 2); (0; 2)(1; 2); it has 2 data symme-
tries from swapping all the possible bit values, i.e., (0)(1); (0; 1). Further, new symmetries
are introduced by the product of these groups. Therefore, we discover 72 symmetries in
total.
6.3.3 Step 3: Optimization
In the step of symmetry detection, we perform two lightweight but eective optimization
techniques, the first one to speed up the construction of the colored graph and the second
one to remove symmetries which are useless for model checking.
Breaking down array writing constraints For a constraint with n variables, it may have
O(mn) possible assignments in the worst case, where m is the size of the largest domain.
The time complexity of computing allowed assignments of one constraint is O(mn), and
the time complexity of constructing the colored graph for a CSP accumulates to t O(mn)
where t is in the number of constraints. Each array writing constraint is involved with at
least all the variables of two arrays, which often becomes a performance bottleneck. In
order to reduce the time consumption, one straightforward way is keeping n as small as
possible. We transform it intoK+1 simple constraints each involvingmuch fewer variables
in the following way3 where K is the array size, and refine the coloring strategy such that
3For ease of presentation, we only show how to transform a writing constraint of a one-dimensional array.
It can be easily extended to multi-dimensional arrays.
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elements of dierent arrays have dierent colors.






array1[N   1] = array0[N   1]
The soundness of the transformation is stated by the following theorem.
Theorem 6.3.4. Let C be a constraint satisfaction problem. and C0 its corresponding constraint
satisfaction problem of C after transforming all array writing constraints. Then any constraint
symmetry of C0 is also a constraint symmetry of C. 
Proof Assume  is a constraint symmetry ofC0. The constraints inC are separated into two
sets: one containing all the array writing constraints S1 and the other containing all the rest
constraints S2; similarly, the constraints in C0 are separated into two sets: one containing all
the constraints transformed from an array writing constraints S01 and the other containing
all the rest constraints S02. Since S2 and S
0
2 are identical,  is also a constraint symmetry for
S2.
We define a function evals which takes an assignment s and a constraint c, and returns the
satisfaction of c when evaluated as s. Without loss of generality, we assume there are no
multi-dimensional arrays inC. Suppose an arraywriting constraint c in S1 is array1[index] =
value^ (8 j 2 f0;    ;N  1g: j , index! array1[ j] = array0[ j]). It is transformed into the list L
containingN+1 constraints farray1[index] = value; array1[0] = array0[0];    ; array1[N 1] =
array0[N   1]g in S01. Let s be an assignment of C. Because all elements of an array have
the same color which is dierent from that of any other variable. For any element array0[k]
where k 2 f0;    ;N  1g, (array0[k]) = array0[k0] where k0 2 f0;    ;N  1g. This also applies
to elements of array1. There are three conditions to be considered:
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 If the first constraint in L is evaluated to false at s, i.e. evals(array1[index] = value) =
f alse, then evals(c) = f alse. Because is a constraint symmetry, eval(s)((array1[index] =
value)) = eval(s)(array1[(index)] = value) = f alse. So eval(s)((c)) = f alse.
 Otherwise if there exists i 2 f0;    ;N   1g such that evals(array1[i] = array0[i]) = f alse
where i , evals(index), then evals(c) = f alse. Since evals(array1[i] = array0[i]) =
f alse, evals(c) = f alse and eval(s)((array1[i] = array0[i])) = eval(s)(array1[(i)] =
array0[(i)]) = f alse. Because i , evals(index), eval(s)((i)) , eval(s)((index)). There-
fore, eval(s)((c)) = f alse.
 Otherwise, evals(c) = true. That is, evals(array1[index] = value) = true and 8 j 2
f0;    ;N 1g and j , evals(index) such that evals(array1[ j] = array0[ j]) = true. Consider-
ing is a constraint symmetry, eval(s)((array1[index] = value)) = eval(s)(array1[(index)] =
(value)) = true and8 j 2 f0;    ;N 1gand j , evals(index) such that eval(s)((array1[ j] =
array0[ j])) = eval(s)(array1[( j)] = array0[( j)]) = true. Because j , evals(index),
eval(s)(( j)) , eval(s)((index)). So eval(s)((c)) = true.
Therefore,  is also a constraint symmetry of C. 
Removing redundant value symmetries The colored graph may contain some values of
a variable which do not satisfy any constraint transformed from an enabling condition or
the init statement. It means those values are impossible to appear at any time during the
execution of the system. Take the CSP (V = fx; yg;D = ff0; 1; 2g; f2; 3; 4gg;C = fx > 1; y =
x + 1g) as an example. A value symmetry  = (x := 0; x := 1) exists in the CSP. Suppose the
constraint x > 1 is originally the enabling condition and y = x + 1 is the next-state function
of the same summand in the LPS. So neither x := 0 nor x := 1 is valid in any state which
makes  useless for reducing the state space. Therefore, it is safe and appropriate to remove
these values during the graph construction in order to avoid redundant symmetries later.
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For each variable’s value, we record whether it appears in at least one allowed assignment
of a constraint representing an enabling condition or the init statement. If not, it will be
removed.
6.4 Case Study
We have implemented the colored graph construction described in Section 6.3. The result-
ing graph is input to Saucy [48] which produces the generators of the automorphism group
of a graph. Then the generators are input to GAP [74] which produces all the permutations
in the group. The examples are briefly introduced in the following. Part of the experiment
data is presented in Table 6.1. All relevant experiment information is available online [3].
1. Reader-Writer problem [150].
2. Peterson’s mutual exclusion protocol [117]. The N-process protocol manipulates
shared arrays in such a way that it eliminates at least one process trying to access the
critical section per round in a total of N   1 rounds until only one remains, so that
it guarantees that no more than one processes are in the critical section at the same
time.
3. Aprioritized resource allocator [58]. The system consists ofN client processes andone
resource allocator process. It has a star topology and all the clients only communicate
with the resource allocator. Each client has a priority level and may send requests
for accessing the resource to the resource allocator. When the resource allocator
receives multiple requests, it always grants access to the request from the client with
the highest priority. If all the requesting clients have the same priority level, the
allocator chooses one request in a nondeterministic way. A configuration is written
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in the form a0   a1        ak 1, where client processes 0; 1;    ; a0 have priority level 0,
a0 + 1; a0 + 2;    ; a1 have priority level 1, etc.
4. Message routing in a hypercube network [58]. A configuration is denoted by the
number of dimensions of the hypercube. Note that the configuration d is composed
of 2d processes.
5. Server-client system in a three-tiered architecture [58]. As its name implies, the
systems has three layers, one for client processes, one for server processes and one for
the process representing the data storage system. Each process has two channels, one
for receiving incoming requests and the other for sending queries to other processes
in the neighboring layer. A client repeats the sequence of operations of sending a
request message to the server it is connected to and waiting for receiving a response
message from the server; a server repeats the sequence of operations of receiving a
request from a client it is connected to, sending a query to the database, receiving
data and sending a response message to the client; the database repeats the sequence
of operations of receiving a query from a server and sending back data to the server.
for each experiment of the system iswritten in the form a1 a2    ak, which denotes
that the system consists of k server processes and ai clients connected to server i.
6. Dining Philosopher Problem [84]. The N philosophers sit at a circular table with a
large bowl of spaghetti in the center. A fork is placed in between each philosopher,
and as such, each philosopher has one fork to his left and one fork to his right.
As spaghetti is dicult to serve and eat with a single fork, it is assumed that a
philosopher must eat with two forks. The philosopher can only use the fork on his
or her immediate left or right and he can only put down the forks after eating.
7. Miler’s scheduler [110]. There areN processes, which are activated in a cyclicmanner,
i.e., process i activates process i + 1 and after process n process 1 is activated again.
Moreover, a processmaynever be re-activatedbefore it has terminated. The scheduler
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is built from n cyclers who are positioned in a ring. The first cycler plays a special
role as it starts up the system.
8. Non-deterministic two-hop coloring protocol in rings [9].
9. Self-stabilizing leader election protocol in complete graph [69]. Each agent has one bit
of memory, denoting being the leader or not. There is a leader detector in the network
to signal the presence of a leader and to broadcast a boolean value corresponding
to the signal to each agent. The detector is not guaranteed to give correct answers
all the time, but it will eventually give a correct answer permanently. This protocol
guarantees that a unique leader will eventually be elected.
10. Self-stabilizing leader election protocol in directed rooted trees [25].
11. Self-stabilizing leader election protocol in ring [69].
12. Hanoi puzzle.
The tower of hanoi is a classic mathematical puzzle. It consists of three pegs and a
number of disks of dierent sizes can be put onto a peg. You may move the top disk
from one peg to the top of another peg at a time. At no time can a larger disk be put
on top of a smaller disk. Initially, all disks are stacked at one rod(called the initial
rod) in order from the largest at the bottom to the smallest at the top. The other two
rods are empty. The goal is to find the minimum number of moves to move all the
disks to another rod.
13. Scheduling the social golfer problem [62].
The social golfer problem was first posted on sci.op-research in May 1998. It is a
famous combinational optimization problem. The task is to schedule N = G  P
golfers into G groups of P players in W weeks, such that no two golfers play in the
same group more than once. Here we consider a heuristic tabu-search scheduling
algorithm for this problem proposed in [62]. It consider a special case of the problem
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where G is a prime, S = G and W = G + 1. For week 0, the schedule is generated
randomly such that each position has one distinct golfer. For any following week w,
any group i, any position j, the algorithm chooses the golfer in week 0whose position
is (i+ (w 1) j)mod S in group j. A configuration of the system is written in the form
G-S-W where G is the number of groups, S is the number of golfers in one group and
W is the number of weeks.
The experimental cases we choose here cover a variety of computing systems. From the
perspective of execution patterns, they include concurrent systems and sequential systems.
From the perspective of communication strategies, they include concurrent systems with
synchronized communication using shared variables or shared actions, and distributed
systems with asynchronous message passing mechanism. From the perspective of com-
munication topologies, they include networks of layers, rings, trees, stars, complete graphs
and hypercubes. From the perspective of symmetry types, there are systems with only
process symmetries, with only data symmetries and with both of them.
In Table 6.1, Construction Time denotes the time taken to construct the colored graph associ-
atedwith the corresponding configuration; jgeneratorsjdenotes the size of the generating set
of the automorphism groupG of the colored graph computed by Saucy; Saucy Time denotes
the time (in seconds) taken by saucy to compute generators; jAut(G)j denotes the size of
G computed by GAP provided the generators. As Table 6.1 shows, the overhead of our
approach is quite low even for the systems with large automorphism groups. We study
the same cases as the static channel diagram approach [59, 60] (i.e., Peterson’s protocol,
resource allocator, three-tiered architecture and message passing in a hypercube network)
and our performance is comparable to its. However, the eectiveness of our approach is
not limited to message passing systems or process symmetries.
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System Construction Time Saucy Time jGeneratorsj jAut(G)j
Reader-writer problem
3 0.127 0.004 1 2
Peterson’s mutual exclusion protocol
3 0.183 0.041 2 6
6 0.512 0.011 5 720
9 0.695 0.018 8 362880
12 1.037 0.030 11 479001600
A prioritized resource allocator
4-3 0.589 0.002 5 144
2-2-3 0.553 0.004 4 24
3-3-4 0.902 0.005 7 864
Three-tiered architecture
3-3-2 0.480 0.005 5 144
3-3-3 0.515 0.006 6 1296
4-4-3 0.508 0.006 8 6912
Message passing in a hypercube network
3 0.343 0.007 4 48
4 0.655 0.005 5 384
5 1.447 0.026 4 3840
6 3.317 0.066 5 46080
Dining philosophers
5 0.316 0.004 1 5
10 0.492 0.005 1 10
20 1.033 0.007 1 20
Miler’s scheduler
10 2.665 0.001 0 0
Non-deterministic two-hop coloring protocol in undirected rings
3 0.294 0.007 4 72
6 0.466 0.011 5 144
9 0.788 0.012 5 216
12 1.282 0.013 5 288
Self-stabilizing leader election protocol in complete graphs
3 0.179 0.004 2 6
6 0.874 0.029 5 720
9 1.212 0.034 8 362880
12 2.684 0.394 11 479001600
15 15.783 8.326 14 1307674368000
Self-stabilizing leader election protocol in directed rooted trees
3 0.216 0.004 2 2
7 0.322 0.007 2 8
11 0.959 0.011 4 16
15 3.954 0.275 4 16
19 7.404 0.005 6 128
Self-stabilizing leader election protocol in rings
3 0.385 0.003 1 3
6 1.223 0.007 1 6
9 4.781 0.093 1 9
12 51.265 1.266 1 12
Hanoi puzzle
3 0.523 0.003 1 2
6 1.636 0.023 1 2
Scheduling the social golfer problem
3-3-4 1.374 0.009 9 725760
Table 6.1: Experiment results of symmetry detection approach
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Table 6.2: Symmetry reduction results I on aWindows laptop with Intel 3.4GHz and 8 GBmemory with PAT
Model States (Without Reduction) States With Reduction Gain
Dining philosophers
10 154450 15489 90.0%
12 1684801 140536 91.7%
14 OM 1313052 -
Three-tiered architecture
3-3-2 7840 462 94.1%
3-3-3 21952 286 98.7%
4-4-3 188272 OT -
Non-deterministic two-hop coloring protocol in undirected rings
3 13824 442 96.8%
4 331776 8058 97.6%
5 OM OT -
6.4.1 Performance Improvement
The performance bottleneck of our approach lies in the size of the colored graph. First,
allowed assignments for constraints often contribute the largest portion of the graph size.
For a constraint with n variables, as discussed in Section 6.3.3, in order to reduce its time
consumption, one straightforward way is keeping n as small as possible. So we break
down a constraint into a set of sub-constraints and guarantee that the logical conjunction
of sub-constraints is equivalent to the original constraint. This method has a side eect: it
increases the number of constraints. Fortunately, this eect is negligible because the time
consumption for computing allowed assignments is much more sensitive to the number of
variables in a constraint than to the number of constraints, and the performance bottleneck
is its time consumption instead of its memory. Second, we have observed that users may
sometimes define larger variable domains than necessary. Our approach does not rely on
the exact domain of variables, but can take advantage of it to construct a smaller colored
graph.
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6.4.2 Symmetry Reduction
We apply detected symmetries to the depth-first exploration of the whole state spaces of
system configurations. A classic canonicalization function [87] is used to calculate a unique
representative for each equivalence class of states, i.e., applying all the automorphisms
to a visited state to find the lexicographically smallest image. Table 6.2 contains the
experimental results before andafter symmetry reduction for part of systems configurations
in Table 6.1. In the table, States means the number of states stored, OM means exploring
the configuration ran out of memory, OT means more than 2 hours, and Gain means the
relative improvement on stored states brought by symmetry reduction. For the conducted
experiments, the saving in terms of memory is 95.9% in average.
The computational overhead of symmetry reduction stems from checking whether the
unique representative state of a visited state has been explored. Thus calculating repre-
sentative states would be costly in time if there are a large number of automorphisms.
It is known as constructive orbit problem (COP), which is NP-hard in general [31]. In
practice, only systems with full symmetries are supported by existing symmetry reduction
approaches, because representatives can be eciently calculated in polynomial time.
One way of relaxing the prohibitive time requirement of COP is to allow multiple repre-
sentatives for each equivalence class of states. Table 6.3 contains the experimental results
for state space exploration without symmetry reduction, with symmetry reduction using
unique representative, andwith symmetry reduction usingmultiple representatives. From
the table, it is shown thatmulti-representatives symmetry reduction storesmore states than
single-representative as expected. Here we consider the algorithm of calculating multiple
representatives called local search in [61], which is only dependent on the generators of
an automorphism group. A group with a large number of elements has a much smaller
number of generators. So themulti-representatives approach ismuch faster than the single-
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Table 6.3: Symmetry reduction results II on a Windows laptop with Intel 3.4GHz and 8 GB memory with
PAT
Model Without Reduction With Reduction (Unique) With Reduction (Multi)
States Time (Sec) States Time (Sec) States Time (Sec)
Dining philosophers
10 154450 15.3 15489 14.2 106819 23.2
12 1684801 212 140536 242 1149178 341
14 OM - 1313052 3563 OM -
Three-tiered architecture
3-3-2 7840 1.1 462 8.4 966 1.0
3-3-3 21952 3.6 286 60.4 2290 5.1
4-4-3 188272 42.3 - OT 35524 103
Non-deterministic two-hop coloring protocol in undirected rings
3 13824 10.3 442 15.4 1567 4.6
4 331776 511 8058 668 33415 160
5 OM - - OT 661454 5718
representative one in most cases. It remains our future work to solve the COP problem
eciently for certain classes of automorphism groups in practice.
6.5 Related Work
The importance of detecting symmetries inmodel checking area has garneredmuch interest
in recent years and several methods have emerged. (1) How much eort is required from
model designers? (2) How many kinds of symmetries can be detected?
ScalarsetMethod Oneof theoldest andmostwidespread symmetrydetectionapproaches
is using scalarset. It is first introduced by Ip andDill in the explicitmodel checkerMur' [87].
Scalarset is a data type which determines an unordered finite set of consecutive integer
values. It is a fully symmetric type, i.e., permuting any values of a scalarset type throughout
the state spacemust result in an automorphism. So this method is only capable of handling
fully symmetric components. For usage, a user may define a new scalarset type for a class
of fully symmetric components and assign each component’s identifier to a unique value
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of this type. Then the verifier automatically extracts the automorphisms from scalarset
types. In this way, scalarsets provide a convenient and ecient way for users to define
symmetries, considering the number of automorphisms generated by a scalarset is the fac-
torial of its size. This method is applied to several other model checkers like Spin [15, 16],
Uppaal [81].
However, it has two disadvantages that impose a heightened burden on designers. First,
the applicability of this method relies on designers to have expert insights to precisely
identify identical components in a system. Second, in order to make sure the symmetry
extractionmethod is sound, a much rigorous syntactic requirement is placed on operations
of scalarsets to rule out all possible symmetry breaking constructs. Loosely speaking, a
variable of some scalarset type can only be referred to as the index of an arraywith the same
scalarset index type and assigned to, compared for (in)equality with another variable of
exactly the same type. Last but not least, it is applicable only for fully symmetric systems.
Static Channel Diagrams Donaldson and Miler design a fully automatic approach to
detecting process symmetries for channel-based communication systems [59, 60]. Their
approach also involves constructing a colored graph called static channel diagram from a
Promela model, whose automorphisms possibly correspond to the automorphism of the
Kripke structure along with the model. Each node is created for each process or channel.
If a process possibly sends a message to a channel, then a directional edge is created from
the process node to the channel node. Similarly, if a process possibly receives a message
from a channel, then a directional edge is created from the channel node to the process
node. All process (resp. channel) nodes representing the same type of processes (resp.
channel) have the same unique color. Figure 6.6 shows the static channel diagram of the
message routing algorithm in a three dimensional hypercube network [58]. The generators
for the automorphism group in the static channel diagram are computed using a graph


















Figure 6.6: A 3-dimensional hypercube
automorphism algorithm. But a computed generator may not be a real automorphism
in the state space. In order to preserve the soundness of the detection approach, each
generator obtained from the diagram has to be validated that it transforms the original
program P into an equivalent program with the complexity O(jPj log jPj).
Similar to scalarset approaches, there is a series of limitations on input Promela programs
to rule out symmetry breaking constructs. One of them is disallowing the use of process
identifiers in relational and arithmetic operations, which is commonly thought to be the
source of breaking symmetries. However, it is not necessary the case in many systems
such as the motivating example. They propose a straightforward strategy to relax this
restriction, i.e., rewriting a relational or arithmetic operation into a disjunction of all possible
combinations of variable valuations. But the validity checking for each generator would
suer a significant loss in performance because the size of the program becomes at most
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O(nk) of the original one, where n is the largest size of domains of variables representing
process identifiers and k is the highest arity of any relational or arithmetic operations
involving these variables.
Lastly, our method is remotely related to an on-the-fly symmetry detection and reduction
approach proposed by Wahl and D’Silva [152]. It starts a reachability checking with the
assumption that all processes are fully symmetric. As each transition is analyzed, the
asymmetries it induces are used to partition the processes. Our approach can deduce
how an arbitrary transition breaks symmetries before model checking and is not limited
to process symmetries. Hence combining two approaches together widens the application
area of their approach and saves the time used to detect symmetries during runtime.
To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first work to relax all the syntactic restrictions
on the model form, and also the first work to consider various process symmetries, data
symmetries and their combinations. A variety of case studies showed that the overhead of
symmetry detection is negligible.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion & Outlook
In this chapter we briefly summarize the contributions of this thesis and discuss possible
future directions of our work.
7.1 Summary
This thesis has presented several improvements of alleviating state space explosion prob-
lem, the major obstacle in practical applications of model checking. In particular, we have
concentrated on symmetry reduction and partial order reduction approaches.
We have investigated these two reduction techniques in two specific contexts of model
checking applications. First, we have studied the problem in the context of model checking
liveness properties with global fairness assumption. Global fairness is recognized to often
play an indispensable role in the correctness of self-stabilizing population protocols, and it
guarantees that each execution enabled infinitely often at a statemust be executed infinitely
often at this state. We have proved that, unlike the intricacy of combining symmetry reduc-
tion with weak/strong fairness, symmetry reduction and global fairness can be integrated
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without extra eort. We have developed a combined algorithm based on Tarjan’s strongly
connected component searching algorithm and demonstrated its usability by verifying a
number of recently proposed population protocols. Further, we have examined the com-
bination of partial order reduction and global fairness. We have shown that partial order
reduction is not property preserving with global fairness.
Second, we have investigated the problem in the context of linearizability checking. Lin-
earizability is an important correctness requirement for concurrent implementations of
abstract data structures. Verifying linearizability amounts to verifying a refinement rela-
tionship between a concurrent implementation and its sequential specification. We have
combined symmetry reduction and partial order reduction, which has never been explored
before in refinement checking setting, to achieve maximum reduction. The eciency and
scalability are demonstrated via a bench of concurrent data structure algorithms.
We believe that one ultimate goal of a state reduction approach is to provide a complete
solution which is eective and easy to use. Established symmetry reduction approaches
assume that the symmetries of amodel are either straightforward to be detected or given as
input with the model itself. This assumption becomes increasingly impractical as a model
becomes complicated. Therefore the applicability and performance of a symmetry reduc-
tion approach are restricted to the knowledge of the symmetries obtained in model level.
Therefore, we have proposed a novel symmetry detection approach based on state-of-the-
art symmetry detection approaches for constraint satisfaction problems. We have reduced
the detection problem for concurrent models to the detection problem of a constraint sys-
tem, and derived symmetries in the format of variable and value symmetries discovered in
the system. It works for general concurrent systems and is able to detect many more kinds
of symmetries in a fully automatic way. We have proved that our approach is sound. We
have also presented a comprehensive set of case studies and shown that the overhead of
symmetry detection is negligible.
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7.2 Future Challenges
In this section, we outline the possible extensions to our work presented in this thesis.
 In Chapter 3, we have shown that classic partial order reduction fails to guarantee
the satisfaction of global fairness of an execution path, which forbids its application
for model checking with global fairness. However, it does not rule out the possibility
of the combination of partial order reduction and global fairness. The key point of
a successful combination relies on strengthening the equivalence relation between
execution paths to make sure the fairness notion is equivalence robust, i.e., either all
the paths in an equivalence class satisfy the fairness, or none of them satisfy it [114,
91]. This is usually achieved by adding new dependencies between actions whose
execution orderings can change the satisfaction of global fairness. The dependency
conditions should be as few as possible for performance reason. So we are motivated
to refine the current dependency conditions to carry out the combination of partial
order reduction and global fairness successfully.
 In Chapter 3, we have also shown that symmetry reduction and global fairness can
be integrated without extra eort. Unfortunately, symmetry reduction is an eective
technique to allievate state space explosion problem, but not to solve it. Many desired
correctness properties are expected to be satisfied by systems of arbitrary size, like
the convergency properties in population protocols. Symmetry reduction fails to get
us to be able to check a system for all sizes. Therefore, we shall develop a novel
reduction strategy for population models to exploit the symmetries that are inherent
in their implementations and other regularities (like simple asymmetric pairwise
interaction schemes) to reduce the unbounded verification problem to a problem that
only involves a small number of agents. Another interesting line of future work is
to identify sucient condition that allows combination of fairness and abstraction in
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general.
 In chapter 4, wehavepresented that the problemof checking linearizability can be cast
to that of refinement checking. An interestingdirection of futurework is to investigate
other correctness notions of concurrent algorithms similar to linearizability and to see
whether refinement checking fits for their verification. One example is operational
transformation algorithms, which are designed for consistency maintenance and
concurrency control in collaborative editing of text documents. The main goal of
these algorithms is to ensure that all users view the same data. The other example is
a more relaxed linearizability notion called quasi-linearizability, which supports the
implementation of more concurrent and scalable data structure algorithms. To the
best of our knowledge, its verification has never been explored before.
 In Chapter 6, we have presented an automatic symmetry detection approach to
concurrent models. It would be interesting to see how to extend our approach to
timed models and probabilistic models. Further, we have observed that a model
is a parameterized version of a system that, while defining the types and domains
of variables and the types and communication structures of processes, does not
completely determine the actual values of the number of variables, processes, or etc.
Our approach, like any other detection approaches, is only applied to an instance of
a model. Therefore, the symmetries detected can only be used to speed up the model
checking process of this instance, but the expense of detecting these symmetries
cannot be amortized over all the instances, not to mention that the computation cost
rapidly increases with the size of an instance. In the future, we shall extend our
approach to detect symmetries for a model, not just for an instance.
Tools and Case Studies. We are planning to implement a self-contained library to detect
symmetries on a concurrent model and to perform symmetry reduction during model
checking. We are also planning to improve the approach performance by taking advantages
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of state-of-the-art acceleration techniques for the solvingprocess for aCSP, e.g., propagation.
Moveover, we are planning to feed back to users which parts of the model are the most
constraining on its symmetries, so that users can get insights on how to increase the
symmetry of the model. Besides, we are going to continue to apply the detection approach
to more complicated case studies. As mentioned above, our experience shows that this is
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Appendix A
Cartesian Function
Let P1;P2;    ;Pk be the processes of the concurrent data structure algorithm; i denotes
the action executed by process Pi.
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Algorithm A.0.1 Algorithm for calculating cartesian vectors on Lim
Procedure (s)
1: for all s
i! s0 2 Tim do
2: add i and s0 to CV[i];
3: end for
4: extendable := f1;    ; ng;
5: for all i 2 f1;    ; ng : lastAction(CV[i]) is visible do
6: extendable := extendable   fig;
7: end for
8: for all i; j 2 extendable : i , j ^ lastAction(CV[i]) is dependent on lastAction(CV[ j]) do
9: extendable := extendable   fi; jg;
10: end for
11: while extendable , ; do
12: pick any i 2 extendable;
13: s := lastState(CV[i]);
14: (i; s0) := nextTrans(s; i);
15: if 9 j , i : i is dependent on some action in CV[ j] (other than the last) then
16: extendable := extendable   fig;
17: else
18: for all j , i : 0i is dependent on lastAction(CV[ j]) do
19: extendable := extendable   fi; jg;
20: end for
21: if s0 2 CV[i] ^ i 2 extendable then
22: mark CV[i] as in f inite;
23: extendable := extendable   fig;
24: end if
25: if i is visible ^ i 2 extendable then
26: extendable := extendable   fig;
27: end if





nextTrans(s; i) = (i; s0) : s
i! s0 2 Tim
Appendix B
Transformation of Concurrent Models
In this subsection, we show a straightforward principle of modeling concurrent programs
by means of nondeterministic sequential programs. Here we consider a simple concurrent
specification model, which is however general enough to three dierent types of systems
with respect to execution patterns, i.e., sequential, parallel and distributed systems. Se-
quential systems execute one transition at a time, possibly nondeterministically; parallel
systems may execute multiple actions in parallel and achieve communication between
dierent processes by shared variables; distributed systems also may execute actions in
parallel but employ a handshaking mechanisms (like shared actions) for interprocess com-
munication.
Figure B.1 lists the syntax of our language. Omitted rules are identical to those in Figure 6.2.
The language includes two familiar elementary data types, integer and boolean.1A system
description consists of a set of global variable declarations, a set of process definitions
and one initialization rule. Component processes of a parallel system are composed by
jk symbol which denotes that processes run concurrently without barrier synchronization;
those of a distributed system are composed by k symbol which denotes that processes run
concurrently with synchronization on common events. A component process is defined to
be a sequential program with an option list of parameters. It is composed of a sequence of
statements. Each statementmaybe an event-labeled statement composedof sub-statements
which are atomically executed, an signal of process termination, if-else conditional choice,
while-loop, or nondeterministically executed statements separated by  symbol.
1Composite data types, like arrays are excluded for ease of presentation.
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hprogrami ::= hvardeclihprodeclihiniti
hvardecli ::= var g
hprodecli ::= prochpidi(hparam-list;0 ;0 i)fhvardeclihestmtsig
hestmtsi ::= fhestmt-list;0 ;0 ig





hprore f i ::= hpidi((hargsi))
jhprore f ikhprore f i
jhprore f ijkhprore f i
hiniti ::= init hprore f i
Figure B.1: Syntax of concurrent language
The translation function T is defined for translating each statement into one or more
sequential programs recursively, separated by  symbol. The preparatory step of the
transformation is to introduce a new integer variable state for each component process to
model its control points. Each atomic statement is labeled with a distinguished value of
state of the form “k :”. For a list of statements, say ~S, let f irst(~S) be the value of state of
its first statement in ~S and last(~S) be the value of its last statement, and T (~S)(c) denote the
transformation of ~S and c is the value of state of the successor statement of the last statement
in ~S. A component process can then be transformed by induction as follows:
 T (k : Skip)(c) := [state = k]! fstate := cg
 T (k : heidif~Sg)(c) := [state = k]heidi ! f~S; state := c; g
 T (hestmt1; estmt2;    ; estmtni)(c) := T (hestmt1i)( f irst(hestmt2;    ; estmtni))
T (hestmt2i)( f irst(hestmt3;    ; estmtni))
   
T (hestmtni)(c)
 T (k : if(hguardi)fhestmts1ig elsefhestmts2ig)(c) :=
[state = k ^ guard = T]! fstate := f irst(hestmts1i)g
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[state = k ^ guard = F]! fstate := f irst(hestmts2i)g
T (hestmts1i)(c)
T (hestmts2i)(c)
 T (k : while(hguardi)fhestmtsig)(c) :=
[state = k ^ guard = T]! fstate := f irst(hestmtsi)g
[state = k ^ guard = F]! fstate := cg
T (hestmtsi)(k)
Now we can transform a component process P that contains a sequence of statements
~S1; ~S2;    ; ~Sn as follows:
T (P) := T ( ~S1)(c1)  T ( ~S2)(c2)     T ( ~Sn)(cn)
Let us now consider the transformation of concurrent composition of two processes P1jkP2.
T (P1jkP2) := T (P1)  T (P2)
The transformation of the other concurrent composition of processes, P1kP2, is slightly
complicated, because P1 and P2 perform lock-step synchronization on common events.
Then for anypair of common-event-labeled statements inP1 andP2, written in (k1 : ef ~S1g)(c1)
and (k2 : ef ~S2g)(c2), their transformationwill result in one statement, i.e., [state1 = k1^state2 =
k2]e ! f ~S1; ~S2; state1 := c1; state2 := c2g. Other statements are transformed in the same way
as P1jkP2. It is straightforward to write the sequential program in the format of linear
process specification.
Complexity Analysis For a component process, the transformation takes one atomic state-
ment at a time and translates it to one statement in the sequential program. For the
interleving/parallel composition of processes, the resulting program at most has the total
number of atomic statements of all processes in the worst case, the number of parameters
are linear to the number of processes. Thus, the size of the analysis is linear to the number
of processes instead of as exponentially large as the size of generating the state space.
